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TIOH
INTRODUC

II.

Since the first

report

of a "Kleiner Wasserbar" by

Goeze in 1773 and the subsequent
by Spallanzani
extensive

in 1776, the Tardigrada

treatment

have been neglected
North America.
cerning

reference

have received

to a large extent

Although several

by zoologists

the tardigrades,

embryology, ecology,
out by investigators

aspects

of the field

await extensive

and life
primarily

of biology,

cycles.

treatment
Unfortunate-

interested

has resulted

in other

in considerable

Understandably,

confusion

in the taxonomy of the group, especially

The outstanding

has been

or in other groups of

animals.

and specific

this

in

as a group,

ly, much of the taxonomic study on the tardigrades
carried

but

voluminous monographs con-

are as yet poorly known and still

generic

rather

at the hands of European workers,

them have been written,

of their

to "Il Tardigrado"

at the

levels.
treatments,

basis for study of the tardigrades

which have served as a
in the past three decades,

have been the monographs of Marcus (1928, 1929, 1936).
the single
}arcus

most comprehensive treatment

of the entire

(1929) compiled the knowledge to that

In
group,

time concerning

the taxonomy, embryology, physiology and natural

history

or

10

the tardigrades,
published

including

papers dealing

a complete bibliography
with these subjects.

The last

monograph by Harcus (1936), with the exception
eral

introductory

history,

dealt

solely

the described

of a gen-

of morphology and natural

with the taxonomy and morphology of
This compilation

species.

for the taxonomic studies

basis

last

consideration

of the

has served as a

of the Tardigrada

twenty years and, with few exceptions,

dents of the tardigrades

have relied

all

for the
recent

stu-

upon this work.

Probably the one paper which has had the greatest
effect

on the taxonomy of this

Thulin

(1928) in which the families

Eutardigrada

within

were defined and the genera

Hypsibiuswere

emended, as was the genus

order Heterotard.igrada.
majority

group was the study by

of Thulin's

the order

I$crob1otusand
Echiniscus of the

Narcus (1928, 1936) accepted
emendations and, in a recent

(1934), erected

the families

Nudechiniscidae

and Scutechiniscidae

Discopodidae,
within

the

paper

Onychopodidae,
the order

Heterotardigrada.

In Franca,
tardigrade
earlier

papers by Marcus for the latter's

revisions

studied

the

fauna of that country and, though relying

ual species,
short

Cuenot (1932) extensively

he did not incorporate

of Thulin and 1-tlrcus.

on the

review of individ-

many of the taxonomic

Cuenot (1949) presented

a

but concise review of the morphology, embryology, and

11

natural

history

of the group, including

a general

outline

of the taxonomic groups.

(1942, 1943) extensively

Barros

the tardigrades

of Sao Paulo, Brazil;

viewed the species

of the Italian

monographed the tardigrades
studies
creasing

that further

particular

study may alter

concern the tardigrade
with,

calities
tions

™-t.icam,;.;;.

con-

has been pro-

fauna of the United States

of these species.

who described

and suggest

The few minor papers which
have

from widely separated

in most instances,

of a tardigrade

field

(195'2)

an in-

many of the prevailing

with a few species

solely

Ecological

of the tardigrades.

duced in the United States.
dealt

(1951)

and Petersen

study of the tardigrades

No definitive

(1945) re-

(1951) in Spain, Mihelcic

in this

cepts of systematics

fauna,

(1957) in Spain indicate

and Mihelcic
interest

and studied

Ramazzotti

of Greenland.

by Rodriguez-Roda

in Austria

collected

rather

The first

in the United States

report

lo-

meager descripof the collection

was by Packard (1873),

his specimens, under the name Hypsibius
Unfortunately,

the description

given by

Packard is incomplete and cannot be used for the identification

of his species

Later,

Beal (1880) recorded

from New Gloucester,
inadequate

and thus becomes a nomen dubium.
the collection

of a tardigrade

11:line, but his description

for a definitive

identification

was also

of the indivi-

12
duals.

Mlthews (1938) believed

Baal's

specimens belong to

Hypsibius aµi}lsti, but there is probably little
substantiate

or disprove

this.

Batill1P:2Smirus at Beaufort,

North Carolina.

J.tathews (1938) presented

the most comprehensive

coverage of the tardigrades

of this country.

of twelve species,

including

ones, as lmown from the United States.
species

were first

collected

species

been reported

(1928) prior

records

of the others

was collected

A single

by Mlrcus

for the United States

papers by Curtin

cies definitely
Curtin

by Mathews in a

to 1-athews• review.

New collection
in two brief

Six of the semi-

by Murray (1910).

from the United States

his-

two marine

while the majority

study of moss and lichens,
had previously

Included in

review of morphology and natural

his paper was a brief

aquatic

American report

was that of Hay (1917), who found

of a marine tardigrade

tory and a list

The first

to either

reported

{1948) collected

increased

presented

the number of spe-

from this country to thirteen.

Hyps1~1usQujardini in the District

of Columbia and, 1n a later

paper (1957), reported

speci-

mens of Hypsibius conjungens, Microbiotus intercedius,
and ll- echino~enitus.
of the latter,

however, there is considerable

to the correctness
In another

From the drawings of the specimens
question

as

of the identification.
brief

note, Chitwood (1951) redescribed

the

13

Bathyecbiniscus tetrQilVCfrom specimens

marine species

taken in the Gulf of M3xico.
first

of U. tetrOI1}2;from this

record

(1938) previously
California.
published

This report

collected

location.

the species

Crisp and Hobart (1954),
a short note on the habitat

constituted

the

}athews

along the coast of
in a recent
of

pa.per,

Echiniscoides

s1g1smund1.
From the above review,
of the previous

studies

not led to a single
country.

and th8 result!n&

extensive

brief

that the varied

of the United States

in Europe, Scandinavia,

extensively

the arctic
portance,

islands.

terials
tigations

study is to present

and systematic

of Soutmrestern

from other areas

and several

of

appears anomalous.

of the present

of anatomical

tardigrades

rela-

of such a large and widely distribu-

ted group as the tardigrades
results

studied

Although they are of no economic im-

the neglect

The objective

topographi-

would not offer as rich

and as varied a fauna as many of the regions
tively

notes have

survey of the fauna of this

It is inconceivable

cal regions

the majority

of the United

on the tardigrades

were superficial

States

it is obvious that

Virginia.

became available,

have been incorporated
cannot pretend

investigations

the
of the

A few specimens

however, and these ma-

into the study.

Such inves-

to encompass or touch upon many

unanswered problems concerning

the tardigrades,

even those

14
of a taxonomic nature.
stimulate

future

but also studies
all

research,

it will

not only of a systematic

of the ecology,

of which have either

died or entirely

However, it is hoped that

embryology and physiolo~y,

been poorly or inadequately

neglected.

nature,
stu-
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III.

HATERIALSAND METHODS

This study is concerned primarily
tardigrades

which inhabit

tion of the individuals
by these plants

with semi-aquatic

mosses and lichens.
residing

is a relatively

The collec-

in the habitats

afforded

simple procedure and one

Which has been employed, with slight

variations,

by pre-

vious investigators.
Mosses and lichens

were collected

stations,

which are quite

varied

aspects.

Usually at each station,

at a total

in general ecological
six individual

of moss were obtained and taken into the laboratory
subsequent

examination.

collected.

A total

of 102
samples
for

of 434 moss samples was

Following the removal of excess soil,

a portion

of each sample was placed with the foliage

downward in a

commonlaboratory

Distilled

four inch culture

was then added to the culture
mately one-fourth
ally,

dish.

dish to a depth or approxi-

inch and the vessel was covered.

the samples were processed

in the late

evening and allowed to remain in the distilled
the following
operation

sufficient

Gener-

afternoon

or

water until

morning, at which time the moss sample was

squeezed over the bowl so that all
this

water

was collected

of the water removed by

in the dish.

time for the detritus

to settle,

After allowing
the liquid

was

16
examined by the use of a binocular
were collected

state,

drawn pipette.
collected

In practice,

animals,

by the use of a finely

it is advisable

to retain

al though they are of fairly

in a small staining
erations

microscope

which could be observed in both the active

and the animals,
and anabiotic

dissecting

dish so that,

of killing,

fixing,

minute size,_

during the subsequent

and preparation

washed.

from one liquid

to another,

The adherence of debris,

claws, which frequently
study following

renders

op-

for mounting,

the specimens are bathed in large amounts of fluid
during transfer

the

and,

are constantly

particularly

around the

the specimen useless

mounting, is reduced by this

for

procedure.

Marcus (1929) recommended the use of a four percent
formalin

solution

and fixing.

or seventy percent

one part acetic

part saturated
and fixing.

solution

agent and also used a solution
acid,

one part water,

of mercuric chloride

After some experimentation,

the most suitable

agent for killing

animals is hot eighty-five
agent is advantageous
about the extension
suitable

for killing

During the course of his study, Cuenot (1932)

employed the former killing
containing

alcohol

percent

since usually

and one

for killing

it was found that

and fixing

the collected

ethyl alcohol.

This

the use of it brings

of the animals and renders

them quite

for study in whole mount preparations.

For clearing

and mounting, M:lrcus (1929) suggested

the

17
use of glycerine

followed by mounting in glycerine

while Cuenot (1932) recommended clearing
mounting in balsam.

The latter

a great amount of distortion
poor method.

in clove oil and

procedure frequently

causes

and was found to be a rather

The glycerine

}arcus gives better

jelly,

jelly

results,

method recommended by

but is somewhat time con-

suming and has the decided disadvantage

of losing

its

per-

a period of a few years.

manency after

A variation

of the technique

employing Hoyer•s medium,

as recommended by Grundmann (1955) for the study of nematodes, was found to be a method requiring
little

time per microscope slide

easy to use.
unstained

After dehydration

specimens are cleared

or longer in the following

the devotion of

and one which is quite
to absolute

alcohol,

the

for a period of eight

hours

solution:

50%glycerine
50%distilled water
1 drop concentrated

picric

acid to each 5 cc.

of glycerine
After clearing,

the specimens are removed from the clearing

agent by the use of a pipette

and transferred

scope slide

in a drop of the clearing

this

the animals are removed with a needle and

slide,

solution.

to a microFrom

placed in a drop of mounting medium on a second microscope
slide.

The composition

of the mounting medium is as

18
follO\fS:
gum arabic
chloral

2.0 gm.

hydra ta

13.0 gm.

glycerine
dis tilled

water

20

gm.

50

cc.

After being placed in the medium, the specimens may be
oriented,

by the use of a fine needle and then

1f necessary,

covered with a round coverslip.

All excess mounting fluid
and then the

should be wiped from around the coverslip
preparation
the first
polish
cation

is ringed with clear
coat is completely

fingernail

dry, a second application

is applied which is allowed to dry before

or a

third

coat of nail

three coats of polish

is generally

However, it is advisable
paration

polish.

of the contents

complete sealing

under a binocular

After

polish.

of

the appli-

The application

of

adequate to ensure the
under the cover glass.

to verify
dissecting

or the pre-

the results

microscope by gently

tapping around the edge of the cover glass with a needle.
If

t,~-il;)

readily

nail

observable

described,
quently

polish
a total

seal is not complete,
under the microscope.

be

By the method

of 694 animals were mounted and subse-

studied.

For examination,
tirely

this will

the specimens were studied

almost en-

with the oil immersion lens of a compound micro-

scope, although

study of a few of the larger

individuals

19
was possible

with the high-dry

objective.

The original

drawings of the animals were made with the aid o! a camera
lucida

and then enlarged with the use of an opaque pro-

jector.

The original

l+" x 5" plate

plates

camera and Eastman Contrast

film and then enlarged
(light

were photographed with a

weight)

on Ansco Reflex Type C Semi-matte

photographic

1n the description

paper.

of species

ments of the specimens studied
of an ocular

All measurements given

are the ranges of the measureand were made with the use

micrometer.

The terms snall,
descriptions

medium and large are used in the

of species

lar species

relative

to indicate

the size of a particu-

to the range in size of the tardigrades.

Thus, the term small includes
1n length,

Process Ortho

those forms up to 250 microns

the term medium includes

those forms from

250-500 microns in length and the term large
grea tar than 500 microns in length.
lengths
pair

include

includes

l~asurements

those

of body

only the body region and not the fourth

of legs.
An earnest

attempt was made to compile the literature

on the tardigrades,

which has been published

The synonomy 11st of each species
since
species
papers.

that date unless
warrants

the discussion

the inclusion

For references

includes

1936.

only the papers

of that particular

of citations

to earlier

since

to previous

taxonomic papers,

20

}~rcus•

(1936) monograph may be consulted

eral bibliography,

reference

and, for a gen-

nny be ma.de to the previous

monograph by 11:lrcus (1929).
All new locality
on collections
credited.

records

reported

made by the writer

herein are based

except those otherwise
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TAXONOMIC
CRITERIA AND MORPHOLOGY

IV.

Several
ation

relative

as a basis

factors

must be taken under consider-

for an understanding

the tardigrades.

Firstly,

all

which have appeared frequently

of the taxonomy of

of the semi-aquatic

species

trade by work-

in collections

ers on the group have proven to have a world-wide
tion.

in most cases,

Unfortunately,

reported

only on the presence

the place of collection
phological

tailed

account

accounts

distribu-

the collectors

of particular

have

s pee ies and

tut ~ave not given a detailed

of the species

In fact,

collected.

of ind1v1dus.l species

mor-

are relatively

de-

few 1n

number.
Secondly,
aquatic

the r:sulrJ.er of distribution

tardigrades

rotifers.

is apparently

Under adverse

tardigrades

3imilar

conditions

in view of tr.Le cos:aopolitan

specie3,

nu;; ba readily

agents.

In addition,

minute and probably
Thirdly,
direction

to that

transported

nature
by

which pre-

state

Wi.""1d

of se141-aquat1c

and other

the eggs of these uni~ls
are distributed

the ecological
are relatively

is in evidence

1n papers

ars

quite

1n much the same manner.

conditions
unknown.

of the

of dryir. 6 , the

imy :form cy~ts or an anabiotic

sumably,

tardigrades

of the seu1-

necessary

Soma rese[irch
by Mihelcic

to support
in this

(1949, 1952a,

22

1952b, 1957).

From these few studies,

semi-aquatic

tardigrade

sufficient

moisture

Finally,

known.

parthenogenesis

tardigrade

reproductive

of this

study

cept of a population
cosmopolitan

of tardigrades

reproduction,
species.

distribution
Students
tional

of the rotifers,

Earlier

workers

the individuals

of a

bisexual

1n this

nature

the eswithin

the

in view of the mode of
tardigrade

populations
this.

In

a population.

species,

geo-

do not exist.

which have a similar

recognized

the con-

difficult,

taxonomic categories

local

be recognized

that

the argument excludes

Apparently,

restricted

pattern,

therefor,

all

of the semi-aquatic

graphically

by

the course

is extremely

to be the essentially

of subspecific

tardigrade

suggested

it appears

as constituting

of what appears

tablishment

nade during

discussion,

to consider

species

of tardigrade

of the

Milnesiumbelow).

(see

one wishes

and

part

This is also

by

in Milnesium observed

relationship

From the preceding
unless

is cyclic

for the greater

activity.

species

is presented

sexual reproduction

(1932) and by observations

Cuenot

most

wherever

of most tardigrade

Strong evidence

accounts

by the male-female

spite

are able to exist

histories

(1938) that

Teunissen

that

and oxygen are provided.

the life

are inadequately
that

species

it appears

Subspecies

distribu-

will

not,

paper.

on the tardigrades

have frequently

used

23
such infrasubspecific

in a quite

entities

indiscriminate

establishments

as "forma" and "variety"

manner.

In most cases,

of forms and varieties

one or a few specimens While others
solely

on the basis

terion

is particularly

frequently

appear

ulation
lished

on the basis

within

or other

eggs

of modern popwere estab-

philosophy

to ecological

vertebrates.

and

or "genomic
Such cate-

for a taxonomic treatment

groups with similar

and reproductive

patterns.

the tardigrades,

whose ecology,

habits

tardigrade

These entities

as analogous

cri-

To use such taxa as

of a "type species"

are not acceptable

reproductive

since

the context

of some well-studied

tardigrades,

The latter

to be polymorphic.

cannot be considered
gories

have been established

questionable

taxonomy is erroneous.

variants"

have been based on

of egg morphology.

"forms" or "varieties"

such

Certainly,
life

subspecific

and infrasubspecific

undesirable,

but is impossible

distributional

in animals
cycles,

have not been well

of the

physiology

studied,

categories
in a truly

such as
and

the use of

is not only
phylogenetic

sense.
Synonomies established
"forms" and "varieties"
solely

by legalistic

desire

to correct

tardigrades

in this

have not,
thinking

study which involve
then,

been restricted

but are prompted by a serious

the systematic

treatment

by removing the many nebulous

of the
entities

and

24
species

determinations

cedure,

poor presentation

Within

of poor pro-

or both.

the existing

only a single
ployed.

which are the result
systematics

intra-group

of the tardigrades,

the subgenus,

entity,

is em-

is used only in the genera

This category

Ecbiniscu~ and Hyps1~1usand maybe artificial.
(1929) erected

within

the subgenera

the context

present

species

sufficiently

in both of these

of his phylogenetic

within

~arcus

scheme, they re-

the genera which h::.lve diverged

morphologically

to be recognizable

groups.

Each subgenus contains

species

at least

a single

cha.1•acteristic

from t!1e species
embryonic

morp.:iological

of otr ..ar subgenera

coadi tion

evolutionary

indicating

The tardigr3.des

are

four

pairs

The fourth

pair

of lags

thickened

in various

ded distally
which consists

arrangement
The digestive

of the genus

concerning

aro tentative

bila terall~r

In the

tl:o

attempts

symmi:)
trical

of legs wbich are terminated
by a

are

degrees

of large

termi:.1al and directed

cuticle,

to form sensory
cells

for each species,
tract

in

differ

at

tr ands w1 t:11n a genus.

possessing

The body is covere~

vh1ch

as species

of the !rC?lus.

of the knowledge

such considerations

tardigrades,

genera and,

which

backwards.

may be exten-

An epidermis,

structures.
of consistent

beneath

of the tardigrades

by claws.

may be smooth or

and which also

lies

anim'lls

nt1ml1er and

the cuticle.

is composed of a

25
fore-,

mid- and hind-gut.

ectodernal

origin

structures

may be present

hindguts.

Lateral

are situated

The fore and hind guts are of

and are lined

by the cuticle.

at the junction

to the anterior

a pair of stylets

Excretory

of the mid and
of the foregut

region

which may be extended

through the mouth opening by protractor

and retractor

muscles.
The body muscles are thin,
are attached

uni-nucleated

to the body cuticle

The nervous system consists
a subesophageal

ganglion,

by minute projections.

of a supra-esophageal
and four ventral

system is composed of a sac-like

to form one or two short
latory

systems are lacking;
Cleavage is total.

m1nat1on and gives rise
coelic

pouches.

of the blas topore

lining

The entoderm is formed by delato a series

of paired enteroat the site

(Mircus, 1929).
of the cuticle

of the body cuticle,

of the foregut

understanding

and circu-

coelomocytes are present.

The mouth opening originates

on the structure

on the structure

open exteriorly

Respiratory

The taxonomy of the tardigrades
tirely

The reproduc-

gonad which narrows

gonoducts that

by a gonopore or into the hindgut.

ganglion,

body ganglia

which are connected by paired nerve cords.
tive

bands which

is based almost enand, particularly,
the cuticular

and the claws of the appendages.

of the terminology

involved

is necessary

An
be-

26
fore an attempt

paper.

tion of this
discussion
cerning

is ma.de to delve into the descriptive
Therefore,

is ~resented

is not expressly
tl·.i.is study,

reference

graph by !-arcus

Cllticle.

ticle

In both classes

and lateral

that

3.

their

considered

body cuticle

(1932).

arrangement

the cu-

Hetarotardigrada,
within

concerning

on the body surface

of

In the

structures.

is thickoned

in

mono-

to form a variety

of tha family Ech1n1sc1dae

discussion

this

is thickened

The terminology

disposition

which

that

of t~e Tardigrada,

of the class

constant

family.

the material

~nd po.pillae-like

family Ech1n1sc1dn.e,
which have

including

(1929) or to the study by Cuenot

tubercles

dorsal

to the subse-

nay be made to the voluminous

of many species

plates,

for

con-

For a more extensive

and terminology,
necessary

but inclusive,

the terminology

pertinent

considerations.

review of structure

~ndy

to elucidate

each of the structures

(1t1ent descriptive

a hrief,

por-

the

into plates

the genera

plates

these

is considered

of
and

in the

and the genera of

family.
Within

plate

the class

formation,

Eutardigrada,

but cuticular

ly are of taxonomic importance,
cies

of the class,

exhibit

a cuticular

strable

on specimens

there

structures,

is no cuticular
whici1 .fJ?oquent-

may be present.

!-any spe-

as well as members of the Ech1n1scidae,

granulation

or stippling

as is demon-

or Ecn1niscus(U..) iladiator
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(EchL~iscidae,

13) or Hy~sibius (I.) nodosus (Fig. 38).

Fig.

Other eutardigrades
of the body.

usually

possess

The cuticle

thickened.

arrangement
of value

tubercles
covering

The tubercles

on the dorsal

which are evaginations

these tubercles
may show a definite

and lateral

in the identti'ica

is

body surface

tion of such species

and are

as Hypsibius

(L) UQdgsus(Fig. 38 >, Hypsibius CL) tuberculatus (Fig.

35), and other closely
small,

cuticular

papillae

eharacteristic
and other

related

The formation

over the surface

of Hypsiblus

species

species.
(U..)

of

of the body is

oberhaeuseri (Fig. 52)

and may be of use in the identification

of these species.

Qlawsand HomoloiousStructures.
Heterotardigrada

possess

The members of the class

from four to eleven claws.

Mem-

bers of the marine genus Batillip~s (Fig. 12) have, at the
distal

extremity

of each leg,

which bears a flat,
end.

disc-shaped

.Marine tardigrades,

scope of this

six elongated

study,

enlargement

toes,

each of

at its

distal

which do not come within

possess

the

claws at the termination

of

each toe.
The members of the family Echiniscidae
claws which are aligned
tal extremity

in juxtaposition,

of a toe (t, Fig.

1).

four

each at the dis-

Commonly, the two

inner,

1. e. median, claws have a single,

branch

(sb, Fig.

1), which is directed

possess

small secondary

proximally.

Mem-

28
bers of the }.acrobiotidae

(Eutardigrada)

claws, each or which is situated
at the distal

extremity

have two branches,

possess two double

ventrally

on a bulbous toe

of each leg (Fig. 2).

The claws

a primary branch (pb, Fig. 2), which

is long and commonly bears two accessory

spines

(as, Fig. 2)

and a secondary branch (sb, Fig. 2), which is shorter
without

and

In the genus Hypsibius,one of the double

spines.

claws, the outer or fore claw (o, Fig. 3), is situated
distally

to the other,

the inner or hind claw (1, Fig. 3).

The claws of Hypsibius-species

frequently

exhibit

largement of the basal region

(b, Fig. 3).

an en-

In the genus

M1lnes1um,
the primary and secondary claw branches are completely

separated

and the latter

bears from two to four

short hooks (h, Fig. 4).

Cuticular Structure of the Foregut. The foregut of the
tardigrades

is of ectodermal origin and the lumen of this

region is lined by cuticle.
is frequently

Anteriorly,

surrounded by a mouth ring

the mouth opening
(m:r, Fig.

5, 7)

which, 1n some }~crobiotus-species, may possess one or two
rings

of lamellae

(1, Fig.

5). Immediately posterior

to

the mouth rings are the openings or the paired stylet
sheaths
tube.
teriorly

(ss, Fig.

5, 7), which are lateral

The mouth tube (mt, Fig. 5, 7) itself

to the mouth
extends pos-

from the mouth opening and may be quite long and

narrow 1n Ech1n1scu§-spec1es

or quite short and broad 1n
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some t@£rQbiotus-species

and H11.nes1um. In the genus

Diphascon, the mouth tube 1s elongated and not heavily cuticularized

so that,

quently convoluted

in its posterior
or even looped.

region,

it is fre-

An additional

structure,

found only in 1-:facrgbiotus,is the mouth tube support
Fig.

5), which is a tube of SI!Bll diameter situated

trally

to the mouth tube and opening anteriorly

latter

structure

posteriorly

ven-

into the

immediately behind the mouth ring,

and

at the mid-region of the mouth tube.

Posteriorly,
Fig.

(mts,

the mouth tube enters

5, 7) and extends

a short

distance

the pharynx (p,
into this bulbous

At the junction

and muscular structure.

or the mouth tube

and the lumen of the pharynx, in the eutardigradian
there are present
Fig.

cuticular

thickenings,

5, 7), which are frequently

structure.

species,

the apophyses (a,

bulbous or triangular

The lumen of the pharynx, posterior

in

from its

junction with the mouth tube to a point a short distance
to its entrance

anterior
three

longitudinal

laterally

center

arms, two of which are directed

and a third

which is directed

of the pharynx (Fig. 6 ).

the Eutardigrada
lining

into the esophagus, consists

(ma, fig.

dorsofrom the

The arms of this lumen 1n

possess thickened regions

which are termed placoids,

relatively

ventrally

of

1n the cuticular

which anteriorly

large size and are designated

5, 7). Along the longitudinal

are of

as macroplacoids
axis of the
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pharynx,

there are two or three

of three pairs

transverse

of ma.croplacoids

eaci1.

rc,,,s consisting

These are most

easily

seen when the pharynx is viewed from the dorsal

pect.

Posterior

sent a single

to the macroplacoids,

transverse

1n shape,

spherical

the microplacoids

to the placoids,

a third

type of cuticular

some

at the posterior

pharyngeal

species,

custom, as the first,

In

(s, Fig.

the septula

as a single

limitation

the rows of placoids

5, 7).

D1phascon
species also have
median structure

of the tri-parted

In the description

region.

usually

(mi, Fig.

thickening,

7), which appears generally
located

there may be pre-

rc,,r of small placoids,

addition

as-

and discussion

are referred

second, and third

of the

to, as is the

macroplacoids

and

the microplacoid.
The cuticle
tardigrades

of the pharyngeal

fold of the pharyngeal

viewed from the dorsal
rather

except at the distal

is not thickened

each longitudinal

lumen of the hetero-

aspect,

thin longitudinal

lumen.

these thickenings

structures

nay be so slight

that

of the thickening

difficult

to determine

Stylets.

The paired

laterally

to the mouth tube and each is attached

Anteriorly,

When
appear as

of the pharynx,

magnitude

to the latter

end of

its

presence.

stylets

(st,

Fig.

or the
it

is

5, 7) are situated
posteriorly

7).

structure

by a stylet

support

(su, Fig.,,

the stylets

are sharply

pointed

and, among the
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Eutardigrada,
Posteriorly,

are broad and curved in the middle region.
the stylets

are enlarged

to form furcae

(f, Fig. 5), which serve as locations
the protractor

and retractor

prongs of the furcae,
which possess

only a single

the stylets

bulbous enlargement

of the stylet.

themselves,

of
The

in the

in the heterotardigrade

are lacking

extremity

muscles of the stylets.

which are bulbous structures

Eutardigrada,
terior

of the attachment

species,
at the pos-

Among heterotardigrades,

which may or may not be attached

the mouth tube by stylet

supports,

to

are very thin and

straight.

Eye Pigment.
appears

The presence or absence of eye pigment

to be quite variable,

If present,

the 11:1.crobiotidae.
ment is generally

stated

position

to the furcae

terior,

anterior

which indicates

especially

among members of

the position

to be anterior,

which indicates

of the stylets,

a position

posterior

Cephalic Appenda~es.

With the exception

eutardigrade

Milnesium tardi~radum,

of cephalic
class

species,

appendages is restricted

Heterotardigrada.

papillae

of eye pigor posto the furcae.

of the single
the possession

to members of the

The oral and lateral

(Fig. 74, 77) or Hilnesium differ

cephalic
in structure

:from and are not homologous with those of the IIeterotardigrada.

The cephalic

a

sensory a.ppend.aees of the class
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Heterotardigrada
single

terminal

lacking

are paired,
median cirrus

cirrus,

8), which is

{me, Fig.

of the internal

cirri

8, 9), which are immediately lateral
the cephalic

papillae

immediately lateral
cirri

of the

among the members of the suborder Ech1n1scida.

Paired appendages consist
Fig.

with the exception

(ec, Fig.

the cephalic

to the median

{cp, Fig.

to the internal

{1c,

8, 9), which are

cirri,

and the external

8, 9), which are immediately lateral

papillae.

lwo additional

paired appendages,

8, 9) and the lateral

cirri

8, 9), are situated

in a yet more lateral

position

removed posteriorly

from the other cephalic

the clavae

The lateral

(c, Fig.

cirri,

which are generally

mentous structures,
short,

are situated

broad clavae.

the lateral

cirri

of the head plate.

(le, Fig.

slightly

and are

structures.

elongated,

In the Ech1nisc1dae,

are situated

to

fila-

anterior

to the

the clavae and

at the posterior

limitation
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V. THE STATUSOF THE TARD
IGRADA
The disposition
been varied,

of the Tardigrada

primarily

knowledge concerning
below, p. 201).

because of the deficiency
their

origin

and affinities

Marcus (1936) believed

to belong to the Phylum Arthropoda
class

Tardigrada,

In this

paper,

represent

at the onychophoran level
the confines

the tardigrades

A similar

disposition

In a later

an independent

his belief

that

group which is

but should not be included

within

(1953), in a 11st of the phyla of the ani-

mal kingdom, assigned

the group phylum rank.

preferred

the tardigrades

to consider

classification

of the group appears

at least

further

tebrate

paper

of the Phylum Arthropoda.

?ihyr et al

definitely

of

was only to "Les Tardigrades".

however, Cuenot indicated

the tardigrades

(see

to be between the

the group was mde by Cuenot (1932).
the reference

of

and placed them in the

which he considered

Onychophora and the Eutracheata.
(Cuenot, 1949),

as a group has

until
align
groups.

evidence

Curtin

as a phylum.

This

to be the correct

is presented
with another

The tardigradan

embryology, although

to sharply

from the other apparently

closely

delimit

related

one,

which would

the tardigrades

yet poorly known, appears

(1957)

of the inveras

the tardigrades

groups,

as does

the structure
plates

of the cephalic

appendages,

the cuticular

and the absence of muscles attached

and homologous structures
these considerations,
phylum rank in this

of the adult.

class

group.

status

the suborders

to contain

hier-

and

and, within

the

Arthrotardigrada

are rais~d

Eutardigrada,

in-

systematic

Thus, the Heterotardigrada

Echiniscoidea)

Within the class
established

of the existing

are accorded class
(=

be accorded

of phylum rank to the tardigrades

Heterotardigrada,

Echiniscida

of

study.

volves other modifications
Eutardigrada

On the basis

will

the tardigrades

The assignment
archy of this

to the claws

to ordinal

and
rank.

the order Diplotardigrada

the families

originally

is

in the old

order Eutardigrada.
1.fuchof the taxonomic terminology
has been changed 1n this
several

study.

family ranks within

nomenclature

at the family level

In the establishment

the Tardigrada,

have been violated

the rules

by the establishment

of
of
of

family names not derived from the stem of the name of the
type genus.
in this

The correctly

study are Bat1ll1pidae

Tetrakentronidae
(=

derived new family names used

(=

Echiniscoididae),

and M1lnes1idae
The writer

(=

D1scopod1dae),

Onychopodidae),
Echiniscidae

Nudechiniscidae
(=

Scutechiniscidae)

(= Arctiscidae).

disapproves

of the designation

of specimens
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of t~rdigrades

by such

references

l~·..C-l'.9}.1atv~-species, etc.

by a great many workers.

these numbered or otherwise

first

place,

tions

of unnamed "species"

plete

that

ly,

are usually

of tardigrades

ing these incompletely
practice,

therefore,
and serves

identify

described
affords

criteria

1n identify-

and unnamed specimens.

no help to subsequent

cades of this

century.

(19~8) referred
reference

originated

1n later

and by Murray in his series

This

investi-

attempts

to

of papers in the first
recent

to Hypsibius-species,

to Isohypsibi~-species

and Mihelcic

5".

of a single

an incomplete

two

de-

Curtin

(1951) made
(1953c) re-

In most cases,

the desig-

binomial refer

which are in poor condition,

the molted cuticle,

years,

Petersen

of specimens by an incomplete

individuals

(19o4)

with Richters

papers by the same author

Even within

to :Qiphascon-"species

assign

Second-

tardigrades.

and has been continued

nations

descrip-

is such that

(see p. 21)

only to confuse serious

This usage apparently

ferred

designated

so geners.l and incom-

is no hope of using geographical

gators

In the

they apply to a number of known species.

the distribution

there

Ech1n1scus-spec1es,

as

to

the observation

of

and unusable description

specimen which the author was not able to

to a previously

described

of eggs with which the adult

species

or the observation

form was not correlated

(see

belc,..,).
1-brcus (1936), 1n his review of the described

species,
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listed

forty-two

Ech1niscus-"spec1es"

Pseudechiniscus"species"

species

11

citations,

11

citations,

citations,

thirty

ten Hypsibius-"species"

six Diphascon-"species"

citations.

in the descriptions

thirty

l$crobiotus-"spec1es"

»:f.n1tuis

The writer

strong-

be avoided in published

the genus Macrobiotus,

chaos has been caused by the utilization
istics

and

and confusing.

as being useless
within

n.. (U..)

of the latter.

ly recommends th.at such citations

In addition,

citations

1-arcus also compounded

16" (spec. nov.) which he compares with

literature

Hacrobiotus-

to II- (Diphascon) "species

the confusion by a reference
n. sp. in the discussion

three

of ~hcrobiotus
listed

conside~able

of egg character-

or the

species.

by Marcus (1936),

eighteen were rendered only on the basis of egg morphology.
Characteristically,

the eggs of the genus }acrohiotus

possess projections

which are frequently

spines or papillae

and substantial

placed on the differential
of egg and adult

importance has been

characteristics

Yacrol21otus
by several authors.
morphology,

in the !orm of
of the eggs of

No doubt, the correlation

in such oft-collected

species

as lhcrabiotus hufeland,1, is quite valid but the description
of new species

on difference

be admitted until

studies

and size are carried

In addition

1n egg morphology alone cannot

on the variation

of egg spination

out.

to a possible

difference

between partheno-
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genetically
there

and sexually

seems to be other evidence

grades may be polymorphic.
his description
phologies

the eggs of tardi-

(1951) included

Petersen

which he obtained

sent evidence

that

of li. echinogenitus five

which he attributed

1938),

produced eggs (Teunissen,

different

from a single

1n

egg mor-

moss sample and

to U. echinogenitu§. He did not pre-

for a correlation

the U. echinpgenitus udults.

between the egg forms and

Ir the correlation

exists

be-

tween these eggs and Ii- echinoeenitus, such polymorphism
introduces

doubt as to the wisdom of describing

tardigrades
dering
there

on the ba,is

the apparent
is little

posited

morphology alone.

methods of distribution

to indicate

of probably

confusion

unjustified

cussed at the appropriate
treatment.

of

Consi-

of the animals,

that each of these eggs was de-

by the 11. echino~enitu~adults

sample and if not,

tic

or egg

species

still

from Petersen's

exists.

Other examples

use of egg morphology will
places

moss

in the following

be dissystema-
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VI.

PHYLUMTARDIGRADA

Phylum Tardigrada
Tardigrada,

Thulin,

1928, p. 207; Class Tardigrada,

1929, p. 291; Class Tardigrada,
Tardigrada,

1776

Spallanzan1,

Cuenot, 1932, p. l; Class

1936, p. l; Tardigrada,

iarcus,

p. l; Class Tardigrada,

Tween, 1941a,

1945, p. 37; Les

Rama.zzotti,

Cuenot, 1949, p. 39; Tardigrades,

Tardigrades,

1-krcus,

Petersen,

1951, p. 7.

Dia~nosis: Small; bilaterally
pairs

of legs;

terminal

symmetrical with four

leg structure

claws or disc-shaped

appendages;

body covered with a cuticle;

with fore-,

mid- and hind-gut;

with ventral

DescriptioU: The tard1grades

are small,

are four pairs

of which is situated

Terminal leg structures
which are not attached
thin or thickened
characteristic
the life

nervous system;
bilaterally

animals Which do not exceed 1.2 mm. in length.

The locomotor structures
posterior

tract

sacs.

gonads unpaired
symmetrical

alimentary

on the body.

are claws or disc-shaped
to muscles.

into plates,

A cuticle,

tubercles

the most
appendages
which may be

or papillae

is

of the animals and is molted at intervals

history.

and secretes

posteriorly

of legs,

The epidermis,

the cuticle,

in

which is immediately under

is composed of large cells

which
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are arranged

in a consistent

ber for each species.
a fore-,

manner and are constant

The alimentary

mid- and hind-gut.

stylets

tract

in num-

is composed of

is characterized

The foregut

and a muscular pharynx, which nny or may not possess

cuticular

thickenings.

Posteriorly,

or into a commoncloaca.
sacs.

the hindgut and the

by an anal opening and a gonopore

gonoduct open separately

The gonads are simple unpaired

The nervous system is composed of a supra-esophageal

ganglion,

a subesophageal

ganglia.

The body musculature

band-like

muscles which are attached

and circulation
the blastocoel
Lobed excretory

ganglion and four ventral

are absent.

to the cuticle

by

Organs of respiration

The definitive

1n which are present

glands may be present

mid- and hind-guts

truck

is composed of unicellular,

of the cuticle.

minute projections

pairs

many large coelomocytes.
at the junction

or they may be lacking.

of the

Cleavage is to-

of coelomic pouches, which are not persistent,

formed laterally

is direct

(a)

The development of

Tardigrades

are marine,

and semi-&Quatic 1n habitat.

Key to the classes
1.

are

and the eggs may be deposited

or in the molted cuticle.

aquatic

Four

to the .midgut and are the source of meso-

derm of' the muscles and coelomocytes.
the tardigrades

is

body cavity

tal and the entoderm is formed through delamination.

free

by

of the Phylum Tardigrada:

With lateral

cirri

and clavae;

legs with claws or
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disc-like
another;

appendages

separated

pharynx without

from one

cu ticular

thickenings;

gonoduct opening through an external

gonopore.

Heterotard1grada
{b)

With or without

lateral

cirri;

without

clavae;

legs with six unequal claws or with two claws;
pharynx with cuticular

thickenings;

opening into a cloaca
2.

(a)

With lateral

cirri;

gonoduct

or through a gonopore ••• 2

legs with six unequal

claws;

gonoduct opening through a gonopore.
Mesotardigrada
{b)

cirri;

Without lateral

legs with two claws;

duct opening into a cloaca •••••••••
Class

192?, p. 5'47; Order

1'Brcus, 1928, p.

Heterotardigrada,
Thulin,

}arcus,

32; Order Heterotardigrada,

1928, p. 208; Order Heterotard1grada,

p. 291; Echin1sc1,

Cuenot,

Eutardigrada

{Marcus, 192?)

Heterotardigrada

Order Heterotardigrada,

gono-

1':arcus, 1929,

1932, p. 22; Order Hetero-

tardigrada,

tarcus,

1936, p. 181 Order Heterotardigrada,

Ramazzott1,

1945, p. 74; Heterotardigrada,

Petersen,

1951,

18.

121-~~nog.is:ClaV3e, lateral
cirri
sent

an,i median 1ntern3l
or absent;

cirri

cirri,

median external

prssent;

Dl9dian cirrus

legs with claws or disc-like

structures

presep-

p.
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arated

from one another;

gonoduct opening through a gono-

pore.

Discussion: Cephalic sensory structures,
sist

of the clavae,

lateral

and median internal
may be present
thickened

cirri,

structures,

region.

The terminal

which are separated

1he cuticle

which exhibit

leg region,

terminal

cirri

A median cirrus
may be thin or

constant

arrangement.

which bears claws or disc-shaped
may be telescoped

into the proximal

leg structures

are situated

from one another.

Cuticular

ings of the pharynx are lacking
straight,

median external

are present.

or absent.

into plates

The distal

cirri,

which con-

narrcw tube.

on toes
thicken-

and the mouth tube is a

The stylets

are straight.

The

gonoduct opens through a pre...a.nal gonopore.

Hetero-

tardigrades

and are found

are cosmopolitan

in marine and semi-aquatic
Kay to the orders
(a)

in distribution
habitats.

of the Heterotardigrada:

Terminal leg structures
structures,

situated

J claws or disc.-shaped

on elongated

toes.

Order Arthrotardigrada
(b)

Terminal leg structures1

claws,

elongated•••••••••••••••••••••Order

toes not
Echiniscida
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Order Artr..rotardigrada

Suborder
tardigrada,
Cuenot,

1928, p. 32; Suborder

Marcus,

1929, p. 292; Echinisci

Mircus,

1932, p. 29; Suborder

1936, p. 20; Suborder
p.

M?.rcus, 1927, p. 5'46; Suborder

Arthrotardigrada,

Arthrotardigrada,

O·E-rcus, 1927)

nor.. cuirasses,

Arth.rotardigrada,

Arthrot:1rdigrada,

ArthroM!.rcus,

Ramazzot-ti,

19>+;,

74.
D1acrnos1r;: With or without

without

plate

formation:

legs

on elongated

structures

median cirrus;
with claws

tubular

cuticle

er disc-sha:pad

toes.

Dj,scrselar): The median cirrus

may be present but is

more comm.onlyabsent.

The leg extremities

of the members

consist

of elor.'.gatad tubular

toes which bear

of this

order

disc-shaped

possess

a cutiel~

which is thin

The distal

plates.

or cl:iws.

structures

the proximal

leg region

leg region.

Members of this
and not thicka:ied

is able

:~mbers

order
into

to be telescoped

into

of th~ Arthrotardigrada

are marine.
Key to the families
(a)

W1th f

of the

ota toss,

Arthrotardigrada:
which bear cla.ws.

Family
(b)

With six

to~s,

Which

terminate

s true tures ••••••••••••••••••

Tetraker.tronidae

1n disc-shaped

Famll:r Ba tillipidae

Family Eatillipidae

M1rcus, 19311-,p. 863; Discopodida.e,

Discopodidae,

1936, p. 20; Discopodidae,

largements;

tubular

toes;

present;

terminal

en-

monotypic.

are unique among tardigrades

of the family Batillipidae

since they are the only species

which do not possess claws at the distal
The six toes are greatly
At the distal

shaped terminal
are littoral

legs with six

toes with disc-shaped

DiscussiQP,: The members

lengths.

lbrcus,

Ra.mazzotti, 1911-5,p. 75.

Median cirrus

filaiUQfil.:

elongated,

Riggin

elongated

and are of various

end of each toe,

structure.

and generally

ends of the legs.
there

is a disc-

Members of the Batillipidae
have been found 1n shallow water

along sandy beaches.
The correct

family name, Batillipidae,

which is formed

from the name of the type genus, is introduced

Type~enus: Batillipes, Richters,
Genus Batillipes,

Richters,

here.

1909.
1909

Batillipes, Thulin, 1928, p. 209; Bat1111pes, Marcus, 1929,
p. 293; Bat1111pes,Cuenot, 1932, p. 29; Batillipes, Du Bois,
1944; Batillipes, Cuenot, 1949, p. 54; Bat1111pes, Schulz,
1955, p. 78.
D1ainosis: Identical

with family diagnosis.
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Typespecies: It. mirus Richters,
Knowndistribution:
Carolina

Coast,

Baltic

1909.

Sea, North Sea, l!orth

Gulf of Nexico, Coast of Brazil.

Discussion: Since the original description of D..
mirus by Richters, three additional species of Bat1111pes
the coast
this

Il- candatus

Hay (1917) described

have been described.

however, )fa.rcus (1928) placed

of North Carolina;

in synonomy with Il- miru~.

species
In recent

years,

three

additional

species,

(1944), Ii- similis Schulz,

Du Bois-Marcus

of the possession

of lateral

ences in the structures
fortunately,

of the cephalic

the descriptions

difficult

to obtain

described

in this

information,

on the basis

and slight

differ-

appendages.

Un-

have been

of the specimens

paper cannot be nade with those of
However, on the basis
believes

and a manuscript

be withdrawn

prior

mals on which the following
above.

of avail-

his specimens reprename is presented

to publication
description

with one of the described

B~tillipes listed

These are

species

a comparison

the writer

sent a new species

be conspecific

of these

so that

DuBois-1·:arcus and Schulz.

which will

body spines

one by

1955 and Ile

carnonensisFize, 1958 have been described.
apparently
separated from lie mirus primarily

able

from

here

if these ani-

is based prove to
species

of
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Bat1111pe~friaufi sp. n.
8; Plate

IV, Fig.

D1a~no§1~:With small cephalic

papillae

Plate

clavae;

with paired

between third
ted dorsal
on first
three

II,

Fig.

elongated

three

on fourth

pairs

of legs;

papillae,
cirri.

and tapers

spines

present

the clavae

and the lateral

is relatively

short,

to a point distally.

papillae,

distally

laterad.

The external

bases and are tapered
shorter

just

medially

in size distally
cirri

cirri.

cirri.
region.

from bul-

The cephalic

are small and dirfrom bulbous
but are much

The clavae,
cirri,

which are
are long and in-

to form an elongated

club shape.

thin and are slightly
Both the clavae

from a bulbous anterio-laterad

of the cephalic

arise

apex.

arise

to the lateral

are relatively

than the internal

cirri

very stout
The internal

and curved medially

than the internal

situated

to their

which are broad proximally,

are

the cephalic

which are long and curved medially,

bous bases and taper
ected

cirri,

cirri,

The median cirrus

cirri,

appendages

the internal

the external

posteriorly

arise

without

branches.

the median cirrus,

lateral

and elonga-

with caudal body spine with

Desctiptian1 The cephalic

crease

papillae

with stout

of legs;

pair

and elongated

and paired

leg pairsJ

and fourth

spines

spines

12

The anteriDr

longer

and lateral

directed

cirri

enlargement

head region

is broad

The
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and the cephalic
clavae

appendages arise

and lateral

cirri

anteriorly

so that

are only slightly

the

posterior

to

the median appendages.
Posterior
constricted.

to the lateral
At this

legs.

region

broadest
pair

broader

is immediately

Two small papillae

are dorsal

A pair

spine,

branch and two shorter
The distal

lateral

leg regions

six toes are long,
tinctly

distal
shorter

structures

at the
and fourth
curved spines

Each posterior

Which is directed

leg
pos-

of a long medial

spines,

is present.
into

the latter.

and bear disc-shaped

The second and fourth

than the other four.

are thicker

of

are not as broad as the proximal

tubular

ends.

its

pair

laterally

which consists

and are able to be telescoped

at their

so that

of long and posteriorly
spine,

is

and it

the fourth

and medial to the papillae.
A caudal

region

before

are situated

has a broad and long dorsal
teriad.

posteriorly

of the body between the third

portion

of legs.

the head region

the body is narrowest

level

then becomes progressively
broadest

cirri,

The

structures

toes are dis-

These disc-shaped

in the mid-region

and quite

thin

laterally.
The mouth is ventral
straight.

The stylets

largements

of their

mouth tube by short,

and the mouth tube is thin and

are straight,

posterior

possess

bulbous en-

ends and are attached

curved stylet

supports.

to the

The pharynx

4?
is subspherical,
17.6-19.2

measuring 17.S-20.S

microns 1n length and

microns in width.

Two specimens, which measure 200-208 microns in length,
were collected.

tn,owndistributions
Wimereux Canal, Franca,
Harbor,

Baltic

Saa, North Sea,

Horth Carolina

Coast,

.Alligator

Florida.

nawraco;ds
Alligator

Harbor, Flor11a,

4-8-58, Coll.

J.

J.

Friauf.

Dis:positipn ot material: The specimens are retained
1n

the author's

collection.

Discussions Bat1111ll8smirus seems
nearly

related

species

to ll. friaufi.

ted at Alligator

Harbor differ,

from the original

description

material
spines

studied

The caudal spine of the
and the dorsal

pair of legs are much shorter

by 1-brcus, also possesses

spines

on each of the first

These are not present
study.

anteriorly

three pairs

and

U- mirus,
directed

of legs.

on the specimens obtained during this

Mlrcus also indicated

which Cuenot (1932) called
structures

respects

by !-arcus

than those or the specimens from Florida.

as described
dorsal

mirus given

by ?-ilrcus is not tri-parted

of the fourth

smaller

The specimens collec-

however, 1n several
of U.

(1936), who followed Richters.

to be the most

the presence of fat droplets,

eye spots.

The nature

seems to be confused and no indication

of these
of their
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true nature
Florida

can be given here since they are absent

specimens.
by Hay (1917) at Beaufort,

The specimens collected
North Carolina

also possess eyes.

legs of his specimens usually
some specimens possess
illustrations

possess five

given by Hay also

spines

Hay stated

six toes.

mens possess a single,
dorsal

undivided

on the fourth

Cuenot (1932) stated

pair

The description
indicate

fortunately,

that his speci-

of legs.

that he examined drawings of~

tri-parted

in spination

the establishment

caudal spines.

Richters,

Ma.rcus, 192?, p.

p. 299; Suborder Echiniscoidea,
Ech1nisco1dea,

the

species.
Riggin

1926, p. 60; Suborder

547; Suborder Echiniscoidea,

1928, p. 33; Suborder Echiniscoidea,

order Echiniscoidea,

of these

of these specimens did not warrant

Order Echiniscida

Ech1n1scoidea,

Un-

he was of the opinion that

of a separate

Suborder Echiniscoidea,

who obtained

According to Cuenot,

Cuenot did not give an illustration

specimens but apparently
difference

and

caudal spine and small

specimens in Wimereux Canal, France.
these specimens possess

that the

toes but that

miru~which were sent to him by M. Caullery,

iarcus,

in the

}brcus,

Ramazzott1,

rnrcus,

Mircus, 1929,

1934, p. 863; Sub-

1936, p. 29; Suborder
1945, p. 76.
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Diagngs1~: Without median cirrus;
papillae;

cuticle

usually

Discussion:
a median cirrus
claws,

thickened

into plates,

or smooth.

The members of the order Echinisc1da

and possess,

as terminal

each of which is situated

thin papilla

with claws on thin
lack

leg structures,

at the distal

end of a

Commonly, each leg bears four claws;

or toe.

however, as many as eleven claws per leg may be present.
Frequently,

the fourth

transverse

row of spines

pair of legs possesses
(Dornfal te).

may be thickened

into articulating

may be lacking.

With the exception

a dorsal,

The dorsal

plates

cuticle

or these plates

of the median cirrus,

which is not found among members of the Echiniscida,
characteristic
are present.
tribution

cephalic

the

appendages of the Heterotardigrada

Members of this

order are cosmopolitan

1n dis-

and have been found in marine and semi-aquatic

habitats.
Key to the families
(a)

of the order Echiniscida:

Dorsal cuticle

without

plates.
Family Echiniscoididae

(b)

Dorsal cuticle

with plates ••••• Family Ech1n1sc1dae

Family Ech1n1sc1dae Riggin

1934, p. 863; Scutechiniscidae,
Mircus, 1936, p. 34; Scutechiniscidae,
Ramazzotti, 1945,
p. 78; Scutech1n1sc1dae,
Petersen, 1951, p. 18.

Scutechiniscidae,

}arcus,
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Dia~o~:
laterally;
small,

Cuticle

thickened

legs with four claws,
curved secondary

Discussion:
dorsal

of cuticular

body surfaces

heterotardigrade

variations

serves

the

sharply

from

There are,

the head plate

and which bears

sensory

structures;

the first

platte,

Rumpfplatte

I), which is immediately

paired

mid-dorsal

segmental

and is not divided;

line;

plates

and the end plate,

which is the posterior

plates

and intersegmental

dorsal

body line.

plate

(Schulterposterior

curved and tapered

distally.

the

alternate

The segmental
along the mid-

end of the legs and each toe bears a single

which is commonly expanded 1n its

plates

or posterior-segmental

Each leg bears four narrow toes which are situated
the distal

to

which join at the

body plate.

plates

the cephalic

1n the mid-body line;

(Rumpfplatte),

plate,

(Kopfplatte),

the intersegmental

which are situated

segmental

appear-

by Harcus (1936),

as recognized

(Fig. 10, 11):

(Sehaltplatte),

however,

plates.

which is the most anterior

the head plate

on the

morphology and cuticular

The types of plates,
are as follows

plates

to delimit

rather

families.

of the general

ance of the individual

and

the two inner claws with

members of the family Echiniscidae
the other

dorsally

branches.

The presence

and lateral

in plates

basal region

at
claw

and strongly

The two inner claws of each
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leg have a small secondary

branch which is broadly

and has its

apex directed

fourth

of legs of many species

pair

verse row of spines
ber of spines

proximally.

(Dornfalte)

curved

In addition,

possess

the

a dorsal

trans-

in which the size and num-

may vary considerably.

Type~enus: Echiniscus

1840), Thulin, 1928.

(Schultze,

Key to the genera of Echin1scidae:
1.

(a)

With plates

formed, with head plate

slightly

Parechiniscus

lacking •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
(b)

With plates

distinctly

formed,

head plate

present.
2

2.

(a)

With four segmental

plates

and an end plate

Pseyd§chiniscus

present •••••••••••••••••••••••••
(b)

With three

segmental

plates

and an end plate

Echiniscus

present ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Genus Echiniscus (Schultze,

~1n1scu~,

1936, p.

1928

1928, p. 215 J E,chiniscus, 1.arcus, 1929,

Thulin,

p. 304; ~niscus,

1840) Thulin,
1

Cuenot,

1932, p. 4o; Echiniscus, Marcus,

Echiniscus, Barros, 1942, p. 2581 Echiniscus,
Ramazzotti, 1945, p. 80J Ech1,n1scus,Cuenot, 1949, p. 57;
Ecainiscus, Petersen, 1951, p. 19; Echi;o,iscus,Ramazzotti,
1954, p. 186.
381

Dia~nosis: Cuticle
head plate,

segmental

granulated,

plate

dorsal

I, intersegmental

cuticular
plates

plates:
1, 2,
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3, paired segmental plates
ular

appendages

ally

present;

present

II and III and end plate;

or absent;

mouth tube narra.r;

dorsal
stylets

leg spines

Germany, France,

Spain,

Canada, United States,
Zealand,

Greenland,

Portugal,
Brazil,

gener-

straight,

Typespecies: E.. testudo (Doyere, 1840)
Known
distribution: Spitzbergen, Faroe
Franz Joseph Land, Ireland,

cuticthin.

Islands,

Iceland,

Scandinavia,

Czeckoslovakia,

Africa,

New

Colombia, Chile,

Hawaii.

Discussion: The members of the genus are more restricted to the higher
biotidae

1939a, 1939b; Hihelcic,

(Bartos

the exception

than are members of the M:1cro-

altitudes

of~

(Hypecniniscus)gladiator

have not been found 1n large
of

Echiniscus collected,

latter

numbers.

only three

(see below),

57 specimens

Of the

did not belong to the

species.
The arrangement

as follows:

plate

1, segmental

end plate

plate

(Fig.

region

10).

suture.

plate
III

II

plate

(paired),

(paired),

to includo

cirrus.

to posterior
I,

intersegmental
extends

3, and

over the ceph-

the origin

In soce species,

I is not divided

plate

plate

of the
tho head

su1:d1v1ded by a very poorly
plate

is

intersegmental

intersegmental

TJ:ie head plate

may l;e partially

Segmental

anterior

segmental

and post&riorly

clavs. and the lateral
plate

of the plates

head plate,

2, segmental
alic

195'3b) and, with

defined

and forms a single

53
broad transverse
diately

plate

posterior

posterior

to the head plate.

to segmental plate

I is intersegmental

1, Which is commonly triangular

plate

juxtaposition

with segmental

posteriorly.

Frequently,

versely
ally

divided

paired,

ded or only partially
frequently

when present,
plate

Intersegmental

Segmental plate

is large,

covering

anterio-medially

limit

the anterior
thickened

and posterior

region

which

The cuticular

or

are

situated

I,

II,

taxonomic
at

and III

is

spines

often

irregular

(Kleeblattlight
a

iil shape.

appendages

7hese appendages,

and at the sutures

fa

exhibit

of the genus

border

~ut

of the plate

1!:. many s pee ie s , at

and alongatad

the posterior

curve

which

the plates

borders,

importance.

to the third

may range from

and,

of many species

are characteristic

are

of the plates

to a heavy punkta tion

granulation

The end

bf two sutures

from the posterior

The sculpture

undivided

posterior

which extend only to the middle of the plate
kerbe ).

1n all

3 is generally

the region

2 is

transversely

in many species.

of legs and may be divided

pair

plate

is paired

III

plate

but is lacking

II is gener-

it may be undivi-

and may be divided

and intersegmental

1 is trans-

plate

Segmental plate

divided.

diamond-shaped

in some species.

species

1ntersegmental
1n a few species,

although,

base in

with its

I and its apex directed

plate

by a suture.

Imme-

which

Echini§cus
1f present,

of segmental

of the end plate.

plates
The

appendages

of the segmental

plates

mid-region

or the

border,

limit

posterior

of the posterior

border

Appendages of segmental
b, those of segmental
plate

by d.

III

the lateral
c2;

are indicated
all

bination

may be present

the body sp1nat1on,

(ds, Fig.

of spines
eral

filaments.

many species

Thulin

may be 1n the

pair

the dorsal

rrJvl

a lat-

of legs,

of legs and a papilla

pair of legs.

five

erected

intersegmental

plates

and a tri-parted

and the genus Uypechiniscus,with five

plates

and a partially

which previously

of

the genus Bryodelphax,which

plate,

divided

end plate,

had been contained

Marcus (1929, 1936) treated
lished

to

(1928), 1n his monograph on the systematics

the tardigrades,
possesses

pair

or any com-

In addition

possess

10) of the fourth

spine on each of the first

on each of the fourth

For any particular

and the appendages

or elongated

of the end

may be absent

of the appendages

form of spines

e.

from

b, b1, b 2 ; c, c 1 ,

The appendages

by the letter

species,

by the letter

may exhibit,

appendages

10).

plates.

by c, and those of segmental

II

Thus, each body half

and d, d1, d2 (Fig.

plate

I are indicated

to medial aspect,

at the

and at the medial

of the segmental

plate
plate

may be lateral,

end

intersegmental

to include

species

in the genus Ech1n1scus.

these as subgenera

and estab-

(1936) the subgenus Bryochoerus,
which includes

the species

of ~chini§cus with six intersegmental

plates.

;;
Cuenot (1932) recognized
genera,

but retained

Bryodelphaxand Echiniscus as

HypecbJ,nis~:WLwithin the limits

while Ramazzott1 (1945) followed

Echiniscus,

scheme of 11:1.rcus. Petersen

the above taxa generic

neglects

his disposition

suggested

to discuss
that

mental plates
appears

the reduction

l·brcus (1936)

as exhibited

lineage.

1n

This

the realm of existing

and the taxonomic scheme of subgenera will
this

rank, but

of the number of interseg-

is a true phylogenetic

to be valid within

agreed with

or them.

from six to five to three,

his subgenera,

the taxonomic

(1951) apparently

Thulin in according

of

knowledge

be followed

1n

treatment.

Key to the subgenera of Echiniscus:
1.

(a)

Intersegmental

plates

land

(b)

versely•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••2
Intersegmental
plates 1 and 2 not divided
versely •••••••••••••••••

2.

~)

Intersegmental

plate

2 divided

Eghinisgus

3 divided

3.

Intersegmental

~)

End plate

plate

partially

3 not divided
divided

trans-

(Echiniscus)

transversely.

Ecbiniscus
~)

trans-

C~ochoerus)

transversely

••• 3

(Kleeblattkerben).

Ech1.n1scus (Hypechiniscus)
~)

End plate

tripartite

•••••• Eghinisgus

C~ry~el~hax)
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Subgenus Ech1niscus

(H;rnech1,n1scus)
(Thulin, 1928)

Hypechiniscus, Thulin, 1928, p. 221; ~ (HypechiniscysJ,
Mlrcus, 1929, p. 310; Echiniscus, Cuenot, 1932, p. l+o;
~ (Hypechinis,us>,Ramazzotti,
1945, p. 83; Hypechiniscus,
Petersen, 1951, p. 181 ~ (Hypechiniscu§),Ramazzotti,
1954, p. 187.

Dia~nosiss
land

divided

2

Cuticle

granulated;

transversely,

longitudinally.

intersegmental

end plate

1 and 2 are divided

transversely

are present.

plate

intersegmental

completely

divided

intersegmental

by

plates

verse intersegmental
distinguish

this

2.

of intersegmental
plate

2 is

sutures,

2 and the

termed the

The end plate

are markedly larger

is not

and the dorsal

than the trans-

These two characteristics

subgenus from Ech1n1scus(Bryodelphax).

Ech1nisc;u§ (Hypech1niscus) contains

s.. ca.) ~ladiator.

plate

plate

longitudinal
plates.

1

1 and the poster-

intersegmental

plate

intersegmental

1 is termed the transverse

of intersegmental

transverse

plates

of intersegmental

plate

1; the anterior

plate

plate

plate

plate

2 is termed the dorsal

posterior

so that five

intersegmental

of intersegmental

intersegmental

intersegmental

The anterior

is termed the dorsal
ior plate

divided

Monotypic.

~iscussion: Characteristically,
plates

partially

plate

only a single

species,
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Echiniscus

&ladiator M.1rray, 1905

(Ii.)

Plate V, Fig. 13, 14, 15

L ~ladiator

~ladiator,

var. exarmata,

1928, p. 221; IL iladiator

Thulin,

exa;r:IEita, Thulin,

Murray, 1907, p. 652; IL

1928, p. 221; E.. (U..) ~ladiator,

Mircus, 1929, p. 311;

~

gladtator

(ll..)

Mlrcus, 1929, p. 312; E...iladiator,

L

(li..)

~ladiator,

(li..)

~

appendage present;

(H..)

~

i:ladia,tor
Petersen,

~lad1ator, Ramazzott1, 1954, p. 18?.

poorly developed;

sal leg spines

Cuenot, 1932, p. 41;

1936, p. 48; IL ~ladiator,

Dia~nosis: Sma.llJ cuticle
plates

form exarnata,

U1rcus, 1936, p. 47J

form exa;r:ma.ta,Hircus,

1951, p. 18;

var.

granulated,

a single,

cephalic

large,

cuticular
dorsal

sensory structures

filamentous
short;

dor-

lacking.

Descriptions Specimens of this species are small and
plates which are not strongly

possess cuticular

The animals have a grey or yellowish
for a rew individuals,
Intersegmental
transverse

plates

II is not paired,
plates.

black,

elongated

1 and 2 are divided

segmental plates,

broader longitudinally
paired

possess

coloration

and, except
eye spots.

into dorsal

and

with the former distinctly

than the latter.

Segmental plate

while segmental plate
The segmental plates

narrowed along their

developed.

III

1s divided

are not greatly

median border but form continuous

into

transverse

bands.

Intersegmental

as is the end plate,

well-developed

vided by two sutures

which 1s partially

which curve anter1o-med1ally
(Fig. 13).

posterior

border of the plate

possesses

a diamond-shaped structure

sutures
entire
like

which are barely visible
cuticle,

including

short,

with the exception
and distinctly

the exception

of a single,

its

origin

mid-dorsally

verse intersegmental
filaments.

The head plate

exhibits

animal,

body region.

not possess dorsal

spines.

tapered distally

appendage, which has
border of transmicrons in

The legs are long and do

The claws are broad proxinally
with the inner claws, which
possessing

strong

secondary branches and the outer claws possessing
ring,

expanded

The mouth is surrounded by a small mouth

which is anterior

to small stylet

sheaths.

An elonga-

ted, narra.r mouth tube leads into a small oval pharynx.
stylets
posterior

or

normally curves broadly

measure 7.2-13.5 microns 1n length,
basal regions.

With

2, there are no body spines

over the posterior
and greatly

which

longer than the clavae.
filamentous

The

are

papillae,

This appendage measures 28.8-68.4

length and, in the living

by

a fine stipple-

sensory structures

at the anterior

plate

from the

which 1s delimited

of the cephalic

are elongated

di-

at high nagnif1cation.

the legs,

The cephalic

granulation.

3 is narrow but

plate

are long and thin with bulbous enlargements
ends to which are attached

The

at the

the broadly curved
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stylet

supports.

posteriorly.

The body is blunt anteriorly

Sixty-one

microns in length,

animals,

which measured 131-207

were studied.

Known
distribution: Faroes Islands,
Greenland,

Ireland,

and rounded

British

Shetland

Island,

Columbia, United States,

New

Zealand.

Newrecords:
I'1ountain Lake, Giles County, Virginia,

7-9-58, 7-18-58,

7-25-58.
Elk Garden Ridge

(4448 ft.),

Grayson County, Virginia,

11-1-58.
Mt. Rogers

(5'400 ft.),

Grayson County, Virginia,

11-1-58.

Disposition of material:
in the United States

the author's

National

Museum; the reminder

three locations
species

in Virginia

of

l.

(U..)

constitutes

from the United States.

British

gladiator from

the first
Previously,

America, Murray (1910) found individuals
Island,

are in

collection.

Discussions The collection
this

Twospecimens are deposited

record

of

in North,

on Vancouver

Columbia.

,1adiator var. exarmatawas described by Murray
(190?) as identical
to S.- (U..) ~]&diator1n all respects exl.

(H..)

cept the absence of the dorsal

appendage.

Apparently,

Murray and Thulin (1928) have found specimens of the

only
~

60
(ll..)

~ladiatpr type which do not possess a dorsal filament.

In the S.. (H...) iladiator

it was observed
possess

specimens collected

that several

of the larger

appendages which had been broken.

the appendage is broken so that
portion

remains.

It appears

ered by the authors
in their

or "variety"
described

likely

that

basal

this was encount-

exarlr@ta

Under any circumstance,

the "form"

and the entities

under both of these categories

cept of the subspecies

In many cases,

the variety

has no taxonomic validity

1n synonomy or accorded

individuals

only a very short

who recognized

collections.

from Virginia,

subspecific

should be placed

rank.

Since the con-

has no meaning 1n tard1grade

tax-

onomy (seep.

22), this variety

onomy with~

~ladiator. In the more recent litera~ladiator has been reported only by Petersen

ture,~

(ll..)

in length
served

to syn-

(li,.)

(1951), who collected
in Greenland.

is hereby reduced

286 specimens from three locations

These individuals

and have the fine

measure 145-295 microns

cuticular

granulation

ob-

in the specimens from Virginia.
Subgenus

Echin1scu~(Echiniscus) (Thulin, 1928)

Echiniscus s. str., Thulin, 1928, p. 220; Echin1scus
CEchiniscus),1-arcus, 1929, p. 312; Ecbiniscus, Cuenot,
1932, p. 4o; Echiniscus (Echinis~~, Marcus, 1936, p. 48;
Echiniscus (Ech1n1scus),Rama.zzotti, 1945, p. 83;
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Ec1;iiniscus, Cuenot, 1949, p. 571 Echiniscus, Petersen,
1951, p. 19J ~ (Echiniscus), Rama.zzott1, 1951+, p. 188.

Diagnosis:
not divided,
plate

fully

absent,

Cuticle

granulatedJ

intersegmental
or partially

dorsal

plate
dividedJ

leg spines usually

Typespecies:

~

Ireland,

France,

Czeckoslovakia,
Australia,

plates

3 sometimes absentJ

end

body spines

or

present

present.

CE..>testudo

Distribution: Spitzbergen,
Joseph Land, Greenland,

intersegmental

(Doyere, 1840)

Faroe Islands,

Franz

Iceland,

Scotland,

Scandinavia,

Germany, Spain,

Portugal,

Italy,

British

New Zealand,

Columbia, United States,

Hawaii,

South America.

Discussion: The species of the subgenus E..
(Echiniscus) are separated primarily on the basis or the location

of the body spines and the morphology or the plates.

}arcus

(1936) set up five species

"groups" for use in the

identification

of the numerous species

He stated

these species

that

demonstrate
cility
The five

a natural

or filaments.

(1951+), in a key to the species
species

to

only for fa-

of E.. (Echiniscus) species.

"groups" are divided according

Y.arcus I artificial

subgenus.

"groups" do not attempt

system but were erected

in the identification

type of body spines

of this

to the number and

Recently,

Rama.zzotti

of the subgenus, followed

"group" arrangement and included
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the species

described

since

Hircus'

monograph.

L (~chiniscus) is separated
of Ecbiniscus primarily by the

The subgenus
other

subgenera

vision

of the intersegmental

erally

present

although
plate

is usually

also

be completely

plates

divided

by longitudinal

In recent

divided
into

plate

3.

The end

(Kleeblattkarben)
or even four

three

and transverse

papers,

1, 2 and 3,

plates

lack interseemental

partially

lack of di-

Thus, t:1erll! are gen-

1ntersegmental

undivided

some species

plate~.

from the

but may
sub-

sutures.

the follC1t11ng species

were described:

batramiae Iharos, 1936; L (£.) melanop11talmus
Bartos, 1936b; E... (~.) rosalinae Hihelcic,
1953c; I. (~.)
paJ§tunensis Bartos, 1941b; L CL) punctulatu~ Mihelcic,
E...

(£.)

1955bJ L
and L

(£.)

CE..) Japonicus Morikawa, 1951; K. CE..) dreyfusi
eyelinae

Barros,

L

1~2a;

Maucc1, 195'1+-JE.. (&..) multispinosus

apuanusBertolani,

19471

:[. CE..) cal)ill§:tus and
Key to the species

~

(E..) hetergspinosus

da Cunha,

1944; E.. CE.a)

(E..) phocae, Du Bois, 1944;

:m__(&..)

or Echiniscus

maur&11
Ramazzotti,
(Echiniscus)known

1956c.
from

the United States:
1.

(a)

With intersegmental

plate

3 lacking.
E.. (~)

2.

(b)

With intersegmental

(a)

With large

plate

papillae-like

IL

(&..)

arctgmys

3 present ••••••••••••••
appendages

(c and d ).

ma.ucc11,Ramazzotti,

1956c

2
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3.

(b)

With spines

or filamentous

(a)

With filamentous

appendages ••••••••••••

appendages and divided
&.

(b)

(&.)

With spinous appendages and partially

endplate.

merokensis
divided

&- CL) Yiti1n1cus, sp. n.

end plate •••••••••••

S... CL) Y1ti1n1cus sp. n.
Plate VI, Fig. 16, 17, 18

Diagnosis: Cuticle with heavy granulation;
spines at c, c2, d, d2 , e; intersegmental
end plate

partially

divided;

dorsal

stout

3 present;

plate

(Dornfalte)

leg spines

present.

Description: The dorsal cuticle
hibits

a heavy granulation.

cirri

are delicate

broad.
relatively

of this

The internal

filaments

The clavae are elongated

species

ex-

and external

and the cephalic

papillae

are

cirri

are

and the lateral

short and filamentous.

Segmental plate
III are distinctly

I is broad and segmental plates
paired.

Intersegmental
cephalad.

angular with its apex directed
spines are present

at c 2 and d2 •

have expanded basal regions,
Those situated

ate

those at c and d.

The length

Short,

II and

1 is tribroad

Rather long spines,

are present

are slightly

plate

3

which

at c, d and e.

longer and heavier

than

of the spines are as follows:

c, 18.0-22 microns; c2, 7.0 microns; d, 12-21.6 microns;
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d 2 , 10.8-14.4

microns;

The end plate
of legs possess

e, 21.6-25.0

1s partially

dorsal

developed spines.

microns.

divided.

The fourth

pair

spine rows, which have nine well-

The inner claws of each leg have strongly

developed secondary branches which are well removed from the
expanded basal region and are directed

proximally.

microns 1n length.

claws measure 10.8-14.4

which measure 152-183 microns in length,

The

Three specimens,
were collected.

Knowndistribution:
6-20-58.

Mountain Lake, Giles County, Virginia,
Johns Creek Valley,

7-28-58.

Craig County, Virginia,

Johns Creek Mountain, Craig County, Virginia,

7-28-58.

Disl)osition of material: The holotype is deposited
The United States
author's

National

~ruseum; the remainder

are in the

collection.

Discussion: S.. CE..)yirginicus differs
viously

described

species

which appears

The position
is similar,

(:S..)

The species

1n structure

merokensisRichters,

to E.. (E..)

19o4.

of the appendages of both of these species

although~

(E..)

merokensishas filamentous

appendages and may lack the appendages at c 2 and d2 •
of these two species

of the end plate

pre-

of the body

of the plates.

to be most similar

Y1riin1cus is~

from all

in the arrangement

spines and 1n the structure

plates

in

of&..

are similar

The

with the exception

(~.) metok~sis, which is completely
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divided

into four subplates.

In addition,

l,. (~)

merokensisdiffers

from

secondary

of the inner claws which are immediately

distal

branches

L CE..)Y1ti1n1cus 1n

to the claw base.

y1ri1n1cus are much stouter
The cuticular

granulation

The dorsal

possessing
of L

leg spines

than those of E., (~)
of both species

though E..

CE..)merokensisfrequently

formations

of the segmental plates.

E.. CL) Yit.:inicus appears

merog,ns1s.

is similar

exhibits

(.E..)

al-

band-like

to be somewhat similar

in

structure

to E.. CE..)spinulosus (Doyere, 1840), which also

possesses

spines

at c, c 2 , d, d2 , and e.

spin,ulgsus possesses
longer

However, E.. (E..)

spines at c 2 and d2 which are much

than those of E.. (E..) yir~inicus, and the dorsal

leg

re,.) yirginicus are much stouter than those of
E.. CE..)spinulosus. Completely delimiting the latter species
from E.. (E..) Yiti1n1cus, however, is the absence of intersegmental plate 3 1n E.. (E.,) s:pinulosus.
spines

of E..

Genus PseudechiniscusThulin,

1911

Pseudeqhiniscus,Marcus, 1928, p. 105; Pseudeg,hiniscus,
Thulin, 1928, p. 219; Pseudechiniscus, 11:Lrcus, 1929, p. 286;
Pseudecn1n1scus,Cuenot, 1932, p. 38; Pseudechiniscus,
Mircus, 1936, p. 127J Pseud~cbiniscm;!,
Ramazzotti, 1945,
p. 105; Pseudechiniscus,Cuenot, 191+9,p. 57; Pseudechin,iscus, Petersen, 1951, p. 44; Pseudechiniscus,
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1954, p. 181.

Ramazzotti,

Dia~nosis: Cuticle
posterior:
plate

head plate,

1, segmental

mental pl.ate
plate

III,

segmental

plate

II,

leg spines

plates
plate

anterior
plate

or absent;

2, seg-

3, pseudosegmental

plate

body appendages present

present

to

I, 1ntersegmental

1ntersegmental

1ntersegmental

and end plate;

dorsal

granulated;

or absent;

inner claws with sec-

ondary branches.

Xypespecies: f. suillus (Ehrenberg, 1853)
Known
distribution: Greenland, Franz Joseph Land,
Spitzbergen,
France,

Scandinavia,

Faroe Islands,

Germ:1.ny,Czeckoslovakia,

Ireland,

Himalayas, South Africa,

Hawaii, New Zealand, Australia,
Chile,

Scotland,

M:,xico, Brazil,

Colombia,

United States.

Discyssion:

The genus

mately 17 species,

is rather

Pseudechiniscus,with

approxi-

poorly known and, with the

su111us, has not been widely collected.
The genus is separated from the genus Echiniscus primarily

exception

off.

on the basis
segmental

of an additional

plate,

segmental plate,

which is found between segmental

III and the end plate
the head plate,

segmental

segmental

(segmental

plates

1, 2, and 3.

plate

(Fig. 11).

The members or the genus
plate

the pseudo-

Pseudachiniscus,then, possess

plates
plate

I, II,

and III,

the pseudo-

IV), and intersegmental

Segmental plates

II and III are always
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paired while the pseudosegmental
paired.

Intersegmental

an anterior
transverse

dorsal

plates

intersegmental

is partially
medially
posterior

divided

directed

sutures.

utilized

location

into

while intersegmental

but is not divided.
posterior

The end pl.ate

by bro anterio-

Body spines,

and the terminology
is identical

or not

plate and a posterior

margins of the segmental plates,

tic of some species,
cate their

1n its

plate,

may be paired

1 and 2 may be divided

intersegmental

3 is always present

plate

plate

situated

at the

are characterisemployed to indi-

with the terminology

for the genus Echiniscus (see above).

In North America, only a single
of ~eudechinu_~
In recent

species,

f..

suillus,

has been found.

literature,

the following

species

of

IlU!udechiniscushave been described,
f. tran§sylyanicus
Iharos, 1936; f. d1cron1 Mihelcic, 1938a; f. ;Juanitae
Barros, 1939; f. ~seudoconifer Ramazzott1, 1943; f..
me~acephalusMihelcic, 1953; f.. ramazzott1~aucci, 1952;
f. holmeni and f. hannea2 Petersen, 1951; f.. clatttus
Mihelcic, 1955; f.. scortecc11 Franceschi, 1952; f.. sinensis
Rahm, 1937c.

~=udechiniscus suillus (Ehrenberg, 1953) Thulin, 1911
Plate VII, Fig. 19, 20, 21
B.

suillus, Thulin, 1928, p. 219; f.. suillus, larcus,

1929,
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p. 388; f. su111us, Cuenot, 1932, p. 38; I!,, su111us, 1,arcus,

1936, p. 130; f. su111us, ~athers,

1937, p. 35; f. su111us,

su111us, de Coninck, 1939, p. 193;
f. su111us, llflthews, 1938, p. 625; f. suillus, Bartos,
1939b, p. 95, 98, 100, 101; I!- su111us, Bartos, 1941b, p.
465; f. su111us, Bertolani, 1941, p. 60; f. su111us,
da Cunha, 1944a, p. 2; f. su111usf. zayattar11, Pardi,
1941, p. 223; f. su111us, Ramazzotti, 1945, p. 106; f.
suillus, Rodriguez-Roda, 1951, p. 78; f. su111usr.
f§cettalis, Petersen, 1951, p. 44; f. suillus, Franceschi,
1952a, p. 81 f. suillus, Mihelcic, 1952b, p. 664; f.
suillus, ~fthelcic, 1953a, p. 115; f. suillus, Mihelcic,
1953b, P• 2471 f. su111usf. racettalis, 1,hucc1, 1954, p.
580; f. suillus, Ramazzotti, 1956a, p. 287.
Rahm, 1938, p. 10?; f.

Diacnosis: Cuticle granulated,
head plate,

segmental plates

granulation

and end plate1 1ntersegmental

1 and 2 divided into large dorsal

plates

plate and small transverse
papilla

knob-like;

Description:

intersegmental

The

cephalic
stocky.

Which are short and knob-like,
shape.

1ntersegmental
plate;

cephalic

dorsal leg spines lacking.

are short and relatively
this species,

heavier on

appendages
The

or this

cephalic

species

papillae,

are very characteristic

of

and the clavae are of an elongated clavate

Black, oval eye spots are present.

is divided by a single

The

head plate.

suture which forms a transverse

zig-
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zag pattern

slightly

anterior

Two short,

plate.

longitudinal

ly from the most posterior

sutures

points

is strikingly

the intersegmental
while segmental

heavier

plates.
plates

II

broader

th.an at their

line.

Intersegmental

ly into a dorsal
a

transverse

definitely

11s

formed plate.

is de:t'initely

is partiallJ

aI.Ld ~re without

dary branch.

paired

quently

yellowish

in color,

in shape,

plate

be lacking
plats

of

as a

3 is

while

plate

and ths end plate

plates
by

Length of the inner

is 8. 6-13. O c1crons.

blunt-oval

~iiy

and

although

Tha psaudosegmental

developed,

of legs

transverse-

intersegmental

Intersagmental

posteriorly

a strongly

is

on the mid-dorsal

which 1~ snall,

reduced and

spines,

plates

pl.ate, which is larger,

two cU!"ved sutures.

the

L.'"lller claws

proxin:ally

of each

curvec

of the fourth

claws

The animals,
are elongated

wit:1 the broadest

The

four cl~ws, are long

the characteristic

leg

of

I is undivided

2 are divided

plate,

into

divided

which possess

leg possesg

land

and not divided.

divided

and

and the pseudosegmental
junot!oa

the tramn,erslil

plate

rhomboid-shaped

legs,

plates

intersegmental

intsrsagmentul

plates,

F.ach of the paired

intersegmental

in some spsci.roons,

segmental

suture.

th.an the granulation

and III

plates.

laterally

extend posterior-

Segmental plate

pl.ate have paired

of the

of the transverse

of the head plate,

The granulation
end plate

to the mid-region

secon-

pair

which are freand son:.ewhat

region

at the level

?O
of intersagmental

plate

2.

Eight specimens, which measure

145-184 microns, were collected

Knowndi§tributio.n:
Land, Spitzbergen,
Island,
Italy,

Scotland,

and studied.

Iceland,

Scandinavia,
Ireland,

South Africa,

Greenland, Franz Joseph

Faroes Islands,

Germany, France,

Hawaii, Australia,

America, United States,

Shetland

Spain,

Portugal,

New Zealand, South

China.

Newrecords:
Mountain Lake, Giles County, Virginia,
Elk Garden Ridge (4448 rt.),

?-9-58.

Grayson County, Virginia,

11-1-58.
Mt. Rogers (5400 ft.),

Grayson County, Virginia,

11-1-58.

Dispositio.n of materi~l: Two specimens are deposited
1n the United States

the author's

National

Museum; the remainder are in

collection.

Discussio.n: Previously,
1n the United States

f,.

suilluo has been reported

from Santa Catalina

Island,

California,

Windham Bay, Alaska and Brandon, Vermont by Mithews (1938).
The cephalic

appendages off.

tive and, for this reason,
the species.
The external
are all

are useful

The globose cephalic

gated clavae are especially
and internal

relatively

suillus are very distincin identification

papillae

characteristic
median cirri

short and heavily

and the elonof this

species.

and the lateral
built.

of

cirri

This is partic-
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ularly

true of the latter

broad proximally
rostral

In addition

or the

Barros

(1942), Ramazzotti
branches

specimens.

f..

claw structure

and

plates.

suillus and preH:1rcus (1936),
(1951).

which curve distally

of the

distal

species

deli-

(194,) found

secondary

claw

to the basal region

Unfortunately,

this

one-

from the base and are rather

which possess

straight.

toward the

approximately

Cuenot (1932) and Ramazzotti

who have described

the other authors

have failed

to mention the

1n detail.

The structure

of the pseudosegmental

1s apparently

subject

(1932) and 1-hrcus (1936) state
plate

for f-

(1945) and Petersen

branches Which are immediately

species

on the intersegmental

at the claw, are situated

su111us individuals

and are nearly

plates

of the inner claws of the Virginia

of the claw length
built.

is unique

may be noted in the structure

The branches,

basal region

or the

of the plates

has been noted by Cuenot (1932),

secondary

cately

fine

characteristic

Some difference

third

structure

heavy on the segmental

and quite

This is apparently
viously

body.

the granulation

it 1s relatively

the end pl.ate,

extend beyond the

to the characteristic

appendages,

in that

which are markedly

and do not generally

limitation

cephalic

structures,

is not divided

plate

to some variation.
that

of this
Cuenot

the pseudosegmental

into pa.ired plates

and she,.,, this

plate
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as a single

structure

(1945') and Petersen

a non-granulated
al plate.

mid-line

(1942) collected

ded pseudosegmental
plates

drawings, while Ramazzotti

(195'1) found specimens which exhibit

longitudinal

Barros

longitudinal

1n their

plates

have a definitely
mental plate

and individuals

a rather
division

into pa.ired plates.
intra-specific

by a gradation
to the formation

separates

collected

in Virginia
the pseudoseg-

The division,
plate,

or lack of

then, appears

characteristic,

which is

or a well-developed

(1943) described

plate

suture,

f- suillys variety

rranciscae,

a relatively

pseudosegmental

plate which is divided by a suture

paired plates.

The lateral

granulation

granulation.

large segmental plate

variety

are not sufficiently

warrant

the erection

exhibit

into

different

of a new species,

is

a very coarse

that the individuals

of these specimens as a new variety.
franciscae

I and a

body region of the "variety"

and the plates

Barros stated

which

into paired plates.

which possesses

without

to be

ranging from a complete absence of

the pseudosegmental

Barros

with a definite

formed suture which divides

variable

manifested

with undivi-

the pseudosegmental

The individuals

of the pseudosegmental

division,

individuals

suture which divides

(see below).

on the pseudosegment-

of her

from f. suillus to
thus,

she disposed

f- suillus variety

is here reduced to synonomy with f- su111us.

Petersen

(1951) has collected

individuals

from nine lo-
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cations

in Greenland which he describes

£.. suillus form'.l facettalis.
and end plate
limited

These individuals

suillus with the exception

cal toe..

display

the presence

by delicately

under the name

developed

that

above, the specimens taken in Virginia
formed sutures

that

the sutures

specimens.

possess

slightly

It is entirely

of the head plate,

have been overlooked

ported by earlier
variation

As mentioned

but do not possess a divided

as do Petersen's

cate nature,

which are de-

of the head plate which are not unlike

observed by Petersen,
plate

the head plate

of facets

sutures.

are identi-

off..

workers.

does not warrant

end
likely

because of their

deli-

and thus have not been re-

(1951) stated

Petersen

suillus variety

those

that

the

facettalis from f.. suillus

the establishment

of an independent

species.
}aucci

(1954) collected

facettalis in Italy.
terial

After a comparison of Petersen's

and the original

Ranazzotti,

two specimens of forma

specimens of£..

1943, he believed

belong to the latter

species

conifer for.ma facettalis.
give an illustration

that

Unfortunately,

£..

suillus.

specimens

them E-

pseudo-

Mlucci did not

of his specimens.

I:. pseudocon1ferpossesses
end plates

pSID1,doconifer

Petersen's

and called

ma-

and has a dorsal
All segmental

facets

of both the head and

plate

arrangement

plates

are paired.

similar

to

In addition,

f. pseudocon1ferusually has small conical projections
at c and d, although these projections
e,

may be at c, d and

or only at d.
Ii' Maucci (195'4) is correct

form, it appears that,
of the structures
plates
conifer,

1n

his disposition

of this

on the basis of the above discussion

of the head plate and the segmental

and the variability

or the

projections

or f.. pseudo-

that f. pseudocgnif"er
and f. pseudoconiferrorma

facettalis may be variants
to be true,

off.

suillus.

under the law or priority

be placed 1n synonomy with f.

guillus.

If this proves

these two names should
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Class Eutardigrada
Order Eutardigrada,

Richters,

Uircus,

Eutardigrada,

Riggin

1926, p. 60; Order

1928, p. 115; Order Eutardigrada,

1928, p. 208; Order Eutardigrada,

Thulin,

397; Hacrobioti,
ltlrcus,

1nrcus,

1932, p. 225 Order Eutardigrada,

Cuenot,

1936, p. 140; Order Eutardigrada,

p. 112; Eutardigrada,

Petersen,

Ramazzotti,

thickenings

claws1 gonoduct

usually

opening into

present;

lateral

median cirri
cephalic

cephalic

structures

Pharyngeal

and

into

are present.

The distal

the proximal and bears

In the family

which originate

Milnesiidae,

separated.

and, characteristically,

glands

are situated

guts.

Eutardigrades

present

lag region

each of which bears a claw with a single

become completely
hindgut

but mouth papillae

are generally

or lacking.

a claw with two branches,
gion.

and

which are not homologous to the

thickenings

may be very reduced
toes,

and internal

of the Heterotardigrada

cuticular

not be telescoped

each leg with two

cirri,

are lacking,

papillae,

pharyngeal

hindgut.

Discussion: Clavae, lateral
external

1945,

1951, p. 52.

Dia~nosis: Cephalic appendages lacking;
cuticular

1929, p.

branch or

at the junction

re-

of the claw

The gonoduct opens into
three

can-

two rounded

from a basal

the branches

but

the

lobed excretory

of the mid- and hind-

are commonly aquatic

or sen,.:t-aquatic;
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however, there is a single

marine species.

Order Diplotardigrada

Riggin

Diagnosis: Identical with class diagnosis.
Discussion: The order Diplotardigrada is here erected
to complete the taxonomic hierarchy
Eutardigrada.
included

This order contains

the families

of the Diplotardigrada:

Pharyngeal cuticular
out cephalic
a single

thickenings

completely

M1crobiotidae,

Thulin,

Ramazzotti,

Thulin,

cepha-

claw branches
Family 1.fi.lnesiidae

1928

1928, p. 228 J Macrob1ot1dae, lhrcus,

1929, p. 399J Microbiotidae,

biotidae,

absent,

present,

separated ••••••••••

Family }bcrob1ot1dae

joined at a

Fam1ly 1-acrobiotidae

thickenings

sensory structures

with-

claw with

branch or two branches

Pharyngeal cuticular
lic

present,

sensory structures,

basal region •••••••••••••••
(b)

originally

(Marcus, 1929, 1936).

in the order Eutardigrada

Key to the families
(a)

of the class

I•arcus,

1936, p. 141; Mlcro-

1945, p. 112J }hcrobiotidae,

Petersen,

1951, p. 52.

Diaenosis: Without cephalic sensory papillae,
without

pharyngeal

cuticular

thickenings;

stylets

with or
stout,

77

convex medially;
joining

claws with one branch,

at a common base;

cuticle

or two branches

smooth, papillose

or

spiny.

D1scus§1cm: The affinities
family were recognized
families

prior

of the genera of this
to the establishment

113.crobiotidae and Arct1scidae

(see Marcus, 1927).

!·tlcrobiotu§ and Hy:gs
1b1us were originally
placed in the Ma.crobiotidae
tablishment

(Thulin,

of the

the only genera
Since the es-

1928 ).

the genera Itaquascon Barros,

of the family,

1939 and Ha:r;,lorw:crobiotusM1y, 1948, have been described

and assigned

to it.

The members of the genus

which ltlrcus

(1929, 1936) and Ramazzotti

.follows aircus • taxonomic criteria
biotidae.
rank,

Cuenot (1932,

but apparently

families

necessary

(1945), who

closely,

subgenus of Hypsibius, are aJ.so included

Diphascon,

consider

as a

in the M;1cro-

1949) accords Diphascongeneric

does not consider
since he places

a division

the genera

Hypsibius, D1pha~con
and rUlnesium only within

into

Ha:crobiotus,
the confines

of the order.
The genera of the }acrob1ot1dae
ent types of morphological
ma.croplacoids
placoid,
or lacking

exhibit

variations

are invariably

present

species.

of the genus Diphascon possess

differ-

of the pharynx.
while a third

apophyses and a microplacoid
in any single

several

macro-

may be present

In addition,

a fourth

Two

a few members

type of thickening,
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the septula,
absent

while cuticular

thickenings

are entirely

ItaQ.nascon.
Type genus: l·bcrob1otusSchultze,
in the genus

1934

Key to the genera of the Microbiotidae
1.

(a)

Inner and outer claws identical
structure,

(b)

3.

placoids

in size end

present •••••••••

Inner and outer claws not identical
structure,

2.

of the United States:

placoids

(a)

Placoids

absent,

(b)

Placoids

present,

(a)

Mouth tube elongated,

present

in size and

or absent •••••••••

pharynx elongated •••••
pharynx elongated
convoluted

ItaguascQ,n

between stylet

Mouth tube not elongated ••••••••••••••••
Genus 1:ilcrobiotusSchultze,

2

or oval •••••• 3

support and pharynx•••••••••••••••••••
(b)

l;bcrobiotus

D1phascon
• Hyl)S1b1us

1834

1,acrobiotus, Thulin, 1928, p. 244; l®:crobiotus, M:ircus, 1929,
p. 401; H;;lc~obiotus,
Cuenot, 1932, p. 22; Mlcrobiotus,
H:1rcus, 1936, p. 143; Macrobiotus,Ranazzotti,
1945, p. 114;
Macrobiotus,Cuenot, 1949, p. 57; 1'acrobiotus, Petersen,
1951, p. 52.

Diagnosis: Paired claws of each leg similar
and structure,
directed
spines;

1n size

the apex of secondary branches t7pically

laterally;

cuticle

eye pigment present

smooth, papillose
or absent;

or with

mouth tube usually
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straight

from mouth opening to pharynx; mouth tube support

present;

stylet

supports

and macroplacoids
stylets

stout,

present;

present;

usually

pharynx with apophyses

microplacoid

present

with well-developed

or absent;

furcae.

Type species: M. hufelandi Schultze, 1834
Known
distribution: Iceland, Greenland, Faroes
Islands,

Germany, France,
Africa,
Chile,

Sc~nd1nav1a,

Franz Joseph Land, Spitzbergen,
Spain,

United States,

Portugal,

Ireland,

Scotland,

Canada, Mexico, Brazil,

Italy,

Colombia,

Australia.

Discussion: ~~mbers of the genus ~robiotus are
commonly found on mosses, lichens,

1n soil.

Specimens of rtcrobiotus

in aquatic

habitats

and

may be found in large

numbers on moss samples frequently

associated

with other

tardigrade

species

Macrobiotus

genera.

were recovered

In this

study,

from 63%of all

of

moss and lichen

samples

examined.
the genus M1crob1otus

l·arcus (1927, 1928, 1936) divided
into the ~eatus
or granulations,

apophyses,

group with cuticular

the intermedius group with

microplacoid

and three

coid and two macroplacoids.

Hicrobiotus form a natural
}brcus believed

papillae

smooth cuticle,

nacroplacoids,

and the

apophyses,

micropla-

hufelandi group with smooth cuticle,

cated that

spines,

He stated

that the species

of

system, which presumably indithe genus comprises an evolution-
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ary lineage

exhibiting

with species

a gradation

into the genus Hypsibius

groups comparable in some respects

genera of the latter

genus.

to the sub-

However, 1'Brcus stated

(1936,

p. 145) that his IvacrQbiotus groups are not to be accorded
subgeneric

rank.

It appears,

however, that the criteria

of these species

establishment

Harcus himself asserted

the other three

show pharyngeal

claw and pharyngeal

structure

while H. aanula;tu;,
similar
this

group exhibit

M. aanula tus.
In respect
as a criterion

should be pointed
within

and U. islandicus

the hufelandi
granulation,

in addition

for H. ~ranulatus

of cuticular

and

granulation

members of the genus, it
and li. hibernicus,

group, and M- echino~enitus,

group, exhibit

of

structure

(1951) for U. 1sland1cus

out that U. yir~atus

the intermedius

groupJ

Cuenot (1932) substantiated

to a consideration
for separating

characteristic

claw and pharyngeal

group.

Petersen

group;

of the intermedius

type of claw and pharynx structure

and lie ocQidentalis;

Of

of the hufelandi

exhibits

U.. occidenta11s

to the hufelandi

and

aculeatus group, four ex-

structure

1:1-aculeatus

In addition,

the aculeatus

in the

arrangement as in the intermediu§

a placoid

group.

groups are misleading

that the groups are artificial.

the seven s:pe~ies included
hibit

employed in the

various

within

degrees of cutieular

to the possession

of eharacteris-
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tics

of' these respective
The evolutionary

formation

groups.

relationship

to h,uf"eland1 and

be determined at this
cate tllo entirely

However, a review of claw

Microbiotusspecies seems to indi-

diff'erent

species,

claw relationships.

In addi-

lficrobiotus claw structure,

tion to the characteristic
following

placoid

1ntermed1ustype claws cannot

time.

of the valid

structure

or pharyngeal

which are placed within

group by ~arcus (1936), have a distinctive
a reduced secondary branch:

the

the hufelandi
claw type with

M. macronyx(Fig. 24), H-

d;i.!par, H- ambi~uus,M. a,rzum11aceus,
M. <l.J.2b1us,
H- pullari
and M. ferd1nand1. A comparison of the claw structure of
these species with that or some Hypsibius species
striking

similarity

in the relationship

and secondary branches.
arent

claws of approximately
stance,

Bartos

is especially

the same size and structure.

(1933) pointed out similarities

ever,

above appear

their

to represent

app-

species which possess

or U. macrony;x
and IL. du 1ar0,1n1. The species
listed

a

between the prima.ry

This similarity

in IIypsibius (Isghypsibius)

reveals

For in-

in the claws
of l$crob1otus

a homogeneous group1 how-

rela t1onsh1p to other species

of M!lcrobiotus

Hyps1b1usis currently obscure. With the
exception or 11..macronyx
and possibly Ha dispar, these spe-

and to the genus
cies are rather
collections

inadequately

and morphological

knownJ thus,

studies

more extensive

are necessary

before
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definite

decisions

concerning

the true phylogenetic

position

can be made.
Since the publication
several

species

have been proposed and included

M1crobintns. Bartos
der the binomial,
nothing
this

(1936b) described

l+acrobiotus

morulatus.

(seep.
Barros

since egg characters

in the genus

several

specimens un-

Consequently,

can be said about the relationships

species,

value

of the monograph by Marcus (1936),

and status

are of dubious taxonomic

36).
(19i+2) also

described

I·flcrobiotus

occidentalis

primitiyae n. var. on the basis of differences
structure

of

from that

of the original

of cuticular

description,

lie

intermedius julietae n. var., Me marc:w,1,Me harmsworthi
coronata n. var. and lie hihiscus. In the present study,
ll. inter~~
considered

julietae,

li. ma.t,cusiand Me iacontistus are

1n the discussion

of lie inter_medius;lie

harmsworth1cor,onata is discussed with U. harmsworthiand
M- hibiscus with lie ecnino~enitus.
In other recent papers, Rahm (1936) described ll. terrae
sanetac and t1. occidentalis betscharensis n. var. from
Palestine,

~tthelcic

lie kolleri

from Austria,

(1953b) described

Maueci (1954) described

and U. J;2s\llar11 from Italy,

Bartos

komarck from the Carpathian

Mountains,

scribed

lie

lie terricola

~ranatai from Italy.

and

I:1-ca;csicus

(1939c) described
and Pardi

Me

(1941) de-

Bozhko (1936) described
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ti. ucrainica and M. carelica rrom Russia,
described
cribed

M. oyid11 from Rumania, Ra.aazzotti

M. sperti1 from Italy,

(1~)

Du Bois

li. psephusand 1:1.stellar1s from Brazil,
cribed

M. sawayai from Brazil,

Key to species
(a)

of

ta,robiotus

With secondary

pr1nary,

described

~brcus (1937) des-

(1938) described

Earros

eyelinae from Brazil and Ramazzotti
tonolii from Wisconsin.
1.

(1937b)
(1957) des-

Bartos

known from the Unites States:
absent,

With secondary
than primary,
three

2.

3.

branch of claw slightly
lunule

present,

macronyx

smaller

with two or

macroplacoids •••••••••••••••••••••••••••

2

(a)

With two I!lrlcroplacoids •••••••••••••••••••••••••••

3

(b)

With three ma.croplacoids •••••••••••••••••••••••••

4

(a)

With narrrM mouth tube,
rugged,

lunule with spines

nacroplacoids

thick,

microplacoid

(b)

With mouth tube wide,

lunule

smooth, ma.croplacoids

thin,

slightly

With oval macroplacoids,
incompletely

pharynx spherical,

not oval,

pre-

u. hufelandi

formed •••••••••••••

{b) Large, macroplacoids

ab-

rugged or

microplacoid

sent •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
(a)

or

u. echino~enitus

sent •••••••••••••••••••••••••••

4.

than

with two macroplacoids.
U.

(b)

ll-

(1956c) described

branch of claw much smaller

lunule

li-

lunule

£1. intermedius

pharynx oval,
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lunule

5.

(a)

5

present ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Second macroplacoid

much shorter

than others.

I:!. tonol111Ramazzotti,
(b)

shorter
6.

(a)

not shorter

Second macroplacoid

1956c

or only slightly

than others•••••••••••••••••••••••••••6

1-acroplacoids

one-half

thin,

stylet

supports

less

than

width of mouth tube from pharynx.

H- richters 1
(b)

Hacroplacoids

one-half
large

broad,
width

stylet

or mouth

supports

more than

tube from pharynx,

present ••••••• M. l).armsworthi

m1croplaco1d

rhcrobiotus macranyxDujardin,

1858

Plate VII, Fig. 22, 23, 24

macronyx,Mircus, 1929, p. 431; 1:1-macronyx,1-arcus,
1936, p. 185; 1:1-macronyx,Cunta, 1937, p. 99; li. UQcronyx,
Teun1s$en, 1938, p. l; I:!- nacronyx,Hihelcic, 1938a, p.
318; il. macronyx,Bartos, 1941b, p. 466; U. Ill§cronyx,
Bertolani,
19~1, p. 61; H. r,acronyx,da Cunha, 1941a, p. 21;
li. macronyx.,Tuxen, 191+1a, p. l; l:I. ma.cronl'A,
aa Cun.ha,
1944, p. 2; li. macronyx,Ramazzotti, 1945, p. 121; U.
macronyx,:Hihelcic, 1953b, p. 247.
H.

Diagno~is:
narra-r;

Medium size;

cuticle

pharynx almost spherical,

rough; mouth tube

with two mllcroplacoids;
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claw curved with secondary branch much shorter

than pri-

1n::1ry,lunule absent.

Description:
entire

cuticular

The cuticle

posterior
anterior

number and me.gnitude in the region

to the third

forms a large
by a single

leg pair.

eye spot,

pharyngeal

Black eye pigment, which

is present

region.

at the level

of the

The mouth opening is surrounded

mouth ring Which does not bear lamellae.

mouth tube, which exhibits
anterior

rough, with the

being covered by minute papillae,

surface

which are of greater

is slightly

curve,

the characteristic

is comparatively

H:icrobiotus

short and narrow, measuring

32.4 microns in length and 3.6 microns in Width.
lets

are slight

greatly

enlarged.

and gently

The sty-

curved with furcae which are not

The stylet

mouth tube a short distance
have a flat

The

supports

are attached

anteriorly

S-shaped structure.

to the

to the pharynx and

An almost spherical

pharynx, which measures 28.8 microns in length and 26.6 microns in width,

is present.

This structure

apophyses which are relatively
There is no m.1eroplaco1d.

anterior
structure
type.

is the shorter,
placoid.

and two macroplacoids.

The ma.eroplaco1ds are thin and

at an angle to the mid-line
placoid

small,

possesses

of the pharynx.

being two-thirds

The second

the length

The claws are curved and exhibit

somewhat different

from the general

of the
a

lfacrobiotus

The primary branch is much longer than the secondary
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and bears accessory

spines which are almost indistinguish-

able from the branch itself.
separates

the two branches.

claw base has rather

flat

relatively

A

large angle

There is no lunule,
lateral

extension.

but the

The claws

measure 10.8 microns in length.

The body is stout,

its

of the third

broadest

A single

region at the level

having

pair of legs.

specimen, which measures 310 microns, was collec-

ted.

Known
distribution:
Portugal,

Italy,

Congo, Paraguay,

Iceland,

Scandinavia,

Germany, France,

Yugoslavia,

Scotland,
Belgian

United States.

Ne,wrec ard :
Sinking Creek,

Dis~osition Q1' material:
ted is in the author's

The single

individual

members of the Eutardigrada
It has been collected
by

this

species

collected

one of the several

Which is endemic to fresh water.

previously

numerous workers,

as a "Kleiner

collec-

collection.

Discussion: }hcrobiotus macronyxis

itat

6-18-58.

Giles County, Virginia,

from the fresh water hab-

and Cuenot (1932) believes

that

is the form which Goeze observed and described

Wasserbar".

from salt

This species

has also been

water in the Gulf of Finland

Mircus, 1929, p. 219).

The single

(see

specimen obtained

the course of this

study, which is the first

the United States,

was not collected

during

collected

from water but was

1n
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discovered
flowing

on moss which covered the rocks in a rapidly

stream.

It is likely,

ple had been periodically

The status
other

closely

fused state.

Considerable

tbrcus•

similar

The morphology

is strikingly

criterion

similar.

smooth-shelled

of these

lamellae

of li. dispar.

1936) agreed

Several

short

is the type

workers

on the production

processes.

singularly

Cuenot (1932) collected
the characteristic

with the exception
of M. macronx;z;,
placoid

and the

(see

of

macran;yx,
which are deposited
The eggs of H. dispar, on the other

from France which possess
structure

very

The primary

of the two species

have been observed to be deposited

possess

placoids

pharyngeal

eggs by U.

the molted cuticle.

is

Both have the curved

of egg and method of egg deposition.

terior

of the adults

of the thicker

for the separation

1·hrcus • discussion,

partic-

This confusion

"macronyxtype" of rbcrobiatua. The
of lie macronyxand that of M. dispar are

of mouth ring

con-

review and synono.my 11st 1n

with the exception

presence

to

or synonomy of 11-dis par M1rray,

of the

apparatus

hand,

has arisen,

under discussion.

monographs.

two species

1n a rather

controversy

1n the literature

apparent

and its relationship

forms is currently

1907 with the species

claws

species

over the question

ularly

the moss sam-

submerged.

of this

allied

however, that

is greatly

constricted,

in

and to

speci~ens

pharyngeal
that

the an-

and which he identi-
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fied as l1.

macronyx.In addition,

are joined at their

and places them in synonomy. He was of the

eggs 1n the cuticle
of the confusion
in

by H-

of the deposition

magronyxis,

or smooth

in fact,

the result

of the eggs of this species with those

Hypsibiu§megalonyx,which are smooth and also deposited
the old cuticle.
Cuenot was or the opinion that a

third
M.

rod.

that H. macronyxand li. dismr

opinion that the observations

of

or each leg

bases by a curved supporting

Cuenot, however, believed
are identical

the claws

H. fetdinandi, is also synonomous with

species,

macronyx.
?-arcus (1936) rejected

Cuenot's

Cuenot•s specimens H- dispar.
tions

He considered

and, because eggs with projections

and called

the observa-

of these species

on the egg deposition

to be valid

were observed by Cuenot,

these specimens to belong to H.. dispar.

believed
sent state

or knowledge

ble to resolve
concerning

of these species

The pre-

makes it impossi-

this problem.

Teunissen
habitat

conclusions

this

(1938) presented
species,

some interesting

which he collected

1n the Belgian Congo.

he observed,

in a population

male animls

and fifty

information

from an aquatic

During the spring of 1934,
of this species,

percent female animals.

fifty

percent

In June

or

the same year, he found few males, and in August and September, males were totally

lacking

in the population.
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Teunissen also collected

eggs from females in September

them 1n vials with a small amount ot water.

and retained

These eggs, which apparently

had not been fertilized,

de-

veloped only into females of H- macrgnyx. This seems to
be the only reliable

evidence other than Cuenot•s

and the present

writer's

ratios

samples of Mil.P,es
ium tat.d,1~radumof

in small

parthenogenesis

determinations

(1932)

1n the tardigrades

of male-female

(see discussion

of li-

tardi«radumbelOW').
}acrobiotus 1ntermed1usPlate, 1888
Plate VII, Fig. 25, 26
H. intermedius,

Cuenot, 1932, p. 66J U. intetmedius,

Mircus, 1936, p. 165J li. intermedius,
H. intermedius,

Bartos,

Bartos,

Rahm, 1937c, p. 108;

1939a, p. 140J M. intermedius,

1939b, p. 96, 985 H. intermedius,

p. 625; H. intermedius,

intermedius,
Bertolan1,

Bartos,

de Coninck,

Mathews, 1938,

1939, p. 193J H.

1941b, p. 465J M. intermadius,

1941, p. 61; M. intermedius,

da Cunha, 1941a,

18; H. intermedius, Twten, 1941a, p. l; lie intermedius,
Barros, 1942, p. 37?; H. 1ntermed1Ja:t
var. julietae, Barros,
1942, p. 377; li. inter~dius, da Cunha, 1944, p. 2; Hintermedius, Ramazzott1, 1945, p. 118J M- intermedius,
Petersen, 1951, p. 72; li. intet.mediu~,Rodriguez-Roda,
1951, p. 78; M. 1ntermed1us,Mihelcic, 195'2b, p. 665;
p.
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1ntermedius, Mihelcic, 1953a, p. 115; H. 1ntermedius,
Mihelcic, 1953b, p. 247; H. intermedius, J.aucci, 195'4, p.
583; H. intermedius, Ramazzotti, 1956a, p. 28?; Hintermedius, Curtin, 1957, p. 144.
H.

D1a,nos1s: Small;

cuticle

slightly

granulated;

mouth tube narrow; pharynx spherical

opening ventral,

three macroplacoids;

lunule incompletely

mouth
with

formed.

Description: Specimens of this species are small and
have a slightly

granulated

grey coloration.
present,

cuticle

stout and generally

The stylets

appear to be bent laterally

from the mouth tube.

The mouth tube is directed

from the ventral

measures 18.0-28.8

The pharynx is spherical,
1n width,

14.4-21.6

it is difficult
no microplacoid.
length,
end.

dorso-

microns 1n

microns 1n

The anterior

pla-

under the apophyses and, in so.me specimens,
to delimit

these two structures.

The claws are small, 4.3-7.9

with a lunule which is incompletely

curved rod-like

at an angle

and contains well-developed

apophyses and three oval macroplacoids.
coid is situated

are short and

This structure

microns in length by 1.4-2.8

length and 14.4-21.6

if

mouth opening, which is surr-

ounded by a mouth ring without lamellae.
Width.

or lacking;

Eye pigment may be present

it may vary 1n position.

posteriorly

which gives them a light

structure,

slightly

There is
microns 1n

formed into a

enlarged at the distal

The secondary branch or the claws is only slightly
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smaller

than the primary.

of 58 specimens, which

A total

measure 151-245 microns in length,

were collected

and

measured.

Knowndis;tributionz
Czeckoslovakia,
Greenland,
Islands,

Italy,

Ireland,

Australia,

Spain,

Portugal,

Iceland,

Germany,

Franz Joseph Land, Scandinavia,

Scotland,

Asia, West Africa,

Canada, Brazil,

Chile,

Sandwich

United States,

China.
New records:

Mountain Lake, Giles County, Virginia,

6-16-58,

6-26-58, 7-7-58, 7-25-58, 8-10-58, 8-16-58, 7-22-58,
7-18-58, 7-9-58.
Flat

Top, Peaks of Otter,

6-22-58, Cell.

Bedford County, Virginia,

P. C. Holt.

Butt Mountain <4195ft.),

Giles County, Virginia,

6-29-58.
C-ap Mountain, Montgomery-Giles County, Virginia,

7-14-58.
Johns Creek Valley,

Giles County, Virginia,

?-16-58,

8-4-58.
Indian Gap (5300 ft.),
North Carolina,

Sevier-SWain County, Tennessee-

8-1-58.

Iron Mountain, Smyth County, Virginia,
Elk Garden Ridge (4448 ft.),

11-1-58.

11-1-58.

Grayson County, Virginia,
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In spruce forest,

County, Virginia,

Mt. Rogers (5400 ft.),

11-1-58.

Dispos1Uon or matewls

with the United States
in the author's

Grayson

Two specimens are deposited
imseum; the remainder are

National

collection.

D.1,scu§sion; Curtin' s (1957) record of M. 1ntermedius
from lichens

in Maryland constitutes

the only previous re-

port of this species from the United States.
Cuenot (1932) and M9.rcus (1936) described
as exhibiting

a punctated condition,

pigmented cross bands.

The latter

or with gray-brOW'n
condition

observed 1n the specimens collected.

a fine stipple-like

the cuticle
has not been

Most specimens display

appearance of the cuticle,

the animals to appear slightly

which causes

grayish 1n color.

Cuenot

(1932), Mlrcus (1936) and Barros (194-2) also a~reed upon
the presence of a minute pharyngeal microplacoid,
not observed 1n the material
is ventral,

a cha~acteristic

ganus Hy~sibiµs rather
with

this,

which is commonly fowid in the
curves

of the species,

is e:<tre:nely useful,

observ~d in a l.ataral

dorsally
this

especially

and posteriorly.

particular

character-

when the specimen is

aspect.

Barros (1942b) described
H. inter;a?dius.

The mouth opening

than 1n Mlarobigtus. In conjunction

the mouth tube

In identification
istic

examined.

which was

One of thesa

two forms under the binomial
agrees with the original

des-
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cription

intermeas M. intex:medius

of the species

as ti.

and was designated

dius. The second form was described
julietae n. var., collected from two locations
of Sao Paulo, Brazil.
respects

with the nominal species

ception

and lateral

of dorsal

bulbous bases.

The author

the basis

of pharyngeal

the nomenclatural
the animals
vagueness

that

a lunule

entity

alone,

from

is present,
variety.

it appears

On

that

to M. intermedius. However,

assigned
"variety"

has no validity

is based represent

of recognizing

of the locality

subspecies

unless

a subspecies.

of tardigrades,

the

data given by Barros and the mag-

of the morphological

she described

differences

between the forms

and lie intermedius would seem to argue for

intermedius var.

considering~

1u11etaeas a good species.

the w:-citer has not seen specimens of the "form",

prefers

to leave

the question

simply note the differences
essigned

by Cuenot,

Two new species,
cribed

with the ex-

body spines which arise

stated

upon which it

The difficulty

Sines

description,

structure

form is correctly

nitude

ag~ees in all

none is shown in the drawings of this

although
this

This form apparently

in the state

by Barros

ted on the basis
correlation

unsettled

he

and, 1n addition,

between his material

to

and that

M~rcus, and Barros to Me intermedius.

lie

(1~2).

marcu~iand Me acontistus, are desThese species

are primarily

of egg morphology; however, there

shown between the adult

erec-

is no

form and the eggs, which

presumably were collected
author

did not state

with the adults,

this.

by Barros'

Claw, stylet,
slight

of M- acontistus,

the measurements

Barros

measurements

forms.

to those

Further

deposition,
validity

of a slight

the range of

to~

variation

lie within
study.

claws,

Unfortur:ate-

on the Sao Paulo speci-

intermedius; however,
julietae,

1n placoid

with

dimensions,

ma.rcusiand t1.. acontistus

particularly

species

In

species

seems to be required
of these

with

pharynx,

of the M-

study,

shown by Barros.

of the mouth tube,

given for ti. intermedius var.

the exception

with

narcusi,
M. int~rmedius.

to

did not give measurements

mens which have been referred

are similar

to be identical

for li- intermediu~ 1n this

measurements
ly,

of Barros'

as

of M.

structures
ei~ilar

are also

and body length

appear

intermedius, as

and pharyngeal

variation,

addition,

drawings,

of M-

the same structures

the

The morphology of the pharynx,

mouth tube and claws of the adults
illustrated

although

of egg morphology and
before

the question

of the

names can be determined.

}acrobiotus r1cb.ter~1 Murray, 1911
Plate

Ha schultzei, Cuenot,

IX, Fig.

27, 28

1932, p. 59; l1.. areolatus, Cuenot,
1932, p. 60; I.!- mhtersi, M~rcus, 1936, p. 157; Ma
richtersi, H1helc1c, 1938e, p. 316; M- richtersi, Mihelcic,
1938r, p. 319; M..ricnters1, Eartos, 1939a, p. 140; l:!-
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richtersi,

richters!, Barros, 191+2,
p. 3751 li. richters1, Ra.mazzotti, 191+5, p. 117; H. richters1,
Rodriguez-Roda, 191+7, p. 155; H. richtersi, Petersen, 1951,
p. 70; li. richtersi, Rodriguez-Roda, 1951, p. 78; H.
richters1, Mihelcic, 1952b, p. 6651 H. richtersi, Mihelcic,
1953a, p. 1151 H. ricbtersi, Mihelcic, 1953b, p. 24?; M.
richtersi, Mlucci, 1954, p. 584; li. richtQrs1, Ranazzotti,
Bartos,

1941b, p. 466; H.

1956a, p. 287.

D1a,nos1s: Large; cuticle
three elongated
absentJ

macroplacoids,

smooth; pharynx oval with
microplacoid

mouth tube wide; stylets

attached

to mouth tube less

tube anterior

stout,

present

stylet

than one-half

or

supports

the width or the

to pharynx; claw with lunule.

Dascri~tion1 This species possesses a smooth cuticle.
Eye pigment may be present
generally

or absent;

if present,

weakly pigmented and located

anteriorly,

it is
although

one specimen was collected

with posteriorly

The stylets,

a sharp bend approximately

fourth

the length from their

well-developed
attached
less

which exhibit
furcae.

posteri»r

The stylet

than one-half

pigment.
one-

end are strong,

supports,

to the mouth tube a distance

located

with

which are

equal to one-half

or

the widti4 '>f the mouth tube from the

pharynx, are curved posteriorly.
and broad, measuring 28.8-79.0
15.1 microns 1n width.

The mouth tube is long
microns 1n length and 3.6-

Frequently,

the first

and second
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macroplacoids
ed satelite
third

are slightly
is characteristic

placoid.

sent.

enlarged

posteriorly

of the posterior

microns in width.

end of the

nay be present

A small microplacoid

The pharynx measures 25.2-64.8

20.1-52.5

and a round-

microns in length by

The claws, which have the pri-

mary and secondary branches not widely separated,
7.2-19.3

microns.

slightly

smaller

or ab-

In length,

measure

the secondary branch is only

than the primary.

The accessory

the primary claw branch are well-developed.

points

of

At the base of

the claw is a comparatively

small,

completely

which is smooth or slightly

rugged.

Sixteen

formed lunule,
specimens,

measuring 232-'759 microns in length and 80-172 microns in
width,

were collected

and studied.

Known
distributions
Sweden, Africa,
Greenland,

Germany, France,

Samoa, Yugoslavia,

Spain, Austria,

Italy,

Scotland,

Ireland,

Czeckoslovakia,
United States.

Newrecords :
Mountain Lake, Giles County, Virginia,

7-6-58, 8-13-58,
Sinking

6-13-58,

6-16-58,

8-16-58, 6-20-58, 6-26-58.

Creek,

Giles County,

Roan Mountain (6200 ft.),

Virginia,

6-18-58.

Carter County, Tennessee,

6-17-58.

~is~osition of material:
in the United States

the author's

National

collection.

Two specimens are deposited
Hu~eum; the remainder are 1n
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Discussion: This report
richtersi from two locations
Tennessee constitutes
from North America.
from several
fusedJ

this

the first

localities

The history

species

arising

to M1rcus (1928),

and one in
for this

(1942) collected

this

appears

to be rather

sc,b;ulzei.

tl. ~chultzei, Greeff,

description
apparatus,

of the structure
it appears

posed of Cuenot's

that

1866 was

Cuenot

is primarily

morphology, under the name ti.

A drawing of the placoid

by Cuenot and, on the basis

con-

for identification.

a form, whose disposition

based upon egg and placoid

species

of Sao Paulo, Brazil.

synonomized by Fla te (1888) with lie hufelandi.

(1932) described

species

in part again from the use

of egg morphology as a criterion
According

records

in the State

of this

confusion

in Virginia

Barros

of ti.

of the collection

of this

morphology is rendered
illustration

and the

and measurements of the buecal
M1rcus (1936) has correctly

specimens by assigning

dis-

them to Me

r1Ghters1. Particularly
conclusive in the placing of these
specimens with a. richt~si is the presence of the satellite
on the third

macroplacoid.

Cuenot (1932) identified

other specimens as in.£rob1otus

areolatus primarily on the basis of egg morphology. The
true ar~olatus, which is placed 1n the genus 1-t1crobiotusby
Thulin
1929,

{1928) and in the genus Hypsib1l-1sby l·brcus (1928,
1936),

possesses

eggs which supposedly

have a morpho-
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to the eggs of 1:1.r1chters1.

logy similar

there is no evidence that the correlation
form is correct

for either

identification

egg

is correct,

of egg and adult

of these species,

based on this criterion

Disregarding

Unfortunately,

is, at best,

richtersi.

suspect.

morphology, it appears that Marcus (1936)

on the basis or the illustration

geal structures,

so that an

of the phl:.~yn-

Cuenot•s specimens to lie

in assigning

Marcus (1936), at the conclusion

of his discuss-

ion of lie

ricl:ltersi, nakes the following statement:

schliesse

ich mich 1n dem Bewusstsein an, dass es vielfach

nicht

moglich 1st,

die altere

"Dem

Tard1gradensynonymie zu klaren,

da die Beschreibungen aur mehrere Arten passen,

oft wohl

auch aur 1'13.terial beruhen, das mehreren Arten zugehort."
however, such conditions

Unfortunately,
restricted

entirely

Petersen
types of lia snall

(1951) describes

richtersi.

microplacoid.
possesses

species~

to be two

type has a wide mouth and

Type two has a narrower mouth tube
In each type, the third

the distinctive

satellite

outside

study but the nature

such that they may only indicate
a single

what he believes

The first

Petersen• s "type two" falls
observed in this

not

to the older systema.tistics.

and lacks a microplacoid.
placoid

are apparently

ma.cro-

described

above.

the range of varia t1on
of this variation

phenotypic variation

is
Within
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~robiotus

harmsworth1Hurray, 1907

Plate IX, Fig. 29, 30

echinogenitus, Cuenot, 1932, p. 61; U. harmsworthi,
rta.rcus, 1936, p. 170; ll. harJIWt!'Rrthi,
l·nthews, 1938, p. 625';
a. harmsworthi, Mihelcic, 1938e, p. 316, 318; M..
echinogenitus, Bartos, 1939a, p. 140; lie echinoeenitus,
Bartos, 1939b, p. 96, 98; ?:1..harmsworthi,Bartos, 1940b,
p. 158; tl. harmsworthi,Bartos, 1941b, p. 466; M.
harmsworth1,Tween, 1941a, p. l; M. harmsworth1,Ramazzotti,
1945, p. 119; ti- harmsworth1,Petersen, 1951, p. 67; M.
harmsworthi,Rodriguez-Roda, 1951, p. 78; M. harmsworthi,
Hihelcic, 1952b, p. 665; M. harmsworthi, Mihelcic, 1953a,
p. 115; M. harmsworthi, Mihelcic, 1953b, p. 247; Uharmsworthi, J.hucci, 1954, p. 584; U. harmsworthi,
Ramazzotti, 1956a, p. 287; M. harmsworthivar. coronata,
ll.

Ramazzotti,

1956c, p. 289.

D1a~nos1s: Large; cuticle
three short,

thick macroplacoids;

mouth tube wide,

let supports

smooth; pharynx oval, with

usually

attached

more than one-half

large m1croplaco1d present;

curved dorsad;

stylets

to mouth tube one-half

stout;

sty-

the width or

the width of mouth tube anteriorly

from

pharynx; claw with lunule.

Descriptions The cuticle

of this

species

is smooth.
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In the specimens studied,

pigment is variable.

the location

and be larger

specimens,
straight
stylet

it may be located

at either

pigment is entirely

and well-developed
supports,

of eye

It most commonly is situated

ly and is quite small, although
teriorly

and quantity

position.
absent.

In

anteriormore pos-

45.2% of the

The stylets

are

with conspicuous furcae.

which curve slightly

The

caudad from the mouth

tube, are broader medially and taper toward the distal
The stylet

supports characteristically

from the pharynx a distance
width or the mouth tube.
bear eight lamellae,

attach

anteriorly

equal from one-half
Two mouth rings,

end.

to the full

each of which

surround the mouth opening.

The mouth

tube is long and wide, measuring 25.2-78.4 microns 1n length
and 3.6-14 microns 1n Width, and characteristically
slightly
ventrad

dorsad from the mouth opening and then posterioto form a shallow s-shaped structure.

pharynx, Which bears apophyses,
microplacoid,

The relative

lengths

may vary so that any or the three may

longer 1n a particular

or this species

placoid which is generally
the typical

and a

is present and measures 18.o-,t...o microns 1n

or the macroplacoids
be slightly

An oval

three macroplacoids,

length by 14.4-46.9 microns in width.

teristic

curves

.autelandi-type,

specimen.

1·:l'ostcharac-

is the comparatively

large micro-

comma-shaped.

The claws are or

that is complete with lunule.

The lunule is smooth and the claws measure 5.7-16.4 microns
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in width.

Eighty-four

were collected

specimens

Knoxnd1s:tt1but1on: Greenland,
Faroe

Islands,

Si:ma.tra, Australia,
United

Spain,

Gernany,

Canada,

Iceland,

Italy,

Mexico,

and studied.
Spitzbergen,

Scandinavia,

Asia,

Brazil,

Colombia,

Virginia,

6-13-58,

Chile,

States.

New;c,ecords:
Mountain Lake,

Giles

County,

6-20-58, 6-26-58, 7-3-58, 7-7-58, 7-9-58, 7-18-58, 7-22-58,
8-10-58, 8-13-58, 8-16-58.
Roan l>fountain (6200 ft.),

Carter

County,

Tennessee,

6-17-58.
Top, Peaks of Otter,

Flat

6-22-58, Coll.
Valley

Bedford County,

Virginia,

P. C. Holt.

between Brush Mountain and Gap Mountain,

Montgomery County,
At new River,

Virginia,

7-14-58.

Pembroke,

Giles County,

Virginia,

?-31-58.
Johns Creek Valley,
Gap (5300 ft.),

Indian

Tennessee-North
Iron

Craig

Carolina,

Mountain,

County,

Sevier

8-1-58,

Smyth County,

Elk Garden Ridge

(4448 rt.),

Virginia,

County-Swain

Coll.

8-4-58.
County,

R. L. Hoffman.

Virginia,

11-1-58.

Grayson County,

Virginia,

11-1-58.
Spruce
Virginia,

forest,

11-1-58.

Mt. Rogers

(5400 ft.),

Grayson County,
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Disposition of material:
1n the United States

the author's

Two specimens are deposited

National

M.tseum1the remainder are 1n

collection.

Discussionz

l·Iarcus (1936) believed

that this species

has been confused with li- echinogenitus and apparently,
some occasions,

with li- hufeland1.

At least

confusion was due to the identification,
fication,

and Petersen
echinogen!tus.

(1951),

are very similar

Mircus (1936),

by lhrcus

{1936)

to those of H.

1n a discussion

or the affin-

pointed o~t several

for identification.

worker to recognize

and H. echinogenitus material
was Richters
"a".

identi-

of synonomy 1n which the har!IW(orth1-type egg has

been used as a criterion
the first

or partial

as described

and synonomies of the species,

instances

some or this

of H. harmsyorth1
on the basis of egg morphology.

The eggs or H. harmsworthi,

ities

on

Evidently,

that li- harmsworthi material
had previously

{19o4), who described

This form, however, according

been confused

H. echinogeni,tus form

to ~hrcus, should pro-

bably be placed 1n synonomy with Hypsibiusareolatus on the
basis of claw morphology, although some of the specimens in
this

collection

are evidently

H. harmsworth~.Macrobiotus

astrgnens1~and lf. tetrod,on,as described by Della Valle,
are considered

as synonyms of H. harmsyorth:l,
by ?>arcus

(1928, 1929, 1936).
cribed,

The former is rather

while the latter

form was distorted

incompletely

des-

through poor
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technique.
under the name 1·hgrobiotus

Cuenot (1932) described,

ech~no~enitus,specimens which ~arcus (1936) assigned to
11..harmsworthi.Cuenot•s description and illustrations
indicated

that his specimens possess three rather

placoids

and a conspicuous microplacoid.

stout macro-

His assignment of

the specimens to H- echinogenituswas based partially
egg morphology.

on

}arcus• assignment is probably correct

the basis of the placoid structure

and the relative

on

Width

of the mouth tube, which in specimens of li- egh1no&en1tus,
is characteristically
Petersen

narr<1fl.

(1951) studied

in Greenland.

cations

attachment

of the stylet
in li.

found that,
sistently

He considered

of this species

characteristic

attached

approximately

173 specimens from fifteen
the most important

to be the location

supports

from the pharynx a distance

as a means of distinction

fact,

on this appear to be correct,

since

has been observed in the material
has been utilized

as a criterion

He

between H-

harmswgrth1, li- egh1no~enitus and Ha hutelandi,
uation

He

supports are con-

equal to the width or the mouth tube.

used this criterion
vations

of the

to the mouth tube.

harmsworthi, the stylet
anteriorly

lo-

His obser-

a parallel

studied

sit-

and, 1n

for identification

the specimens from the United States.
In addition

to the relationship

of the stylet

supports

of

lo4
to the ~outh tube,
to distinguish

used

relatsd
are

species.

generally

several
~.

other

characteristics

!:.-::rnrwarth1
f'ro:.ll
spread

as ara

echino~enitu~ and ;;;;. hufeland1, although
tic will

for a spacias

not suffice

charactaristic

flat

tha identification

S-shape
of

of this

in the identification

support-mouth

lated
sent.

of this

the size
of li.

to the microplaeoids

M.. richtersi,
Bartos
Rhizopoda

is quite
(19110),

in contrast

from Mt. Falonar,

description,

other
is the pre-

present

is

to other

1n all

closely

may be present

re-

or ab-

relative

echinoien1tus, M. hu!_elandi and
and 1s comma-like 1n shape.
Mountains,

collection

was by Ramazzotti

harmsworthi variety

species,

of the m1croplaco1d,

on rhizopod

The only previous
United States

some speci-

in a study of the moss inhabiting

of the Carpathian

harmsworthi feeding

duals

large

L~

characteristic.

This structure

species,

Tha

tube relationship,

forms in Which the microplacoid
Furth£rmore,

characteris-

of tha mouth tuba is useful

Host useful

sence of the microplacoid.

of :[.

datarminatior..

this

than the stylet

thosa

:iar~l!at:th1, although

~

closely

cl&W branches

this

mens of I:!. richtersi also exhibit

specimens

other

tha

The pri::iary and sacond~ry

not as widely

may be

U-

species.
of H. harmsworthifrom the
(1956c) who described

California

1nd1v-

under the name M,.

coronata Earros,

Barros distinguished

observed

this

1942b.
variety

In the original

from ti.
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harmswo~thion the basis of egg morphology only, but does
not state

that a correlation

between egg and adult was made.

l-1:l.rcus (1936) eavo illustrations
ogies which have been attributed
illustration

to 11. harmsworth1and the

of the eggs from California

(1956c) shows that there are slight
and the eggs described
facts,

by Barros

it appears

considerable

(1951, seep.

37 a-

or ~ harmsyorthi exhibit

in structure.

Such evidence indi-

that H.

Plate

p.

In view of these

egg morphology and

lflcrobiatus hutelandi Schultze,
H.

in these

barmsworthivariety cotonata should be placed
synonomy with H. harmsworthi.

cates
in

variability

(1942b).

by Petersen

that the eggs

by Ramazzotti

differences

coneerning

the above discussion

the polymorphism described
bove),

of three egg morphol-

x,

1834

Fig. 31, 32

hµfeland1,Cuenot, 1932, p. 56; 11. recens, Cuenot, 1932,
58; U- hufelancJ1,Bartos, 1936a, p. 47; l:l. hµfelandi,

1,hrcus, 1936, p. 194; H. hufelandi form recens, M1rcus,

1936, p. 198; H. hufelandi, Rahm, 1936a, p. 28; li-

hu;felandi, }hthews, 1937b, p. 351 li. hufglandi, Bartos,
1938, p. 190; li. hufelandi, Mithews, 1938, p. 625; M.
b,utelandi, Mihelcic, 1938e, p. 316, 31?, 318; H. huf'alandi,
Bartos,

1941b, p. 466; H. hufelandi, Bertolani,

1941, p. 61;

li. hu;felandi, da Cunha, 1941a, p. 16; H. hufelandi, Tuxen,
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1941, p. l; IL hufelandi, Barros,

1942, p. 382; li-

hu,telang1,da Cunha, 1944, p. 2; ~ hufelang,1,Ramazzotti,
1945, p. 125; M. huf'elandi form recens, Ramazzotti, 1945,
p. 126; M. hufelandi, Rodriguez-Roda, 1946a, p. 76; H.
hufelandi, Rodriguez-Roda, 1947, p. 155; M. hufeland1,
1948, p. 252; H. butel,andi, Petersen,

Curtin,

li- hufelandi, Rodriguez-Roda,

115; M. hufelandi,
U.

1951, p. 79; U. hu,felandi,

1952b, p. 665; M.. hufelangi, Mihelcic,

Mihelcic,

1953a, p.

1953b, p. 247; M..hutelan~i,

Mihelcic,

1954, p. 105; I:!. buteland,1, Mihelcic,

!-b.ucci,

1951, p. 65;

1955, p. 3\;);

hufeland1, Ramazzott1, 1956a, p. 287.

Dia~nosisi Large; cuticle

smooth; mouth tube wide;

pharynx oval with two macroplaco1ds
claw with completely

formed lunule.

Descriptionz The cuticle
colorless.

and a m1croplaco1d;

of this

Eye pigment may be present

specimens studied,

48% were without

the pigment spot is of relatively

species

or absent and, of the

pigment.
large

size.

or absence of eye pigment and the location
present,

is generally

the same locality.
tively

slight,

constant
The stylets

with furcae

mouth rings

surround

bears eight

lamellae.

ring are smaller

is smooth and
If present,
The presence

and structure,

11'

1n the specimens collected

are straight

that are relatively

the mouth opening.

in

and comparasmall.

lwo

Each of the rings

However, the lamellae

than those of the outer ring.

of the inner
At the base
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of the mouth rings
tooth-like

is a band which has three

cuticular

thickenings

across

to four

its width and Which

encircles

the mouth opening.

The mouth tube is wide and

straight,

measuring 30.9-72.0

microns by 3.6-12.9 microns.

The stylet
flattened

which curve posteriorly

supports,

S-shaped structure,

tube a short

distance

pharynx exhibits

are attached

have a constriction
from the anterior

two macroplacoids,

end.

and a

at the posterior

14.4 microns.

length
is short-

two-thirds

the

of the second

The microplacoid

and is 1n the form of an elongated

with the apex directed

may

bulbous enlargement

extremity

specimens.

its

macroplacoid

equalling

A conspicuous

ma.croplacoid of larger
ways present

The posterior

by

maeroplacoid

of one-half

generally

of the latter.

may be present

The anterior

at the level

er than the anterior,

posteriorly.

is al-

triangle

The claws measure

5.0-

The secondary branch or the claw is situated

almost at a forty-five
large,

smooth or slightly
branch are situated
set rather

The oval

It measures 21.6-64.8 microns in length

16.5-50.4 microns 1n width.

A relatively

to the mouth

to the pharynx.

anteriorly

strong apophyses,

microplacoid.

length

to form a

degree angle to the primary branch.
completely

toothed,
accessory

formed lunule,

1s present.
points,

close to the main branch.

On

Which nay be
the primary

which are slight

and

The animals measure

165-724 microns 1n length and 72-172 microns in width.

A
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of 299 specimens

total

were collected

Knowndistribution:
Germany, France,
Italy,

Asia,

Yugoslavia,

Italy,

Canada,
Belgian

and measured.

Greenland,
Spain,

Portugal,

States,

United

Iceland,

Scandinavia,

Ireland,

Brazil,

Scotland,

Colombia,

Congo, China.

Newrecords:
Mill Creek,

Roanoke Valley,

Montgomery County,

1-25-58.

Virginia,

Brush Mountain,
Blacksburg,

Montgomery County,

Montgomery County,

Mountain Lake,

County,

Giles

2-25-58.

Virginia,

2-26-58.

Virginia,

6-13-58,

Virginia,

6-16-58, 6-20-58, 6~26-58, 6-28-58, 7~3-58, 7-?-58, 7-9-58,

7-18-58, 7-20-58, 7-22-58, 7-25-58, 8-10-58, 8-13-58,
8-16-58.
Salt

Bald Knob (4360 ft.),

Pond Mountain,

Giles County,

6-22-58.

Virginia,

(6200 ft.),

Roan Mountain
Butt

:Mountain (4195 ft.),

6-17-58.

Tennessee,

Giles County,

Virginia,

6-29-58.
Valley
County,

between

Virginia,

Gap M:,untain,

Brush and Gap Mountains,

Montgomery

7-14-58.
Montgomery-Giles

Johns Creek Valley,

Craig

County,

County,

7-14-58.

Virginia,

?-16-58,

?-28-58, 8-4-58.
Johns Creek Mountain,

Craig County,

Virginia,

7-28-58.
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7-31-58.

Pembroke, Giles County, Virginia,
Highlands,

7-58, Coll. R. L. Hoffman

North Carolina,

Logan County, Kentucky, Coll.

c.

P.

Holt

11-1-58.

Iron Mountain, Smyth County, Virginia,
Elk Garden Ridge (4448 ft.),

Grayson County, Virginia,

11-1-58.
Spruce forest,

Mt. Rogers (5400 f't.),

Grayson County,

11-1-58.

Virginia,

Dis~osition of materials TWospecimens are deposited
1n the United States

the author's

National

collection.

Qisc;u§sioni
been collected

In the United States,

previously

mentions the collection
Mathews

MuseumJ the remainder are 1n

of this

species

individuals

at Washington, D.

Washington, Ephraim, Wisconsin,
this

species

Isle

and Curtin

in Washington, D.

c.

and lb.ryland.

Urnrobiotus hufelandi
has been collected

collections
tions
present

and is generally

of tardigrades.

in the literature
study,

were recovered,

is found commonly in mosses and

from fresh water and soil.

is Widely distributed

present

The species
in most

Mircus (1936) listed

concerning

c.,

from mosses and lichens

Royal, Michigan, and East Troy, Wisconsin,

(1948, 1957) collected

has

Marcus (1928)

at six locations.

(1938) recovered

from San Juan Island,

M- hufelandi

M. hufelandi.

84 citaIn the

of the 4o4 moss samples from which aninals

He hufelandi was present

in 194, or 48% of

110

the samples •

M.. diodon and H.

Cuenot (1932) reduced the species

interruptus to synonomy with M. hufelandi.
Marcus (1936) stated

ion of these species,
tive classification.

On

agreed with Cuenot's

the basis

Cuenot (1932) reported

of the descriptions,

enlargement

his discussion
on the basis

from a single

locality

1n France.

that

of the morphology of the egg.

embryo as otserved

and egg is demonstrated,
of the pharyngeal

whether

four considerations
the correlation

these species,

the adult

is

the new species
The relationaccording

to

apparatus

of the

or not

H.

recens

seem to present

is a good spe-

themselves.

of embryonic pharyngeal

of the adult would seem to be difficult;

embryos of different

In

through the egg shell.

In considering

with that

In

Mlcrobiotusrecens,

a new species,

Cuenot, by the similarity

of

of the second macroplacoid.

of this form, Cuenot stated

ship between adult

First,

noted the presence

with H. hufelandi and thus erected

identical

cies,

of M. hufelandi

the occurrence

in France and, in his description,

which was collected

for a defini-

of these species.

disposition

he described

the origin-

the forms to be 11. hufelandi and

however, 1-arcus believed

addition,

that

of these forms are inadequate

al descriptions

the posterior

In his discuss-

species

and inferences

differ

less

structure
that

than the adults

based on such observations,

is,
of

111
therefore,

are questionable.

apparently

exists

(Petersen,

1951), hence,

Secondly,

1n the egg structure

bYfeland1, it is possible
by Cuenot are 1n fact

of individual

species

the embryonic structures

if

served by Cuenot are similar

Cuenot recorded

wide variation
ob-

li.

to those of the adult

that

these eggs called

eggs of li. hu:(elandi.

the presence

of five

other

M..recens

Thirdly,
species

1n the

moss sample from which these eggs were recovered.
considered

by Cuenot to be a new species

any of these five

species.

Finally,

may well belong to

Cuenot did not compare

the eggs upon which he based his new species
any other

but considered

M. recens as a distinct

it a "forma" of lie hufelandi.

discussion

given above,

disposition

is probably
variations

Barros

The anterior

since

end.

a single

macroplacoid

of the case

two species
of M,.

State

hutelandi

of Sao Paulo,

of the placo1d from

from the material

at approximately

or

is shown to have a con-

the length

This differs

such a

species.

a description

(1951) and specimens studied

have a constriction

the facts

with either

from Itaquaquetuba,

about one-fourth

the anterior
Petersen

within

(1942b) rendered

specimens collected
striction

in error

entity,

In view of the

however, that

it appears,

that Cuenot was dealing

phenotypic

Brazil.

with those of

species.

113.rcus (1936) recognized

indicate

The eggs

of

in this work which
the mid-point.

Barros

112

showed, 1n her drawings of the pharynx, a hexagonal
structure

although,

pharyruc is oval.

1n the text,

it is stated

No comment is made on this

that

the

inconsistency

by Barros.

(1951) collected

Petersen
stations
U.

in Greenland.

90 individuals

He believed

there are two races

hu;fe1and1Which may be distinguished
I

the number of egg processes
egg.

was also of the opinion that
that

of M.
seem

that

in some cases the anterior
than being constricted,

so that the pharynx gives the appearance

three placoids.

caused some confusion
:ti.. hufelandi.

of eggs,

by Cuenot and Petersen

of U. hufelangi, rather

may be divided

of the

of li- tecens, p. 110).

Marcus (1936) stated
macroplacoid

by

the eggs of M. hufelandi are quite varia-

ble (see discussion

possessing

of observations

there are two races

hu;Celandi. These observations

of

from one another

around the circumference

Cuenot (1932), on the basis

to indicate

from twelve

This situation

in the positive

has

apparently

identification

of

of

However, in the specimens examined, this

phenomenon was not observed and Petersen

(19;1) stated

although

some of his specimens possess a rather

stricted

anterior

placoid,

that,

deeply con-

none was observed with three

placoids.

H- huf~landi,
to distinguish

1n some cases,

may be somewhat difficult

from specimens or H-

echino~enitus. Generally,

113
mouth tube of H. hufelandi is a distinctive

the larger
ture,

as are the slimmer placoids

placoid.

and the longer

The claws of ti. hufelandi are smaller

those of M.. echinogenitus and the lunule

hufeland.1, in addition

(see discussion

supports

harmsworthi, p.
be separated

102).

by the width

and structure

of the stylets.

nematode larvae
was apparent

and, following

of the sty-

and M- hufelandi

may

and structure

of

by the use of tte

were observed feeding

on

the mounting procedures,

that the individuals

The mechanics of clearing
attachment.

nay be dis-

of the mouth tube and the size

TW'ospecimens of l.1. hµfelandi

the larvae

structure,

of the thickness

the placoids,

li.

is smoother.

of the morphology of H.

H. richtersi

on the basis

second
than are

1'rom H. harmsworthiby the position

tinguished

let

to the placoid

fea-

had attached

lamellae

themselves

of the mouth rir.zs.

and mounting b.ad not altered

This is the 1'1rst report

it

this

of U.. hJltelandifeed-

ing in such a manner.

Mlcrob1otusechino~enitus Richters,
Plate x, Fig. 33, 34

19o4

I:i. echin,o~enitus, !-arcus, 1936, p. 206; U. ec~inogenitus,
I-athews, 1938, p. 625; U. eching,e;enitus,Dartos,

191;

u. echino&enitus, de

1938, p.

Con1nck, 1938, p. 193; U.

echino~enitus, Bartos, 1939a, p. 140; U. echino.enitus,

to
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1939b, p. 95, 98; M'. echino~enitus, Bartos,

Bartos,

1939c,

echinogenitus, Bartos, 1941b, p. 466; M.
echino~enitus, da Cunha, 1941a, p. 21; U. hibiscus, Barros,
1942, p. 383; 11. ecnino~enitus, da Cunha, 1944, p. 2; liechino~enitus, Ramazzotti, 1945, p. 128; M. echino~enitus,
Petersen, 1951, p. 62; M- echinoien1:tJ.ls..,
Mihelcic, 1952b,
p. 666; M. echinogenitus, Mihelcic, 1953b, p. 247; H.
echino~enitus, Maucci, 1954, p. 2475 H. echino~enitus,
Ramazzotti, 1956a, p. 287; U. echinoeenitus, Curtin, 1957,
p. 27; M.

p. 144.

Diagnosis: or medium size; cuticle

usually

granulated;

mouth tube narrow; pharynx spherical

with two macroplacoids

and a microplacoid;

completely

lunule,

claw with large,

lunule rough or with delicate

De§cri~tion: The cuticle
teristically
ially

exhibits

conspicuous

be present

spines.

of li. echinoien1tus charac-

a fine granulation,

in the ventral

or absent;

region.

which is especEye pigment may

if p~MS9nt, it may be relatively

or weak.

The pigment is generally

located

position,

although

collected

two individuals

pigment which is located

anteriorly,

duals lack pigment entirely.
ed by a single

formed

1n a posterior

possess eye

and 36%of the indivi-

The mouth opening is surround-

mouth ring which does not bear lamsllae.

mouth tube is comparatively

large

short and narrow~ maasuring

28.8-43.2 microns in length by 2.8-5.0 microns in width.

The
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Although the furcae
slight

are well-developed,

and straight,

anterior

with the exception

to the furcae.

characteristic

the stylets

The stylet

of a curvature

supports

exhibit

S-shaped morphology and are attached

mouth tube immediately

anterior

microns 1n width.
a microplacoid,
The anterior

Two comparatively
and well-developed

placoid

is pointed

a constriction

length while
bulb-like

thick

the length

or.

which 1n smaller
is a small,

which is situated

immediately

coid.

The claws,

measuring 7.2-12.9

tively

large

ory points
branch.
stout

projections

lunule,

of the anteri-

rod-like

posterior

microns,

are compara-

branch bears accessfrom the secondary

which is either

rough with short,

elongated

The anim':lls, 47 of which were collected

structure,

to the second pla-

The priuary

or possesses

and

specimens m':lybe

and is not widely separated
A large

a slight

end, is stout

two-thirds

and slender.

end and ex-

which may exhibit

at the posterior

to demonstrate,

macroplacoids,

at the middle of its

equal to approximately
difficult

to the

and 19.4-33.8

at the anterior

approximately

The microplacoid,

the

apophyses are present.

the second placoid,

enlargement

just

to the pharynx, which is

oval and measures 23.6-4-3.2 microns in length

hibits

are

spines,

is present.

and studied,

meas-

ure 182-427 microns in length.
Known distl:,ibutionz
Germany, Czackoslovakia,

Greenland,
Portugal,

Iceland,
Spain,

Scandinavia,

Italy,

Yugoslavia,
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Scotland,

Ireland,

United States,

South Africa,

Canada, Colombia, Brazil,

Australia.

uewrecords:

Mill Creek, Montgomery County, Virginia,

1-25-58.

Blacksburg,

2-26-58.

Montgomery County, Virginia,

}fountain Lake, Giles County, Virginia,

6-2.Q-58, 7-3-58,

7-6-58, 7-9-58, 7-20-58, 7-22-58, 8-10-58, 8-13-58.
Flat

Top, Peaks of Otter,

6-22-58, Coll.

Bedford County, Virginia,

P. C. Holt.

Butt Mountain (4195 ft.),

Giles County, Virginia,

6-29-58.

Johns Creek Valley,

Craig County, Virginia,

7-28-58,

8-4-58.
Elk

(4448 ft.),

Garden Ridge

Grayson County, Virginia,

11-1-58.

Spruce forest,
Virginia,

Mt. Rogers (5400 ft.),

Grayson County,

11-1-58.

Dis~osition of material: Two specimens are deposited
1n the United States

the author's

National

MuseumJ the remainder are 1n

collection.

Discussion: The first
echino~enitus
found a single

report

1n the United States

specimen 1n }aryland.

of the collection
was by Curtin

of U.

(1957), who

Unfortunately,

the

drawings of the pharynx of his specimen are poor and do not
correspond

with the previous

descriptions

or this species,

11'7

so that

there is considerable

the identification
8 ome

of this

confusion,

is prevalent

doubt as to the accuracy of

material

originating

concerning

this

by Curtin.

with the original

species.

Richters

used the name U- echinoienitus to describe
species with three macroplacoids.

a

describer,
(1903) first

Macrobiotus

His description

was not

&~com),d.niad by a drawing or photograph of his specimens so

it is impossible

to determine with certainty

of the pharynx and claws.
attempt

to utilize

species

determination.

Thus, it is impracticable

to

as a basis for later

this description

In a second paper, Richters

(19o4)

"a" which, apparently,
harmsworthi, 11..echinogenitus form ..b", which is a.

described

li.

the morphology

lie echino~enitus form

is

echinoienitus, and li.. crenula;tus, which are specimens of
a. ecbino~en1tuswith spiny lunules. In still a third
paper, Richters

(1911) recognized

the synonomy of H.

crgnnlatus with li. ecbinoienitus and the distinction
between his H. echinoienitus, with two macroplacoids and a
microplacoid, and H. harmsworthiMurray, 190'7, with three
stout

macroplacoids

were presented
is no further

ecbino~enitus.

and a m.1croplaco1d.

of both of the latter

~rplexity

Photomicrographa

species

so that there

as to the morphology of H.

Cuenot (1932), however, insisted

validity

of the first

Richters

and considered

description

on the

of 11. echino~enitus by

the a, b.{lxrnswor;thiof lbrray

(1907)
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under the former binomial
little

to substantiate

other authors

(seep.

it as untenable.

(1942) described

H.. hibiscus n. sp. from Brazil,

which possesses

two macroplacoids,

half the length

of the anterior,

(2., microns).

She distinguished

hufelandi
tions

primarily

the posterior

species.

correlate

of which is

and a narrow mouth tube

on the basis

this

species

from U.

of the number of projec-

of the eggs, which are similar

latter

There appears

Cuenot•s view and Mlrcus (1936) and

rejected

Barros

103).

to the eggs of the

However, the author apparently

the adult

did not

animal and the egg other than their

dis-

covery in the same moss sample and thus has no reason to
assume that

the eggs to which she refers

by U. hibiscus.

posited
placoids,

The adult

not widely separated

accessory

spines and which are

structures

of li-

are iden-

echfnogenitus. It

proposed that li- aib1~cus be placed in synono-

is therefore

echinogenitus (seep.

of the variability
In Greenland,

of tardigrade
Petersen

36 above for a discussion
eggs).

(1951) collected

or U. ech1na~en1tus
at seven locations.
duals,

of the macro-

from the secondary branches,

to corresponding

my with H.

structures

the mouth tube and the claws, which have a primary

branch with well-developed
tical

are the eggs de-

Among these indivi-

he found some animals with claw lunules

well-developed

1?5 specimens

spines and some which do not.

which have
The indivi-
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duals Which do not have definitely

formed spines exhibited

a lunule Which is very rugged.
Genus H~sibius {Ehrenberg, 1848) Thulin,

1928

Hypsibius, M1rcus, 1929, p. 462; Hypsibius, Cuenot, 1932,
p. 71; Hypsib1u,s,1-arcus, 1936, p. 220; tixpsjbius,
Ramazzotti, 1945, p. 130; Hypsibius, Cuenot, 1941, p. 57.

D1ainos1s: Pa.ired claws of each leg usually dissimilar
in size and structureJ

generally,

inner claw; arrangement

th.an

of the branches of the claws from
aspects

the proximal to distal

the outer claw larger
primary branch of inner

claw, secondary branch of inner claw; primary branch of
outer claw, secondary branch of outer claw; cuticle
spinous or warty;

eye pigment present

opening sub-terminal,
dorso-poster1orly
sent;

mouth tube generally

or elongated-ovalJ

Ty;gespecies:

or absent;

supports

pharynx spherical,

apophyses and macroplacoids

present

st~rlets

mouth

narrc:M, directed

from mouth opening; stylet

mouth tube support lacking;

m1croplacoid

or l~cking;

smooth,

preoval

present,

generally

slight.

IL a:b.2.:cllaeuseri(Doyere, 1840) Thulin,

1928

tuJ!_tribution: Greenland, Iceland,
Spain,

Portugal,

Africa,

British

Italy,

Scotland,

Columbia, Brazil,

Germany, France,

Czeckoslovakia,
Colombia, Chile,

South
Samoa,
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Antarctica,
States,

Scandinavia,

Australia,

Ireland,

Java, United

Canada.

Discussion: Species of Hypsibius inhabit mosses and
lichens

and, less

commonly, fresh water.

IL s:t.c.nostomus,
has been collected
1n the Horth and Baltic

constitutes

A single

species,

from a marine habitat

Seas (see Marcus, 1936).

the only known marine Eutardigrada

This form

species.

The

members of the genus Hypsibius are not found in as great an
abundance as those of Ua.s;trobiotus.Hypsibius species
obtained

from twenty-two moss samples,

or

5%of

were

those ex-

amined.
Thulin

(1928) revised

the genus Hy~ibius, erecting

three new genera and according
These genera are separated
claw morphology.

Diphascongeneric rank.

on the basis

The genus Calohypsibius originally

ded forms which exhibit

no separation

and secondary branches of either
bearing

spines

of differences

or warts,

claw, possess a cuticle

and two macroplacoids.

three macroplacoids

those of Calohypsibius.

inclu-

between the primary

M1,crohypsib1,us
included the species ti. truncatus,
smooth cuticle,

in

The genus
with a

and claws similar

to

Harcus (1929) reduced Hicro-

hypsibius to synonomy with his subgenus Calohypsibius on
the basis
tute

that cuticle

sufficient

genus.

and placoid

variation

structure

for the erection

The other genera established

do not constiof a separate

by Thulin and to which
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1-nrcus (1929, 1936) accorded

Isohypsibj~

subgeneric

rank,

are

Hypsibius and Diphascon.

Cuenot (1932), however, stated

that

the splitting

of

Hypsibius into subgenera is unnecessary and confusing and,
accordingly,
recognized the genus Hy~sibiusas constituting
genera Calohypsibius, Isohyps1bius

the members of Thulin's
and Hypsibius.
Cuenot
era,

He

accorded

generic

(1949), in his general

again accorded
Petersen

treatment

(1951) apparently

the Microbiotidae,

considered

according

the genus Mlc;cobiotus, without
his treatment

of these

The treatment
corporates

lists

each of these

equal rank to these and
a discussion

of

groups.

the dispositions

paper in-

of both Cuenot and 1.fircus.

The

as composed of the

c.a.l.obypsibius., Isohyr~1bius. and Uyps1bius, while

In recent

papers,

generic

rank.

the following

new species

of Hypsibius

Eyptlbius (Isohypsibius) hadzii and

have been described:
(l..)

gen-

Hypsibius,

of the genus Hypsibiys 1n this

D1phas.c..on.
1s accorded

H..

He

presenting

genus gypsibius is to be considered
subgenera

of tardigrade

D1phascongeneric rank.

Isghypsibius and Diphasccmas genera.
within

rank to Diphascon.

cpnife,r_, Hihe?lcic, 1938c, Yugoslav1a1 ti. (l,..)

rranzi and u.. (l.) cn:!JJ 1, Mihelcic,
1953c, Austria; li.- runae, Bartos, 1941b, Czeckoslovakia,
u.. (I...) mpntanus
, Hihelc ic, 1938b, Yugos la via; ll.. (Q...)
tubercu1o1w.,

a.

(l...)
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armatus, Bartos, 1938, Czeckoslovakia; u..cbQucoutiensis,
Rahm, 1937c, China; IL placophgrus,da Cunha, 1943, Portugal,
IL CI..) baldii, Ramazzotti, 1945b, Italy; IL complex, li..
donetzk1, Bozhko, 1936, Russia.
Key to subgenera of Hypsibius known from the United States:
(a)

Outer claw with primary and secondary branches separated,
right

secondary branch forms an approximate
angle with basal portion of claw.

Isohypsibius
(b)

Outer claw with prim9.ry and secondary branches separated,

secondary branch continuous with, and

not forming, right

angle with basal portion of

claw ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Hyps,U;>ius

Subgenus Hypsibius (Isohypsibius) Thulin, 1928

Isohypsibius, Thulin, 1928, p. 239; H.. (Isohypsibius),
Phrcus, 1929, p. 474; 11.. (IsghypsibiwD, ~arcus, 1936, p.
238; a. (Isghypsibius), Ramazzotti, 1945, p. 134;
Isohypsibius, Petersen, 1951, p. 77; a. (Isohypsibius},
Mihelcic, 1955, p. 240.

Diainosis: Outer claw with primary and secondary
branches separated,

with secondary branch forming a right

angle with the claw base; cuticle

with warts or smooth; two

or three macroplacoids present1 microplacoid
sent.

present or ab-
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Tyr,e species:

(Thulin,

Hypsibius (Isohyps112,1u:1)prosostomus

1928)

Known
distribution:
Ireland,

~rmany,

France,

East and West Africa,
Iceland,

Greenland, Scandinavia,
Spain,

Brazil,

Portugal,

Scotland,

Czeckoslovak1a,

Canada, United States,

Italy,

Java.

Discussion: Within the subgenus, Thulin (1928) and
11:ircus (1929, 1936) recognize three groups of Isohypsibius
species.

These are as follows:

tu~erculatus group -

Hypsibius (Isohypsibius)

(1)

Body stout with broadest

region at the level

the second pair of legs,

legs short,

surface

with warts,

Body elongated,

body

claws small.

Hypsibius (Isohypsibius)

(2)

dorsal

of

prosostomus group-

legs short,

cuticle

smooth, claws

small or large.

Hypsibins (Isghypsib-t.:.P> annulatus

(3)

Body elongated,

legs long, cuticle

small papillae,

claws large,

flat

hydrophilic

The value of the grouping of the species

hiWL on the basis of cuticular
particularly

questionable.

Bartos

the eury-and-stenohygrophilic
found a wide variation
well-developed

cuticular

structure

or with
habitat.

of Isohyps,.-

of the body in

(1940a), 1n a study of

races of

in cuticular

group -

a.

(Q...)

structure,

spine formation

ornatu§,
rang1n_g from

to complete ab-
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sence of spination.
species

Variation

of Isohypsibius

(1936)f these include
and

a.

(l.)

variation

has also

a.

canadensis.

affinities

these

artificial

In addition,

is considerable

there

nodosus

of the claws of the
species.

The

groups are not well known and the
into species

groups

and of no taxonomic value.

Key to the IsohYJ2S1b1us species
1.

by lnrcus

U.. (l.)

of the subgenus Isohy~sibius

is probably

among

Cl.) tuberculatus,

each group of Isohypsibius

within

structure

been recognized

in the morphology and size

members within
division

of cut1cular

known from the United States:

(a)

Cutic le smooth ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

(b)

Cuticle

with thickened

regions

2

or tubercular

en-

largement••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••4
2.

(a)
(b)

Claws of each leg similar

1n size

a.

Claws of each leg dissimilar

and structure.

Cl.) tetradactyloides

in size and structure.

3

3.

(a)

Houth tube narrow,
pered distally

(b)

Houth tube wide,
tapered

4.

5.

distally

primary branch of hindclaw

schaud1nn1

primary branch of hindclaw not

u.. (I..)

•••••••••••••

(a)

Cuticle

with tubercular

(b)

Cuticle

with thickened

(a)

Tubercles

arranged

u.. (I..)

•••••••••••••••

ta-

prosostowu.s..

enlargements ••••••••••••••
regions ••

u..(I..)

in ten transverse
II.

(I.)

canadens1s

rows.
tuQerculatus

5
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(b)

rc:,,,s.

Tubercles arranged in seven transverse

u.. Cl.) nodosus

I!ypsibius CI..) tuberculatus (Plate, 1888)
Plate XI, Fig. 35, 36, 3?

Isohypsibius tuberculatus, Thulin, 1928, p. 240; H.. CI..)
tubercuJ.i!.tll§..
torma i1bba, Mircus, 1929, p. 4??; a. CI..)
tuberculatus, :r.b.rcus, 1936, p. 240; a. CI..) tuberculatus
tor.ma ~ibba, Marcus, 1936, p. 241; a. CI..) tuberculatus,
!-athews, 1938, p. 625; 1L tu~erculatus, Bartos,

99, 100;

a.

CI..) tuberculatus, Bartos,

1939b, p.

u..

1941b, p. 46?;

CI..) tuberculatus, Ramazzotti, 1945, p. 136; H.. (I..)
tuberculatus, Mihelcic, 1952b, p. 666; Ii- tuberculatwt, li(I..) tubarculatus, Mihelcic, 1953a, p. 115; H.. CI..)
tuberculatus, Mihelcic, 1953b, p. 248; a. CI..) tuberculatus,
Mihelcic, 1955, p. 240; a. CI..) tuberculatus, Ramazzotti,
1956a, p. 288.

Diagnosis:
bearing

Of

medium size1 cuticle

ten transverse

tube relatively

wide,

rc:Ms or cuticular

pharynx spherical

granulated

and

tubercles;

mouth

with two macropla-

co1ds; basal portion or claws reduced.

Description: The most striking
species

characteristic

is the arrangement or the dorsa.1 and lateral

lar tubercles.

These wart-like

structures

or this
cuticu-

are situated

in
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ten transverse

rows Which extend on each s 1de to the regio11

immediately above the appendages.
in each rCltl, rostral

The number or tubercles

to caudal aspect,

5 in

is as follows:

number l, 4 in number 2, 6 in number 3, 4 in number 4, 6 in
number 5, 4 1n number 6, 6 1n number 7, 4 1n number 8, 2 1n
number 9, and 5 1n number 10.
cles

is greater

in the more posterior

rows.

Rows one and two exhibit

terior

ingJ rr.:,,1s three

to ten exhibit

size of the wart-like
also possess

small,

a rough appearance.
posterior
grayish

only slight

increase

The cuticular

projections

thicken-

which give them

These are also more apparent
The entire

The stylets

1n the

animal exhibits

length

of the stylet

relatively

between the tubercles.
are stout
supports

and slightly

Eye pigment is
curved.

causes the stylets

to the pharynx.

sub-terminal

mouth ring.
paired

Directly
stylet

short and relatively

sheaths.

the fur-

The mouth opening is
large

to the mouth ring are the
The mouth tube is straight,

wide, measuring

and 28.8 microns 1n width.

The

to form a

and is surrounded by a single
posterior

a

granula-

large angle with the l4ou ..~: tul)e so that

cae are lateral

in

tubercles

appearance which is caused by a cuticular

absent.

slightly

irregular

rows than in the an-

a progressive

structures.

rows of tubercles.

tion in the regions

large,

The magnitude of the tuber-

32.4 microns 1n length

The pharynx is spherical,

meas-

uring 28.8 microns 1n length and 28.8 microns 1n width, and
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bears well-developed
anterior

placoid

apophyses and two macroplacoids.

is slightly

longer

The

than the posterior.

No

m1croplaco1d is present.
The legs are short
claws have a short
secondary
branch,
branches

basal

branches.

forms a right

and bear medium-sized claws.
portion

with stout

angle with the basal

portion

which bears two small accessory

mary branch of this

and primary

spines.

claw are widely separated

Germany, East Africa,
Italy,

and the prispines.

The single

speci-

measures 248 microns 1n length.

Known
distribution:
States,

The

claw does not bear accessory

Length of the outer claw is 11.5 microns.
men collected

primary and

branch of the outer claw

The secondary

of the inner

The

Scandinavia,

British

Scotland,

Columbia, Bolivia,

Ireland,
United

Czeckoslovakia.

NewrecOI'd:
J.fountain

8-16-58.

Lake, Giles County, Virginia,

Disposition of mater1JalzThe specimen of

tuberculatus 1s retained in the
Discussions The collection

author's

Virginia

of this

marks the first

United States.

report

Previously,

tuberculatus from

British

Cuenot (1932) believed
probably

identical:

u.. Ci.)

collection.

of H.. Ci.)

tu'b,erculatusin

species

from the

Ml.rray (1910) collected

a.

Columbia.
that

the following

u.. (L.) tuberculatus Plate,

forms are
1888,

Ci.)
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u.. (L)

nodosus Murray, 1907, H.. indicus

M. sattleri

1902, U. rollei

Richters,

ll. CL) se12tentrionalis

Thulin,

mens in France which possess
cuticular
scribed

thickenings
the structure

He de-

that he considered

cuticular

the forms listed

view is correct,

If this

(Plate)

however,

has priority

and

Harcus (1936), however, believed
and H.. (I..)

different

and general

speci-

of these forms under the name H..

tuberculatus

distinctively

He collected

of the tuber~ulatus-type.

the binomial U. tuberculatus
(I..)

1921 and
wart-like

above to be synonomous.

lL

Heinis,

the characteristic

sattleri and indicated

should be applied.

1928.

Uurray, 1907,

that

nodosus (see below) are

in placoid

structure,

claw structure

body form as well as in the arrangement
structures

and should be regarded

of the

as two valid

species.
The difference

in the morphology of the specimens of

I-L CL) tnberculatus

the course of this
Mihelcic
Austria,

and IL CL) nogosus collected
study substantiate

(1953c),

IL tubercuiatus-group:

in a study of the tardigrades

a.

respectively.
tuberculatus

a.

a.

CL) tuberculoides,

.franzi and U.. (L) cyr1111, possessing
transverse

Marcus• conclusions.
of

three new spec1£~ of Hypsibius of the

described

and eight

during

rows of wart-like

CL) tuberculoide~

only in the disposition

CL)

ten to twenty, nine
cuticular
differs

from

structures

a.

of the cuticular

CL)
pro-
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u.. (I..) franzi

tuberances;

1n the disposition

formation

differs

and in the structure

of the basal

cyr1111 differs

in the disposition

of the protuberances

ber and disposition
commonly this

1s encountered

U.. (L) franzi,

re1t1s. Concerning

nine different

morphological

ces which this

species

specimens lacking

IL

a slight

exh1b1 ts.

protuberances

entirely

position

others

structure,

p. 123), it appears
variants

structure.
described

of the protuberances.

of cuticular

of IL (I.)

tion in the structure

to the more common

that

tuberculoides

and H.. (I.)

cyrilli

The latter

species

by Nihelcic

in

the

ex-

dis-

In view of the variability

as observed by Bartos

likely

dispo-

of the claws of

and U.. CI..)

species

pharyngeal
the

of the protuberan-

in the morphology of the pro-

hibit

from

(1953c) lists

These forms range from

Both of these species

dif'fers

most

Except for protuberance

difference
the latter

in the num-

although

Mihelcic

are similar.
similar

basal por-

with ten transverse

and the longer basal portion

franzi,

(I-)

elongated

arrangements

nine rows.

forms exhibiting
tuberances

and in the structure

of the protuberances,

species

of the

tuberculatus

tub~rculoides varies considerably

IL (I.)

placoid

portion

from li, (I..)

of the claws, which have a relatively

sition,

CI..) tuberculatus

and number of the protuberances,

claws; and U.. (I-)

tion.

a.

from

(194oa,see

these forms are phenotypic

tuberculatus which exhibits
of the cuticle.

Additional

great variastudy
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of the natura

of such variability

true understanding
Hihalcic

~-group

of this

(1953c) also

discussio::i

(sea

is nacossary

before a

phenocenon is roalized.
suggas ts that

the IL tnherc,1la-

furt:'ler

may bs divided

abova)

into

thI'33 subgrou~s as follows:

Cuticle

(1)

species:
(2)

a.

reticulated,
(I..)

Protuberances

without

undulatus,

a.

protuberances

-

(I..) arca;tus.

iresent,

rounded - species:

present,

elongated

u.. CL> se;ptentr1ona11s, a. CI..) tuberculatus,
u.. (l.) tubarculatus fDrm i1bba, a. CI..)
tuberculoides, a. CI...)cvr1111and u.. (I..)
sattleri.

(3)

a.

Protuberances

- species:

Cl.) nodosus, a. Cl.) pap111uer and

a.

(I..)

franzi.

a.

The writer
(I..)

say little

has studied

only H.. (I..)

Qodosu:Lof the taxa discussed
as to the correctness

view of the work of Bartos

by 1·f1helc1c and can

of this arrangement

(l~oa.)

H....ornatus, he has considerable

tuberculatusand

on the variability

doubt as tc their

but,
of

useful-

ness.

H~-

(I.. ) nodosus (Murray, 1907)
Plate XII, Fig.

ll.. (I..)

Qodosus, ~-arcus, 1929,

38, 39, 40
p. 478; J- nodQ;;ms, Cucnot,

in
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1932, p.

ao, H.. (I..) nodosus,Mircus,

nQdosus,Bartos, 1939b,
1941b, p. 46?J li.•

1936, p. 2421 H..

p. 96, 99, 100, IL

nodosu§,Bertolan1,

(I,.)

Cl..)nodosus,Barros, 1943,

a.

p. lJ

nodosus,Bartos,
1941, P• 624 li.

nodosus,

(I..)

nodosus, Mihelcic, 1952b,
p. 667; u.. CL) nodosus, Mihelcic, 195'5b, p. 309J u.. (I.)
nodosus, Mihelcic, 1955c, p. 241, u.. CI..) nodosus,
Rama.zzotti, 1956a, p. 288.
1945, p. 13?J 1L

Ramazzott1,

(I..)

D1agnos1szSma.llJ cuticle
rCNs of cuticular

transverse

tubercles,

ly wide; pharynx spherical,
basal portion

of claws with plate-like

pair of legs,

is more apparent.
smooth.
tuberances

The cuticle

seven transverse

is

appearto

smooth;

protuberances.

rows of cuticuRows four and

Eye pigment is pre-

are thin and only slightly

The stylet-sheaths

region is

six rows possess six pro-

each and the caudal raw four.

mouth opening is sub-terminal
mouth ring.

is relatively

of the ventral

of which the first

The stylets

species

region of the body, the roughened c1.~ticle

five have the largest
sent.

the cuticle

There are present

lar tubercles

of this

In the portion of the body anterior

ance to the animal.
in the posterior

cuticle

enlargements.

giving a rough and grayish

and stippled,

the first

mouth tube relative-

small, with two macroplacoidSJ

Descri~tipn1 The entire
papillose

papillose and bearing seven

curved.

The

and surrounded by one narrow
are small.

The mouth tube
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is slightly
length.

curved and short,

broad, measuring 4.3 microns in

It is relatively

width,

and is slightly

the rostral

measuring 28.8 microns in

broader in the mid-region

and caudal ends.

spherical,

The pharynx is small and

measuring 18.0 microns 1n length

possesses

small apophyses and two stout

anterior

placoid

posterior

is approximately

and is slightly

structure.

and

macroplacoids.

The

longer than the

in its

mid-region.

The legs are short and possess

small claws, which have their
a podium-like

and width,

one-third

constricted

There is no microplacoid.

than at

basal regions

enlarged

to form

The outer claw is only slightly

than the L"liler claw and has a primary branch which is

larger
greatly
right

curved.

The pricary

branch of each claw forms a

angle with the bas~l portion

the outer claw is 10.8 microns.
and stout,

ahort
of ths

third

portion

of legs.

A single

specimen, which m3as-

pair

Spai!l, Italy,

Salt

The body of the animal is

stoutest

Known
distribution:

n3

Length of

r..a.vi.."lgits

ures 193 microns in length,
Africa,

of the claw.

i.."l the region

was collected.
Gsrmany, Czeckoslovakia,

Bolivia,

Brazil,

Java,

United States,

Italy.

reco..,.d:
Pond 14'ounta111,Giles County, Virginia,

Dis;positipn of mate;c1al: The single
ted is retained

1n the author's

Discussiori: Tho collection

7-3-58.

specimen collec-

collection.
nf this

single

speciman is

133
the first

report

of

u.

nogosus from North America.

(I..)

Cuenot (1932) very briefly
1n France,

mentioned the collection,
to U. $attleri

of specimens which he assigned

which possess six to twelve transverse
and a rough or smooth cuticle,

rows of tubercles

but which he admitted

u.. (l.)

con-

nodosus. As mentioned
IL nodosus to be synonomous with

form to the description

of

above, Cuenot considered

IL sattleri.
Barros

of

a.

(1943),

Sao Rlulo, Brazil,

1n

(l.) nodosus with seven to nine transverse

tubercles.

The cuticle

is thickened

of many of the Brazilian

to form small,

rough, papillose

to the animal.
1n

length.

these specimens are of greater
individual

collected

Barros

0-6 1n

1n this

(194-3 ) also

in each

tubercles

rcN

rcN

plates

cuticle

as

magnitude than those of the
study.

found var 1a tion 1n the number of
follows:

2-6 1n roW 1, 4 1n raw

3, 4-6 in raw 4, o-4

of the protuberances

of this

Which give a

The measurements of

1n row

there is some range of variability

arrangement

specimens

These specimens

5, 4-6 1n row 6,

2-4 1n row 7, 2-4 1n rO'II 8, and 2 1n rCM 9.
then,

rc:Ms of

of 261 microns and nn oval pharynx

50 microns

which is up to

irregular

appearance

have a maximumlength

2,

found specimens

species.

in both the

and the morphology of the

Unfortunately,

has not been widely collected

Evidently,

a.

(l.) nodosus

so that a complete concept of
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the range of this

nodosusindicates

and U... (I..)
species.

The general

and broader.
structure,
species.

th.at these are two distinct

that

u.. (I..)

of

mouth tube and stylet

Host striking,
and curved

those of

u.. (I..)

and relatively

structure

in the placoid

of these

however, is the difference

7he claws of

basal region

tuberculatus

nodosus is shorter

There are also differences

structure.

portion

u.. CL) tuberculatus

body shape of IL (I..)

somewhat elongated;

while

has not been established.

comparison of the specimens of

~

is

variation

u.. (I..)

in claw

nodosus have an enlarged

primary and secondary

tubarculatus
straight

two

branches

have a reduced basal

branches.

Hypsibius (I..) m:osostomus(Thulin, 1911)
Plate XIII,

Fig.

41, 42

;.. proso~tomus,Thulin, 1928, p. 239; IL (I..) prosostomus,
Harcus, 1929, p. 483; H. prosostomys, Cuenot, 1932, p. 86;
H.. {L) prosostomus,1-arcus, 1936, p. 247; a. CI..)
prosostomus,}athews, 1938, p. 625; U. prosostomus,Bartos,
1939a, p. 140; H.. prosostomus,Bartos, 1939b, p. 96, 98;
IL prosostomus, Bartos, 1941b, p. 467; a. CL> prosostomu~,
Bertolani,
1941, p. 63; u.. (l,...) prososto,aws,Ramazzotti,
1945, p. 140; U.. (L) prosostomus, Mihelcic, 1952b, p. 667;
ll.. (I..) prgsostomus,Hihelcic, 1953a, P• 115; U.. (I..)
prosostomus,Mihelcic, 1953b, p. 248; a. (I..) wosostomus,
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1956a, p. 288.

Ramazzotti,

Dia~nosi~: ~~dium

1n size;

minal, mouth tube straight
oval, with three

developed stylet
curved.

The furcae

are attached

are weakly formed.

slightly

a slight

The mouth

by a single,

large

and relatively

wide,

microns 1n length and 3.6-5.0 microns

The pharynx is oval and measures 21.6 microns 1n
Cuticular

structures

microplacoid.
posterior

of the pharynx consist

three JJJlcroplacoids,
The anterior

of well-

and a minute,

placoid

is only

to the apophyses and is longer than the

second two ma.croplacoids.

The second placoid

est and is directly

posterior

and almost touching

it.

shorter

supports

anteriorly

caudad bend.

and is surrounded

developed apophyses,
spherical

The stylet

The mouth tube is straight

measuring 28.8-32.4
length.

in well-

to the mouth tube a short distance

opening is terminal

1n width.

are enclosed

or ab-

are weak and only slightly

to the pharynx and exhibit
mouth ring.

is smooth and the animals

which distally
sheaths,

hind

base.

Eye pigment is present

have a hyal1ne appearance.
The stylets,

wide; pharynx

and small microplacoid;

and pointed

Description: The cuticle
sent.

smooth; mouth ter-

and relatively

macroplacoids

claw with elongated

cuticle

than the anterior

The legs are short.

to the anterior

Placoid three

is the shortmacroplacoid

1s only slightly

macroplacoid.
The outer claw is larger

than the

inner claw.

The secondary branch

angle greater
the distal

than a right

claw forms an

angle with the basal portion;

of this claw is thin and bears two min-

portion

ute accessory

or this

The outer claw, which measures

spines.

12.9-14.4

microns in length,

relatively

broad and tapers

has a basal region
to an anteriorly

directed

The secondary branch of this claw forms a right
the basal region.
robust

spines,

and is constricted
collectAd

point.

angle with

The primary branch, which bears rather

accessory

1n appearance.

that is

is stout

in the proximal region

The body is somewhat elongated

distally.

The two specimens of this

and studied

species which were

measure 234 microns and 276 microns 1n

length.

Knowndistr1bution: Scandinavia,
Czeckoslovakia,

Java,

Italy,

Germany, France,

United States.

Ney records 1
Salt

Pond Mountain, Giles County, V~ginia,

7-2-58.

7-31-58.

Pembroke, Giles County, Virginia,

Disposition of material.: One specimen is deposited
the United States
author's

National

M.1seumJone specimen is in the

collection.

D1scuss1pnz The collection
Virginia

is the second report

the United States.

of the specimens from
of

a.

(l..)

m:osostomusfrom

}19.thews (1938) obtained

from Isle Royal, Hichigan.

this

species

in
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Cuenot

(1932) found specimens,

PIQSostomus,1n great abundance
France.
plate,

These specimens

small claw,
authors

1n mosses and lichens

possess

which is slightly

a small rod-like

separated

on the three

have reported

H.. (I..)

which he called

anterior

cuticular

from the base of the
pairs

the presence

1n

of legs.

of these

No other

plates,

however,

and they were n~t J,t:·1>Srant 1n the specimens collected
It is possible

Virginia.

plates

may represent

that

a new species.

(1932) suggested

Cuenot

the animals
that

a.

(I..)

1n

possessing

these

prosostom,us
and

H.. (I..) scnaudipgi are the same and should be placed 1n
synonomy.

(I..)

He stated

prosostomusis

th.at the original

description

much more complete

than that

of~
of H.. (I..)

schaudillili and that he prefers

the former binomial.

the luws of priority,

interpretation

able and,
binomial

Cuenot•s

if the two species

a. schaudin.."11
is

however, distinguished
(L)

structures.

between

ths mouth tube of

a.

(I..)

posteriorly.

gle specimen of

u.. (I..)

l-i:lrcus (1936),

of diffe!'enccs

in pharyngeal

has a straight

and more elongated

mouth tube,
placoids,

schaudinni is slightly

the pharynx is oval and the three

in magnitude

the

u...Cl.) prosostom:us
and IL

The former species

a more elonga tod pharynx

is unaccept-

are found to be identical,

to be applied.

schaud1,nn1. on the basis

Under

Petersen

macroplacoids

while

curved,

increase

(1951) recovered

a sin-

schaudinni from Dronlund Fjord 1-11
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Greenland.
quite

He noted that

dissimilar

especially
structure

true

or H.. (l.) prosos~omus.This

from those

of the inner claw, Which is quite

The inner claw of H.. (l.)

is approximately
is very stout.

two-thirds
Petersen's

the length

mouth opening and a short,
species.

doubly in error
with H.. (l.)

similar

smaller

At present,

it

described
appears

li.&. (l.)

1n reducing

in

than

of the outer claw and
a sub-

oval pharynx.

to that

is

1 ~rs
12r2sostomus,
how1.S~

specimen also possesses

coid morphology is similar
for this

specimen are

to the hind claw and only slightly

the latter.

terminal

the claws of this

The pla-

by l•arcus (1936)

that Cuenot was

schaudinni to synonomy

m:osostomus.

Uyp~ibius (l.) te;trqdactyloides
Plate

XIII,

Fig.

(Richters,

1907)

43, 44

1928, p. 240; a. (I..) tetradactyloides, Mircus, 1929, p. 491; IL tetradaetyloide~,
Cuenot, 1932, p. 81; H.. (I..) tetradac;tyloides, 1-arcus, 1936,
.L tetradactyloides,

Thulin,

p. 2501 L tetredactyloides,

1-ilthews, 1937b, p. 32; IL

tetradacty1oidts, Bartos, 1939b, p. 100; IL tetradactyloides,
Bartos, 1941b, p. 467; H.. (I..) te;tradactyloides, Ramazzotti,
195'6, p. 288.
Diagnosis:

Of medium size;

mouth tube relatively
small,

body stout;

wide; pharynx almost

oval macroplacoids;

legs short;

cuticle

smooth;

oval, with three

claws of each leg
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large,

similar

in size and structure.

Description:

The cuticle

and the appearance

is hyal1ne.

stylets

only slightly

are small,

of this

tance anteriorly

to the entrance

from their

sharply

opening is sub-terminal

are attached

some dis-

of the mouth tube into the

are curved posteriorly

rather

to the mouth tube.

The mouth

and surrounded by a single

The mouth tube is slightly

mouth ring.
ventrally

supports

attachment

from the pharymc.

The

curved and have weakly de-

The stylet

These structures

is smooth

Eye pigment is absent.

veloped furcae.
pharynx.

species

narrow

curved anterio-

It is relatively

long and wide,

measuring 28.8 microns in length and 25.2 microns in width.
The apophyses are well-developed
structures

equal the placoids

macroplacoids
posterior

present.

placoid

Placoids

in length.

larger

are nearly

approximately

'.1:'!1slsgs

equal

There are three

than the two anterior.

one and two are almost touching;
two,,

placoid

one-half

its

are short and possess

in size

and morphology.

of the claws bears minute accessory

three

two claws which

The prinary

spines.

branch

The angles
than a right

the angles between the bases and secondary branches

of the outer claw and inner claw are approximately
angles.

is

length from

formed by the branches of both claws are larger
angleJ

These

These are oval in shape with the

slightly

removed posteriorly
placoid

and elongated.

The prinary

branch is long and thin,

right

while the sec-
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ondary branch is slightly

shorter

and thicker.

claw measures 24.4 microns 1n length.
animal is of medium size and stout,
gion at the level

The body of the
with the broadest

pair of legs.

of the third

The outer
re-

A single

specimen, which measures 320 microns 1n length,

was coll-

ected.
Known distribution:
West Africa,

Arctic

Germany, France,

Islands,

Czeckoslovakia,

United States,

China.

uewrecords
Sinking Creek,

of material:

Disposition
tained

Giles County, Virginia,

in the author's

a.

Discussion:
been collected
tats.

The single

specimen is re-

collection.

Ci.) tetradactvloides

from moss 1n terrestrial

The single

6-18-58.

specimen collected

moss above the water line

has previously
and aquatic

was recovered

from

1n a stream bed and presumably

the moss sample had been submerged periodically.
men was collected

habi-

at the same location

The speci-

as +il~robiotus

macronyx.

H.. tetradactyloides
different
au~usti,

from that

exhibits

of most other Hypsibius species.

which is also an aquatic

hind claws Which are similar

a.

Ci.) au~usti possesses

structure

from that

a claw morphology which is

of

species,

u.. Ci.)

CL)

has fore and

1n size and s true ture;

very different

a.

however,

claw and placoid

tetradactyloides

and also

(to 900 microns) 1n body size.

becomes very large

claws of U.. (L) tetradactylg~
}~rcus

(1929, 1936) suggests

aquatic

species.

u.. (L)

The

of which li.. (L)

~YiU~ti

are also quite
that this

The
large.

is characteristic

of

annulatus group (Mlrcus, 1936),

is a member, are aquatic

of which have long extremities

and large claws.

forms, all
A

parallel

is found in the genus ,Macrobio,tusamong those

situation

forms which have a ma.crQnyx-type claw.
The collection
Virginia

of the specimen from Giles County,

is the first

of H... (i.)

report

tetradactyloides

from North America.

CL) canadonsis

Hyl)sibjil

(Murray, 1910)

Plate XIV, Fig. 45, 46, 47

I..

canadens1s,Thulin, 1928,

p. 240;

Marcus , 1929, p. 484 J H.. ( i• )

a.

p. 249J

(l,.)

u.. Ci.) canadensis,

cs.u2adens
is ,

M:1rcus, 1936,

canadensis,119.thews, 1938, p. 625.

Dia~nosis: or

medium size;

areas and fine papillae;

cuticle

with thickened

mouth tube narrow, broader dis-

pharynx with ma.croplacoids increasing

tally;
teriorly;

outer claw with broadly curved primary branch.

~escriptions The cuticle
thickened
tubercles.

1n size pos-

regions

of this

Which are not raised

Minute cuticular

magnitude posteriorly

papillae,

and diminish

species

exhibits

to form distinctive
which are of greater

in size anteriorly,

are
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present

over the body surface.

spicuous

on the thickened

restricted

regions

to these regions.

spots are present.
surrounded

are more con-

of the cuticle

but are not

Large and well-developed

eye

The mouth opening is sub-terminal

by a single,

which is broader

These papillae

narrow mouth ring.

1n the anterior

region

and

The mouth tube,

than in the pharyn-

measures 36.0-39.6 microns in length and 4.3-

geal region,

5.0 microns in width and is curved ~nterio-ventrally.
stylets

are small and straight

to the furcae,
The furcae

to a region

Which are only slightly

curved.

bears three macroplacoids
macroplacoids

A spherical

co1d typically

lies

pharynx, which

and measures 32.4-36.0 microns in

to posterior.

is present.

with the mid-longitudinal
microplacoid.
broad proxinally

but increase
of the

two and three form small angles
line

of the pharynx.

There is no

The pr1nary branch of the inner claw is
and bears well-developed

The outer claw, which is distinctly

inner and possesses,
praxinal

macropla-

line

accessory

while the secondary branch of this claw is rather
ted.

The

The anterior

along the mid-longitudinal

pharynx, while macroplacoid

laterad.

supports

are appraxina tely equal in length

in width from anterior

anterior

sharply

to stylet

and 28.8-32.4 microns in width,

length

slightly

where they are curved rather

are small and are attached

The

larger

spines,
elonga-

than the

as does the inner claw, a flattened

region at the base, measures 18. 0-19.4 microns in

length and possesses
ly straight

a secondary branch which is relative-

1n the proximal region but is curved distally

before describing

the typical

extreme hook formation.

The

primary branch of the outer claw, which 1s broadly curved,
is stouter
region.

proximally

but narrows abruptly

1n the distal

The primary branch bears minute accessory

The animals are short-legged,

spines.

stocky and medium in size.

Tw'ospecimens,

which measure 352-416 microns in length,

were collected

and studied.

Known
d1str1but1on: Vancouver Island,

British

Columbia,

Rocky Uounta1ns, Canada, United States.

Newrecord:
Blacksburg,

N'ontgomery County, Virginia,

4-10-5'8.

Disposition of material: The specimens are retained
in the author's

collection.

Discussion: The collection of the specimens of U..
canadensis from Virginia is the third collection of this
species

and the second collection

lilrray's
individuals

original

description

from the United States.

of this

from Vancouver Island

(l.)

species

is based on

and the Canadian Rocky

!-fountains, and i:.athews (1938) found specimens on Santa
Catalina

Island,

California

but did not give a description

of them.
The outstanding
cuticular

thickenings

characteristics

of this species

and the minute cuticular

are the

papillae,
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Which were also noted by Murray (1910).
delimit

this

species

as

species

from other apparently

broadening

of the outer claw.

The elongated

primary branch of the
as are the expanded basal

portions

of both inner and outer claws.

teristic

was evidently

to it in his description

of the cuticle,
the general

or indicate

However, considering

the structure

the specimens collected

are

there

it 1n his
the structure

IL

(I..)

is little

and
doubt

canadensisas des-

by M.1rray.

Subgenus Hy:gsibius (Hypsibius} Thulin,
Hyps1b1us, Thulin,

charac-

of the buccal apparatus

morphology of the claws,

originally

This latter

not observed by M1rray for he does

drawings of the species.

cribed

related

of the mouth tube and the structure

outer claw is quite distinctive,

that

closely

to

IL Cl..) schaudinni and H.. (I..) i,rgsostomusare

the anterior

not refer

Also serving

1928, p. 240; H. (Hypsibius),

1929, p. 497; U. (Uy;csibius}, aircus,

1928
l·brcus,

1936, p. 262; ti.

(Hy~sibius), Ramazzott1, 1945, p. 142; Hypsibius, Petersen,
1951, p. 72.

Dia~nosis: Outer claw with primary and secondary
branches separated,
ation

with secondary branch forming a continu-

of the basal regionJ

macroplacoids

present;

cuticle

microplacoid

smooth or rough; two
present

or absent.

Ty~especies: Hypsibius (Hypsibius>oberhaeuseri
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(Doyere, 1840)

Knownd1str11;mt1on: Germany, France, Spain, Portugal,
Scandinavia,

Scotland,

East and South Africa,
Brazil,

Bolivia,

Greenland, Czeckoslovakia,

South Pacific,

British

Colombia, United States,

Discussion:

Columbia,

Italy.

The subgenus Hyp§iRius(Hypsibius) is sep-

from Hypsib1Y,s (Isohypsibiys) on the basis

arated

of the outer claw.

structure

mary and secondary
with the basal
of it.

basal region

of the

In the former group, the pri-

branches are separated

at their

branch does not form a right

end and the secondary
ation

Iceland,

portion

proximal
angle

of the claw but is a curved continu-

The primary branch is generally
by a constricted

region

joined to the

of the proximal part

of the claw.
The majority
a smooth cuticle,

of species
although

novecinctus and U..
papillose

the pharynx.

vailable

all

possess

It is doubtful,

the subgenus may be suggested

a.

(H..)

below) possess a

of msibius

knowledge, any significance

Key to the species

subgenus have

H.. (Ii..) ~bropygus,

The specles

cuticle.

in this

ca.)oberhaeY.:f@ri
(see

which have been described
within

included

(Hy11sibius)

two macroplacoids
hoWever, that,

with a-

as to the phylogeny of

by this fact.

of Hy12s1,b1us
(I;Iy12sibius)known from the

United States.
1.

(a)

Cuticle

with wart-like

thickenings,

mouth tube not
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elongated
(b)

Cuticle

posteriorly

(a)

1.fouth tube elongated
supports,

(b)

supports.

u.. cu..>
oberhaeuser1

smooth, mouth tube elongated

gated posteriorly
2.

to stylet

to stylet

or not elon-

supports ••••••••••

posteriorly

to stylet

macroplaco1ds oval.a.
macroplacoids

to stylet

elongated.

H..

msibiµs

conjuniens

{ll..)

Mouth tube not elongated posteriorly
supports,

2

ca.)conyergens

Cli..) conluniens Thulin, 1911
Plate

xv, Fig. ;o, 51

IL conjungens,Thulin, 1928, p. 2411

n.. ca.>conJ.wigen§,

Mlrcus, 1929, p. 513J IL conjungens,Cuenot, 1932, p. 75;

a.

ccmlJmians...,
Mircus, 1936, p. 2851 IL conjungens,
Bartos, 1939a, p. 140; IL conjuniens, Bartos, 1939b, p. 96;
a. (IL) conluniens, Rodewald, 1939, p. 237; IL con1une1n~,
Bartos, 1941b, p. 467; H.. (U.) ~'lD..Jl.ulgens,
Bertolani, 1941,
p. 631 IL conjungens, da Cunha, 1941a, p. 24; IL cgn1:u,niens,
da Cunha, 1944, p. 2; li,. (li,.) con1ungens,Rama.zzott1, 1945,
p. 148; li.. (li..) conjµngens,Ramazzott1, 1956a, p. 288;
U.. cgnjungens, Curtin, 1957, p. 14;.
(li..}

Uiagnosis:
granulated;
attachment

Of

medium size;

body elongated;

cuticle

mouth tube narrow, elongated between place of
of stylet

supports and pharynx; pharynx with two
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oval macroplacoids.

Desctiption:
granulated,

The cuticle

of this

species

which gives a grayish appearance

Eye pigment is lacking.
in the posterior

The stylets,

is lightly
to the species.

which curve slightly

region and have weakly developed furcae,

are small, weakly built

and almost straight.

opening is sub-terminal

and is not surrounded by a mouth

ring.

The mouth

The mouth tube, which curves slightly

relatively

short and narrcu,

greater

attachment

pa.rt of its

of the stylet

is

measuring 25.2 microns i.?i

length and 1.4 microns 1n width.
tively

1orsad,

This structure

has a rela-

length between the place of
supports

pharynx than other species

and its

entrance

of the subgenus.

into the

The pharynx is

oval,

measuring 21.6 microns in length and 18.o microns 1n

width.

The apophyses are small and the two macroplacoids

are oval.

The posterior

the anterior
length

and are situated

behind the anterior

placoid.

a distance

placoids.

greatly

spines,

Which is slightly

than

equal to their

There is no microtwo small,

dissi-

curved and bears well-developed

is small and has a stout
expanded.

claw is somewhat thinner
end.

larger

The inner claw, which has a primary branch

is thick,

accessory

distal

are slightly

The legs are short and possess

milar claws.
that

placoids

basal region

The secondary branch of this

and curves only slightly

The outer claw possesses

near the

a primary branch, which
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is bulbous proximally and narrc:Med distally
point or its length,
stant

and a secondary branch, which is con-

in size throughout its length.

accessory

from the mid-

spines are present

lwo well-developed

on the primary branch.

outer claw measures ?.9 microns in length.
specimen of this species,

The

The single

which was collected

and studied,

measures 241 microns in length.

Knownd1str112ut1on: Greenland, Finland,
Germany, France,
Italy,

United States,

Sweden,

Czeckoslovakia,

Portugal,

Rum:inia.

Newrecm;:d:
I.ft. Rogers, Grayson County, Virginia,

11-1-5'8.

D1s~os1t1onof m,a:tJlrial: The single specimen collected
is retained

in the author's

collection.

D1scyss1ons The collection
marks the second collection
viously,

Curtin

+,hi~

species

in Virginia

from the United States.

(195'7) obtained a single

Pre-

adult animal from

in 1-1:lryland. This specimen measures 190.8 microns

lichens

1n length and exhibits
istic

of

the cuticular

granulation

character-

of the species.

Cuenot (1932) collected
and lichens

at two locations

U... {li,.) conjun~ensfrom mosses
in France.

This author also

noted that the mouth tube is elongated and curves dorsad
between the mouth and the place of attachment
supports.

of the stylet

Cuenot•s specimens measure 260 microns and

possess

well-developed

claw.

Well-developed

lb.rcus

(1936) and,

accessory
accessory

as stated

of the claw structure
~brcus
represent

Diphasconspecies

link between the species
of

is the elongation

to the attachment

of the mouth tube pos-

of the stylet

In addition

be pointed

out that,

supports.

This

magnitude 1n

however, is of much greater

it may also

of

Dinhascon. The most
between H.. CU..)conjun~ensund the

Diphascon (see below}.
~

specimen.

(1936) suggested that IL (IL) conjun~ensmay

similarity

elongation,

are also noted by

above, are an obvious part

Hypsibius (Hyps1b1us)and those

teriorly

on the primary

spines

of the Virginia

a connecting

striking

spines

to I,brcus• suggestion,

with the exception

of

an~ustatus, the species of D1phasconpossess mouth tubes

which are of the magnitude of 1-2 microns in diameter.
mouth tube diameter

in this

of the specimen described

above is with-

range and the specimen from France has a mouth tube

lumen diameter

of 1.0

microns

(Cuenot, 1932).

(1936) also made the observation
has a claw structure

cies.

The

similar

This is especially

inner

claw, which in

many

Diphasconspecies

developed
by l·arcus,

basal

a.

regions.

the elongated

that

to that

li.. (li..)

or

cpnJWJ,iens
is

which also
Lastly,

con1uncens

many Diphascon spe-

true of the basal
(li.)

1,flrcus

region
expanded,

of the
as in

possess

claws with well-

although

not mentioned

body form of

a.

(H..)

conjun~ens
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of the majority of species of

is also typical

Uypsibius (H..) oberhaeuseri

~hascon.

Doyere, 1840

Plate XVI, Fig. 52, 53, 54,
Cuenot, 1932, p. 71;

He oberhaeuseri,

u.. ca.)ob~rhaeuseri,

1.flrcus, 1936, p. 279; U. oberhaeuseri,

a.

(L)

oberhaeuseri,

Rahm, 1936, p. 75;

a.

Mathews, 1938, p. 625;

Mihelcic, 1938e, p. 316, 317; IL oberhaeuseri

oberha~useri,

form

pa12111osus, Mihelcic, 1938f, p. 319; H. oberhaeuseri,
Teunissen, 1938, p. 10; IL oberhaeuser1,Bartos,
140; U.. oberhaeuseri, Bartos,
Bartos,

1939a, p.

1939b, p. 96; 1L oberhaeuseri,

1941b, p. 409; I:I.. (H..) oberhaeuseri, Bertolan1,

191+1, p. 63; U.. oberhaeuseri, Barros, 1943, p. 5; IL

oberhaeuseri, da Cunha, 1944, p. 2;
Ramazzotti,

a.

(H..)

1945, p. 147; IL oberha~useri,

oberb..{!;euseri,
Petersen,

1951,

(l.) ~rhaeuseri, Rodriguez-Roda, 1951, p. 79;
li.. (I..) oberhaeuseri, Mihelcic, 1952b, P• 668; Ii• (I..)
p. 76; li,.

oberhaeuseri,

Mihelcic, 1953b, p. 248;

a.

CI..) oberhaeuseri,

Mihelcic, 1955b, p. 309; Ii• (I.) oberhaeuseri,

Ramazzotti,

1956a, p. 288.

D1a~nos1s: Small; adult with nine transverse and five
longitudinal
increase

in size posteriorly;

macroplacoids,
greatly

bands of pigment; cuticle

with papillae

which

pharynx oval, with two oval

microplacoid absentJ inner and outer claws

different

in size.

Descti~tion1 The cuticle
a reddish-brown
not deposited

coloration
uniformly

posed dorsally
longitudinal
lacking

The cuticle

region

These papillae
anteriorly.

region anterior
the lateral

which possess
anteriorly

sub-terminal
length

supports

in the

are reduced in

on the legs,

which ex-

are small,

The sty-

slightly

are slightly

built

curved and

to the pharynx approximately

one-fifth

The mouth opening is slightly
The mouth tube, which

mic~ons in w1dth and 26.6-28.8

and extends approximately

microns in

to the middle of the phar-

curved dorsad and narrc,.,,.

round to oval and measures 21.6-25.2

18.0-25.2

bands of
1n the

which are lacking

and lacks a mouth ring.

ynx, is slightly

are larger

Eye pigment is absent.

of the mouth tube.

measures 2.1-2.8

which are disposed

pair of legs,

small furcae,

The stylet

Pigment is

pair of legs and become increasingly

body region and absent

lets,

the length

of the five

to the transverse

of the cuticle

to the first

a heavy granulation.

attached

enlargements,

The papillae,

hibit

and curved.

or middle,

bands and

of the body and on the legs.

bands corresponding

of the posterior

smaller

animal but is dis-

in five longitudinal

The dorsal,

has papillose

in transverse
region

This pigment is

bands is wider than the other four.

on the ventral

pigment.

over the entire

bands.

pigment which gives

to the animal.

and laterally

nine transverse

possesses

The pharynx is

microns in length and

microns in width and bears well-developed

1~
apophyses.

The two macroplacoids,

which are situated

1n the pharynx, are oval and approximately

teriorly

posequal 1n

size.
The legs,

which are very broad in the proxiaml region

and taper almost to a point at the distal
claw Which is relatively
stout

and possesses

end, bear an outer

long and an inner claw which is

a broad base.

The secondary branch of

the inner claw is quite broad at its
pers markedly at the distal

proximal region but ta-

end and the primary branch of

the inner claw is not as stout,

but bears well-develored

accessory

spines.

The basal region

elongated

and expanded 1n the proximal region and the sec-

ondary branch of this

of the outer claw is

claw is very short and greatly

The primary branch, Which is broader
and tapers

to form a very slender

ected to the basal portion
Well-developed

accessory

distal

constricted

spines are present

is connregion.

on the primary

microns in length.

body form of the animal is stout.

both females,

proximal region

portion,

by a greatly

branch, Which measures 16.5-21.6
general

in its

curved.

The

Two specimens,

which measure 193-234 microns in length,

were

collected.

Known
distr1butions Scandinavia,
Spa.in, Portugal,
British
Italy,

Czeckoslovakia,

Columbia, Brazil,
Palestine.

Africa,

Germany, France,
SandYich Islands,

Colombia, Greenland,

United States,
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newrecord:
Mt. Rogers C5400 ft.),

Grayson County, Virginia,

Disposition of' material:
the United States
1n the author's

National

11-1-58.

One specimen is deposited

1n

M.iseum; one specimen is retained

collection.

Discussions Previously, specimens of a. Ca.>
oberhaeuserifrom the United States were collected by
11:lthews Cl938) at Santa Catalina

Island,

California

and East

Troy, Wisconsin.
Cuenot Cl932) who, 1n France,
which are hyaline

1n appearance

that the pigment deposition
animal.

in cuticular

to the tubercle-like
specimens.

structure
structures

with the age of the

specimens which exhibited
from a slight

dimorphism 1n the specimens from France.
large,

lateral

granulation

observed in the Virginia

Cuenot (1932), 1n addition,

a relatively

animals

and Marcus (1936) stated

increases

Cuenot also recovered

variation

found juvenile

papilla

observed sexual
The males possess

on each

or the

fourth

pair of legs.
Barros

(1943), 1n addition

Which exhibited
granular

a variation

to papillose,

to collecting

1n cuticular

specimens

structure

observed the leg papillae

from
of the

males of ll.. CH..) pberhaeuse;ci. Specimens Which possess a
smooth cuticle

and soma which possess nodule-like

tions were obtained by the same author.

forma-

The adult animls
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of her collections
longitudinal

have the characteristic

transverse

and

pigment bands.

In Greenland,

Petersen

from two locations.

(1951) collected

three specimens

measure 345 microns,

These individuals

490 microns and 500 microns in length and have a slightly
granulated

cuticle.

(1938) collected

Teunisse~

two are males exhibiting
on the posterior

fourteen

specimens,

the characteristic

lateral

of which
papillae

legs measuring 280-290 microns in length,

from the Belgian Congo.
Uih"lcic

(1938r) described

U. obarhaeuseri from

pap111osusfrom moss in the PJ.anina Cave in Yugoslavia.
This form, according
with the original

to Mihelcic,

description

of

the exception

that

the cuticular

of elongated

clavate

structures.

in cuticular

structure

(1943),

a. cu...)
oberhaeuseri,with
papillae

of the variation

found by Cuenot (1932) and Barros

markedly from

should be considered

are 1n the form

In spite

it would seem that Mihelcic's

ers rather
has

agrees 1n every respect

a.

{H..)

a distinct

form :papillosusdiff-

oberhaeuseri and probably
species.

S1r,ee the writer

not seen any specimens conforming to Mihelcic's

tion,
state.

the matter must be left

1n this

rather

descrip-

indefinite
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Hypsibiuscu..)cgnvere:ens(Urbanowicz, 1925)
Plate

xv, Fig.

48, 49

li. pal11dus,Cuenot, 1932, p. 72;

u.. (H..)

convereen~,
t-hrcus, 1936, p. 2661 H.. CH..)conyergens,Mathews, 1938, p.
625; li. conxergens,Bartos, 1939&, p. 140; li. conxergens,
Bartos, 1939b, p. 961 li. convere:ens,
de Coninck, 1939, p.
210, 1L CU...)conxergens,Rodewald, 1939, p. 2271 H.
conyergens,Bartos, 1941b, p. 467; a. ca.)conyergens,
Tween, 1941a, p. l; u. cu..)convergens,Barros, 1943, p. 3;
a. (IL) conv,rgens,Ramazzott1, 1945, p. 144; a. CH..)
conyergens,Rodriguez-Roda, 1947, p. 156; li- convere:ens,
Petersen, 1951, p. 73J Ii. (Ii..) conyere:ens,
Rodriguez-Roda,
1951, p. 78; a. (li,.) conyergens,Mihelcic, 1952b, p. 668;
a. (Ii.) conyergens,Mihelcic, 1953a, p. 115; n.. (li,.)
convere:en§.,Hihelcic, 1954, p. 105J a. Cli..) conyergens,
Ramazzotti,

1956a, p. 288.

Diagnosisz Of medium size; cuticle

smooth; stylets

small; pharynx oval with two macroplacoids,
placoid longer

th.an the posteriori

the anterior

claws greatly

dif'ferent

1n length.

Description: The cuticle
there is no granulation

and the specimens app,3ar hyaline.

Either weakly or well-developed
Which case it is situated
terior

of this animal is smooth;
pigment nay be present,

anteriorly

region of the stylets.

1n

at the level of the an-

Two individuals

which do not
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possess eye pigment were recovered.
possess furcae
as small,

that are not strongly

bulb-like

the stylet,
curved.

enlargements

are small,
The stylet

ly bent near their
attachment

The stylets,

slightly

supports

formed and appear only

of the proximal ends of
built

is a short distance

microns in width,

curves anterio-ventrad

anterior

from the pharynx.

from its

entrance

short and narrow and
into the pharynx.
in shape and two

The anterior

twice as long as wide and of about one-third
placoid.

placoid
greater

The inner claw has a stout

gion which is enlarged

toward the outer claw.

claw is only slightly

secondary and bears well-developed
outer claw has an enlarged
proximally

to the origin

pers in the distal
the primary branch.

length
The

different

_in

basal re-

at the proximal end to form a pointed

region which is directed
branch of the inner

is

There is no microplacoid.

legs are short and bear claws which are greatly
size and morphology.

The

microns in length and

is relatively

ma.croplacoids are present.

than the posterior

This

and lacks a mouth ring.

Apophyses which are small and triangular
stout

and slight-

to the mouth tube.

mouth tube, which measures 21.6-28.8

1.4-2.8

and are not greatly

are almost straight

attachment

The mouth opening is ventral

which

longer

accessory

The primary
than the

spines.

The

basal region which constricts
of the secondary branch, which ta-

region and is only slightly

shorter

The primary branch, which is only

than
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slightly
gion,

narrower at the distal

end than at the proximal re-

is connected to the claw base by a rather
The animal has a stocky body shape.

gion.

broad re-

Sixteen speci-

mens, which range 1n length from 151-276 microns, were
collected

and studied.

Kngwn
distribut1J2n.: Greenland, Iceland,
Germany, France,
States,

Brazil,

Spain, Scotland,

Scandinavia,

Czeckoslovakia,

United

Italy.

Mewrecords:
Entrance

to Tony's Cave, Giles County, Virginia,

2-24-58.

I-fountain Lake, Giles County, Virginia,
Eggleston,

Giles County, Virginia,

Elk Garden Ridge (4448 ft.),

7-3-58,

7-25-58.

7-22-58.

Grayson County, Virginia,

11-1-58.

Mt. Rogers (.5400 ft.),

Grayson County, Virginia,

11-1-58.

Disposition of material: Twospecimens are deposited
1n the United States

the author's

National

collection.

Discussion a Specimens
collected

twice previously

(1907) collected

indicate

Museums the remainder are in

conyeri:ens have been

.from North America.

individuals

the collection

at Niagara Falls,

of IL (Ii.)

site.

Murray

from North America but did not
M1rcus (1928) found specimens

New York.

Cuenot (1932) assigned

specimens collected

in France to
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;Iyps1bius pal11dus Thulin, 1911.
large

ocular

anterior

pigment spots,

two robust

and claws which are greatly
some variation

the eye spots
microplacoid

and claws,

are identical

basis

of slight

macroplacoids

cu.)microps and

These species

(Ii,.)

scribed

for

in synonomy under the biare distinguished

oval and of equal size;

forms with a spherical

ll..

pharynx and

The nnterial

from Virginia

which exhibit

the placoid

does not instructure

U.. (11-) pallidus or ll- (U..) microps.

ences in pharyngeal,

that,

placoid

on the basis

~allidus are distinct

Harcus

and eye pigment morphology,

species.

locations

de-

of the differ-

a. <a.)convergens, a. cu..)mictot,s and

from the Virginia

on the

forms with an oval pharynx and

(1936), however, believed
species

converc~ns

which are equal in size and almost

broad macroplacoids
clude individuals

(II..)

the species

in morphology of the pharynx,

which are stout,

in shape.

that

the degree of eye pigment development.

pallidus includes

square

IL

of

a very minute

Cuenot believed

u. ([.) micrgps includes
mncroplaco1ds

The author

is found in the development

differences
and

the

These

of 323 microns.

and should be placed

nomial U. pallidus.

in size.

and occasionally

is evident.

lL (IL) w111du~, U.

macroplacoids,

dissimilar

specimens have a maximum length
that

have

twice as long as the posterior,

of which is nearly

mentions

These individuals

The individuals

are consistent

IL

the

(Ii.)

collected

in pharyngeal

and
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placoid
of

a.

and agree with M:l.rcus• (1936) description

structure

convergensbased upon Urbanowiez•s (1925) origin-

(ll..)

1951, below).

al one {also see Petersen,
In Sao Paulo, Brazil,
which she called
possess

(1943) collected

the characteristic

a very minute microplacoid,

400 microns 1n length.

specimens

conyeriens. These specimens

li, {li..)

small eye spots,

structure,

Barros

In addition,

ma.croplacoid
and measure up to

the base~ of the inner

and outer claws of these specimens have a small portion
which is slightly
region.

separated

Previous authors

variability

a.

1n

from the remainder
have not reported

by Barros and her identi-

of these animals is possibly

(1951) collected

Petersen

Hypsibius convergensfrom
individuals

specimens of

two locations

1n Greenland.

from Frederikshaab

The

possess large eye spots;
small eye spots.

The same au-

three specimens of 1L pallidu§, which are

thor collected

conyergensby the shorter

distinguished

from U-

macroplacoids

and differences

two different

locations
claw of

he obtained

and thicker

1n the claw morphology, from

1n Greenland.

The outer claws of

specimens of ll- pa.llidu§ are similar

gy to the outer

the material

1n error.

fourteen

those from Kangamiut possess

Petersen's

a degree of

c<UJ.xergens
of such an extent as to

(U..)

accomodate the specimens described
fication

of the basal

u.. (I:I...) 09erhaenSP.fi.
in Greenland,

Petersen

in morpholoIn view of
believed
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u.. (IL)

a.

convergens, Il• CH..)micropsand

to be a distinct

species which ma.yeasily

CU.) pallidus

be separated,

vided a comparison nay be made between individuals

pro-

of each

species.
Genus Diphascon Plate,

1888

:Piphascon, Thulin, 1928, p. 241; Uypsibius

{Diphascon},

Mircus, 1929, p. 525; Diphascon, Cuenot, 1932, p. 88;
Hypsibius

(Diphascon),

(Diphascon}, Ramazzotti,
1949, p. 57; Diphascon,

1-.arcus, 1936, p. 294; Hy12s1bius

1945, p. 150; Diphascon, Cuenot,
Petersen,

1951, p.

Bo.

D1ainosis: Paired claws of each leg dissimilar

hind claw with primary and secondary bran-

phology and size,
ches separated,
gion; cuticle

secondary branch continuous with basal resmooth or rough; mouth tube narrow, elongated

and convoluted between point of attachment
supports
small,

1n mor-

of stylet

and pharynx; mouth tube support absent;

stylets

sometimes doubly curved; pharynx commonly elongated

or oval; apophyses,
1n some species;

ma.croplacoids present;

septula

present

body form commonly elongated.

Typespecies: D1phascon cbJ.lenensePlate, 1888
Knoyndistribution: Greenland, Scandinavia, Scotland,
Ireland,

Germany, France, Spain,

Canada, Brazil,
Easter

Islands.

Colombia, Chile,

Portugal,

Italy,

United States,

Australia,
Antarctica,
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Discussion: The members of the genus Diphasconare
found more commonly 1n terrestrial
least

three

scoticus

mosses, although

at

:Q..bullatus, :Q..bel~icae and :Q..

species,

have been collected

from aquatic

The most obvious characteristic

moss.

which delimits

the

genus Diphascon from I;Iypsibius (Uypsibius) is the elongation
of the mouth tube posteriorly
the stylet
region

supports.

to the place of attachment

In many species

of the mouth tube exhibits

entering

Diphascon,this

of

one or two bends before
:Q.. alpinus, the

the pharynx and in one species,

mouth tube forms a complete loop anteriorly
into

the pharynx.

that

of Hyps1b1us(Hyps1b1us); that

much smaller
the latter

than the outer

is,

entrance

claw is continuous

the hands of several

varying

Diphascon-group

within

at

Marcus

mouth tubes as a

the genus Hy~sibius.
although

treatment

of the tardigrades.

the forms with elongated

group to generic

The

claw is commonly long and thin.

students

a subgenus of

branch of

with the basal region.

(1928) regarded

of the 1,:acrobiotidue,

to

the inner claw is

claw and the secondary

The Diphascon group has received

this

to its

The morphology of the claws is similar

primary branch of the outer

Dip~scon

of

he previously

In his revision
had considered

Hyps1b1us,Thulin (1928) elevated

rank within

and l-tircus (1929, 1936) later

the family

accorded

Diphascon. Cuenot (1932), primarily

1-b.crobiotidae

subgeneric

rank to

on the characteristic
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structure

of the mouth tube,

Petersen

considered

Diphascona genus.

Cl951), 1n his study of the tardigrades

of

Diphasc2nequal rank with the genera
Uacrgbiotus, eypsibius and l:w:'ypsibius without any disGreenland,

cussion

gave

of the previous

debate or the status

of this

Diphascon is here accorded generic rank.
of D1phasconappear to be delimittia
cies not only by the difference

from the

genus.

The species

Hypsibius spe-

in mouth tube morphology
of the D1phascon

but also by other features.

The stylets

species

and such forms as D.. angustatus

are reduced in size,

and U. scoticus possess

stylets

pects from those of the species

which differ
of

1n other res-

Hyps1bius. Within

Diphascon, there appears to be a tendency for the elongation
of the pharynx and, coupled with this,

the possible

exception

intermediates

between

of

a. ca.) conjung,ens,t:1ere

generic

1s presented,

delimited

and, until

other

Diphasconshould be accorded

rank.

In recent

papers,

have been described:
Easter

are no

Diphasconand Hypsibius. Diphascon

and Uypsib1usseem to be sharply
evidence

of the

As pcin·cat~.out by Cuenot (1932 ), with

placo1d structures.

contrary

an elongation

Islands,

D,.

the following

species

of

Di~hascon

D.. pa.seuense,Rahlll (1936a) from the

emmautinum,
Rahm {1936b) from Palestine,

li.. CU..) ma;ciae,Mihelcic

(1953) from Austria,

trachydorsatus, Bartos (1937c) from Bohemia,

D,.

u.. (12..-)

latipes,

Hihelcic

(1955c) and :Q.. i:u~ocaudatus,

Rodriguez-

Roda (1956) from Spain, and :Q.. nodulosus, Ramazzotti

(1957)

from Italy.
of D1phasconknown from the United States:

Key to the species
1.

(a)

With cuticular

tubercles

or small cuticular

plates

present•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••2
2.

(b)

With cuticle

(a)

With two pairs
terior

smooth••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••3
of lateral

to third

leg

cuticular

tubercles

pa.irJ claws with expanded

basal region ••••••••••••••••••••••••
(b)

plates

With small cuticular
first

leg pair;

:Q..

present

claws without

4.

of

expanded basal
:Q.. nodulosus

(a)

Pharynx with three macroplacoids •••••••••••••••••

4

(b)

Pharynx with two macroplaco1ds •••••••••••••••••••

5

(a)

Pharynx elongated,
placoids

thin,

half' as wide as longJ macroincreasing

1n length

ly ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
(b)

Fnarynx oval; macroplacoids
creasing

5.

bullatus

to level

region •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
3.

pos-

(a)

Stylets
Stylets

microplacoid

scoticus

placoids

in-

••••••• u_. pineuis

mouth tube wide, striated;
or septula ••• :Q.. an~ustatus

not doubly curved;

ted; microplacoid

Q..

robust,

posteriorly

doubly curved;

without
(b)

1n length

posterior-

mouth tube not stria-

and septula

present.
Q..

belgicae
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Diphasconbullatus

Imray,

55, 56, 57

Pl.ate XVII, Fig.

U.. bullatum,
;I.. (U..)

Bartos,

1928, p. 241; H.. {Q.) bullatu~,

Thulin,

M:lrcus, 1929, p.

1905

525; :Q.. bullatum, Cuenot, 1932, p. 90;

bullatus, M1rcus, 1936, P• 295;
1941b, p. 469; H.. (12..) bullatus,

P• 668; li.. (~.) bullatus, Mihelcic,

bullatus, Mihelcic,
Ramazzotti,

1955c, p. 241;

:Q... bµllatus,

Mihelcic,

1953b, p. 248; li.. (u..)

a.

CQ..)bJ.1l,latus,

1956b, p. 31.

Dia~nos1s: Of medium size; cuticle
pairs

of tubercles

legs;

stylets

region greatly

immediately anterior
and septula;

fourth

and laterally

of this

region

is granulated
is smooth.

In

region of the body and immediately to the
one behind the other.

are slightly

larger

granulations

increase

situated

species

and the ventral

are situated

sent.

pair of

claws with proximal basal

pair of legs are two pairs

on the lateral

to fourth

two

expanded.

DescriptiJltt: The cuticle
the posterior

granulated,

smallJ mouth tube narrow; oval pharynx with

two macroplacoids

dorsally

1952b,

than the anterior

tubercles

The posterior

ones.

in size posteriorly

tubercles.

The stylets

of lateral

tubercles

The cut!cular

and are heavier

Eye pigment may be present

are sm,q,11and slightly

which

or ab-

curved but are

at a large angle to each other because of the rela-
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tively

great length

very slightly

of the stylet

curved.

nearly

terminal

stylet

sheaths

supports,

The mouth opening is terminal

are large and conical

length and 1.4-2.1

pharyngeal

straight,

50.4-54.o microns
This structure

sharply.

anterior

extends

straight

tube

At its entrance
parallel

in-

with its

The pharynx is oval and measures

region.

microns 1n length by 21.6-23.0

microns 1n

The apophyses are small and appear to extend laterfrom the pharyngeal

Two macroplacoids
slightly

longer

constricted
thickness
is present.

of the mouth tube.

termination

are present,

the anterior

than the posterior.

1n the mid-region.

may be constricted

at its

The anterior

mid-point

along its entire

length.

flange-like

structure.

are greatly

A small,

is

maeroplacoid
1n

oval septula

The legs are short
in structure

and

expanded into a curved

The inner claw, which has a short,

secondary branch and a relatively

with well-developed

placoid

or may be constant

There is no microplaco1d.

whose proximal regions

of which is

The latter

and bear claws which are quite distinctive

stout

in

the mouth tube bends a second time so that
region is approximately

from 2,.2-27.3
ally

rather

The

The mouth

from the mouth opening as a nearly

to the pharynx,

width.

1n shape.

microns 1n width.

and then curves laterad
its

or

and is not surrounded by a mouth ring.

tube is long and narrow, measuring
posteriorly

which are only

accessory

spines,

long primary branch
is only slightly
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snaller

than the outer claw.

The outer claw has a broad

base and a secondary branch which is thick
portion

but tapers

sharply

at the distal

1n the proximal

end.

The primary

branch of the outer claw, Which has well-developed
spines,
distally.

has a bulb-like

base and then becomes quite

The body of the species

1n the region

of the tubercles.

ure 262-276 microns 1n length,

Knowndistribution:
States,

accessory

is stout

narrc:M

and is broadest

Two specimens,

which meas-

were collected.

Scotland,

Germany, France,

United

Italy.

Hewrecords:
Blacksburg,

4-10-58.

Montgomery County, Virginia,

Mountain Lake, Giles County, Virginia,

6-28-58.

Dis~osition of material: The two specimens collected
are in the author's

collection.

D1scuss1gIL: The collection
locations
species

in Virginia

of U.. bullatus from two

marks the first

from the United States.

collection

All specimens of~

bullatus have been taken from terrestrial
exception

aquatic

of specimens

is observable
placoids

mosses, with the

taken by 1-ilrcus (1929) from an

moss 1n a lake in the vicinity

Some difference

of this

of Berlin.

1n the morphology of the macroplacoids

in the Virginia

specimens.

Both of the macro-

of the specimen from Blacksburg are constrictedJ

the Mountain Lake individual,

only the posterior

macropla-

1n

coid is constricted.

The individuals

(1929) have a placoid

structure

similar

(Murray, 1905) do not have either
placoids

to that of the

the anterior

or posterior

In these specimens, both ma.cro-

constricted.

are of equal length.

U1rray' s specimens have nine pairs
the members of each pair lateral
the body.

of tubercles

to the mid-dorsal

119.rcus• specimens of this species

lar structure

identical

with
line

of

have a cuticu-

to th.at of the Virginia

Cuenot (1932) described
of

by 1-t:l.rcus

while the specimens from Scotland

Blacksburg individual,
maeroplacoid

collected

specimens.

the pharynx of the specimens

U. bullatus as possessing a microplacoid which is not

present

in the specimens from Virginia.

of J.furray and 113.rcus, who state

tion to the descriptions
that a septula

is present.

pany his description

Mountains, by Mihelcic

by Ramazzotti

(1956a,

mention of this

with :Q.. bullatus.

U. bullatus

by the presence

structure.

(1941b) from the

(1953a) from Austria

1956b) from Itrly

species

it is difficult

cutieular

constitute

1n the literature.

12..ru~osusBartos,

(1953c) considers
from

of the posterior

of t2,. bullatus by Bartos

The reports

recent

Cuenot, hoWever, does not accom-

with a drawing; thus,

to judge the nature
Carpathian

This is 1n opposi-

and

the only

Mihelcic

1935, to be synonomous

The former spec~es a~:,ears to differ
1n claw structure,

1n the lack of tubercles,

of a very fine granulation

and by the phar-
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yngeal

structures,

which include

In addition,

microplacoid.

Bartos

with I2.. bullatus and believed
species.

On the basis

drawing,

Bartos•

a good one.

this

the

of which is twice as long as the posterior,

anterior

valid

two macroplacoids,

The species

investigation

that

listed

~

quite

bullatus has

contrary

I2.. anzustatum, Thulin,

58,

1928, p. 241; H.. (:Q.-) angustatus,

1929, p. 527; :Q...angustatus, Cuenot,

IL (12..)

an~ustatus,

an~ustatus,

Ramazzotti,

placoids,

1936, p. 300; :Q...angustatus,

Ranazzotti,

cuticle

tapering

pharynx elongated-oval,

the anterior

1956a, p. 2881 H.. (IL.)

with the broadest

pair of legs,

region;

1941b, p.

195Gc, p. 291.

Of medium size;

posteriorly

of the third
rostral

Hlrcus,

1932, p. 89;

1939, p. 227; l2.. aneustatus, Bartos,

Dia~nosi~:

to the

59

Uircus,

angustatus,

be-

1905

Hurray,

Plate XVIII, Fig.

470; IL (12..)

a

been shown by

than formerly

distinct,

Diphasconan~ustatus

is square

rugosusas

~

from :Q... ru~osus.

of Hihelcic,

Rodewald,

above and

:i2. ru~osus is

his species

to be more variable

and apparently

opinion

them to belong to a separate

1-.arcus (1936) also regarded

species.

lieved

compared his specimens

of the differences

it appears

and a

placoid

smooth; the body
width at the level

anteriorly

to a narrow

with two thin

is one-half

the length

macroof the

posterior;

stylets

from stylet
size,

doubly curved,

supports

to pharynx;

mouth tube striated

claws greatly

different

in

outer claw very long.

Description:
a hyaline

The cuticle

mouth tube,

slightly

in the anterior

diately

before

extensions
supports

is,

they are convex la-

end of the stylet.
structures

region

posteriorly

the pharynx,
attachment

sheaths

are

and surrounded

but is curved anterio-ventrally

1s striated

posteriorly
supports.

from

from the place of
The mouth tube is rela-

and wide, measuring 46.8-57.6 microns in length

and 5.7-7.2 microns in width and is slightly
ly than in the posterior

region.

ures 28.8-1+3.2 microns in length

width,

The sty-

The mouth tube, which is not con-

of the stylet

short

but are only thin

are very thin and short and stylet

by a broad mouth ring.

imme-

The furcae

of the stylet.

The mouth opening is subterminal

lacking.

to the

and again in the region

into knob-like

of the posterior

The stylets,

and placed close
that

region

the posterior

are not enlarged

tively

built

are doubly curved;

terally

voluted

is smooth and the animal has

Eye pigment is lacking.

appearance.

which are small,

let

small;

The pharynx, which meas-

and 14.4-25.2 microns in

is in the shape of an elongated

finitely

formed apophyses.

anterior

of Which is short

long as the posterior

wider anterior-

oval and lacks de-

Two thin macroplacoids,
and approximately

m':tcroplacoid,

the

one-half

are present.

as

There is
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no microplacoid.

The ire.er claw has a short,

region and a stout
shorter

broad basal

secondary branch that is only slightly

than the primary branch, which has very small

accessory

spines.

The outer claw, which measures 16.5-

27.3 microns in length,
gated basal region,

is large and has a broad and elona proximal expansion.

which possesses

The secondary branch of the outer claw is short and robust
and the primary branch, which possesses

two minute accessory

spines,

is bulbous at the proximal end and then tapers

tally.

The legs are short.
of the third

region
a rather

region.

Kngyn distribution:
Shetland

Czeckoslovakia,

The posterior

to

of the ani-

Five specimens, which measure 295-

square.

517 microns, were collected
Spitzbergen,

in the

pair of legs and tapers anteriorly

narrow rostral

mal is nearly

The body is broadest

dis-

and studied.
Iceland,

Islands,

United States,

Franz Joseph Land,

Scotland,
Italy,

Ireland,

Rumania.

newrecords :
Flat
Virginia,

Top (4000 ft.),
6-22-58, Coll.

PeakS of Otter,
P.

Mt. Rogers (.5'400ft.),

Bedford County,

c. Holt.
Grayson County, Virginia,

11-1-58.

Disposition pf material1 Two specimens are deposited
in the United States

the author's

National

collection.

Museum1 the remainder are in
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Di§cussion: This report constitutes the first report
of the collection
of :Q...an~ust~tusfrom the United States
and the specimen measuring 517 microns is apparently the
largest

individual

stated

that

of this

species

the length may be to 380 microns, While Petersen

(1951) mentioned that his single
is 490 microns in length,
viously

1-b.rcus (1936)

collected.

Greenland specimen, which

is larger

than the specimens pre-

collected.

In Greenland,

(1951) collected

Petersen

men of 11..an~ustatus from Frederikshaab.
has the typical

pharyngeal

structure,

a single

speci-

This individual
inclnding

a wide,

stri-

ated mouth tube and no microplacoid.

The body shape of the

Greenland specimens is characteristic

of the species.

addition,

Petersen

also collected

spitsber~ensis Richters,
He observed that
the posterior

region

ported previously
apparently
basis

two specimens of :Q..

1903 from Clavering

these individuals

in Greenland.

possess a striation

of

of the mouth tube, which had been re-

only in :Q.. an~u~tatus. Petersen,

was able to easily

of the difference

phology of the stylets

In

distinguish

the species

1n body form, difference

and the possession

by U..

however,
on the

in the mor-

spitsber-

~ensis of a microplaco1d.
Petersen noted that the mouth
of D.. spitsber~ensis are less distinct
tube striations
than are those of :Q...an~ust~tusand that this characteristic may have been overlooked by previous workers.
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One dll'ference
descriptions

must be noted between the

of :Q.. an~ustatu~ given by Marcus (1936) and

(1951).

Petersen

in structure

The drawings of both of these authors

show the inner and outer claws lacking
Petersen

stated

are lacking.
possess

1n his description
In the Virginia

accessory

the larger
individuals

that

specimens,

The accessory

in some cases,

Cuenot (1932) suggested

spines

the latter

and

structures

however, both claws

spines which are fairly

individuals.
are,

accessory

well-developed

spines

difficult

in

of the smaller

to distinguish.

that 12.-an~ustatus and

u.. (H..)

con1uniens (see above, p. 146) may represent the forms which
closely link the genus Diphasconand the subgenus Hypsibius
(Hypsibius). Similarities
in the mouth tube morphology and
body shape give some indication
11::lrcus (1936) also

suggested

that
this

this

possibility,

does not mention 12.-an~ustatus as the
which might be closely

to

related

a.

U. bel~icae, Thulin,

although

he

Diphasconspecies
(ll..) conjuniens.

Di;phascr-nbel~ica,e,Richters,
Plato XVIII, Fig.

nay be plausible.

1911

60, 61

1928, p. 2411 H.. (l2..) bel~icae, }hrcus,

1929, p. 5285 D.. belgicae, Cuenot, 1932, p. 89; IL (l2..)

beli1cae, Marcus, 1936, p. 301.
D1aiU}os1~:S~ll;
snnllJ

body stout;

mouth tube relatively

cuticle

smoothJ stylets

long and wid0; p~arynx elonga-
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tad-oval

with small apophyses,

placoid

and septula,

the length

posterior

of the anterior;

two nacroplacoids,
macroplacoid

micro-

more than twice

claws very different

in size,

secondary branch of inner claw very robust.

Descriptions The cuticle
has a hyaline

the individual
sent.

The stylets

greatly

The stylet

supports,

serve to widely separate
are slightly

curved.

immediately

posterior

species

appearance.

are small,

developed furcae.

ly subterminal

of this

is smooth and

Eye pigment is ab-

curved and have wellwhich are long and
ends of the stylets,

the posterior

The well-developed

stylet

sheaths

are

to the mouth opening, which is slight-

and not surrounded

by a mouth ring.

The

mouth tube measures 36.0 microns 1n length and 2.1 microns
1n width,
in its

is relatively

anterior

region

long and wide and is somewhat wider
than in its

pharynx is elongated-oval,

macroplacoids,

laterally

the posterior

long as the anterior,
macroplacoid
distance

and a triangular

posteriorly

to the mouth tube.

Two thin

of which is more than twice as
A small,

posteriorly
septula

spherical

to the posterior
is present

to the microplacoid.

short and bear claws which are very different
inner claw has an elongated

The

bears apophyses which are

are present.

m1croplaco1d occurs directly

~~gion.

measuring 32.4 microns in length

and 21.6 microns in width,and
small and situated

pharyngeal

a short

The legs are
1n size.

basal region and a primary

The
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branch which possesses
slightly

minute accessory

spines and is

longer than the secondary branch.

The proximal

part of the basal region of the outer claw is expanded and
the secondary branch of this
tinuous,

claw is stout

shallow curve from the base.

The outer claw,

which measures 10.8 microns in length,
that is relatively
curved at its
its

broadest

thin proximally

distal

end.

and forms a con-

has a primary branch

and rather

sharply

The animal is heavily

region at the level

of the third

built,

pair of legs.

specimen, measuring 224 microns in length,

A single
collected

with

was

and studied.

Known
distributions

Spitzbergen,

Bear Island,

Germany,

United States.

Neyrecords
Elk Garden Ridge (4448 ft.),

Grayson County, Virginia,

11-1-,a.

Disposition of materials The single specimen is retained

in the author's

collection.

Discussions The collection of a single specimen of
:Q.. bel~icae from Virginia is the first
collection
of this
species
ally

from the United States.

described

and Spitzbergen

by Richters

This species was origin-

(1911) from moss on Bear Island

and M:lrcus (1928) later

found a single

specimen of :Q.. beliicae from aquatic

moss in a lake near

Berlin,

or the specimen taken

Germany. With the exception
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in Virginia,

these constitute

the only collections

of this

species.
The original
incomplete
ever,

description

(1911) is rather

by Richters

and is illustrated

with a m1crophotograph.

How-

the morphology of the pharynx and the macroplacoids

is distinctive

and the Virginia

specimen agrees

in detail

Although the repre-

with the m.1crophotograph of Richters.

of the claws of U.. bel~icae in Richters•

sentation

small and does not show minute details
apparent

that

paper is

of structure,

the claws are q~iitd distinctive

ture of the outer claw, which has a strongly

it is

in the strucdeveioped

sec-

ondary branch and a primary branch broadly curved at the
distal

end.

In these respects,

dual from Virginia
A single
tained

correspond

variation

the claws of the indivito the original

may be noted in the specimen ob-

in Grayson County, VirginiaJ

both a m.1croplacoid and

(1911) and Marcus (1936)

a septula

are present.

Richters

indicated

the presence,

in addition

only of a small,
terior

spherical
of a septula.

which apparently

to the two macroplacoids,

micropl~~oid

to the second macroplacoid

the occurrence

immediately

pos-

and m:ide no reference

The nature

to

of the septula,

has been confused with the microplacoids

in the past and the close correspondence
between the Virginia
}i:lrcus, leads

description.

1n other

specimen and those of Richters

the writer

to believe

respects
and

th.at these authors

over-
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1n their

looked the presence of a septula
th.at the animal from Virginia

specimens and

is conspecific

with theirs.

Dipnasconscoticus Murray, 1905
Plate XIX, Fig. 62, 63
:Q..

scoticum, Thulin, 1928, p. 241;

1929, p. 529;

a. cu..)scoticus

a. m...)
scoticys,

Narcus,

rorma ommatophorus,l:iarcus,

1929, p. 531; D.- scoticum, Cuenot, 1932, p. 91;

u.. (U..)

scoticus, lfarcus, 1936, p. 303; u.. cu..)scoticus r.
ommstophora,
Marcus, 1936, p. 305; ll. scoticum r.
ommatophora,
uithews, 1937b, p. 34J a. CU..) scoticus,
Bartos, 1938, p. 190; u.. (:Q...) scoticus, 113.thews, 1938,
p. 626; D.- scoticum, Mihelcic, 1938e, p. 317; 12.-scoticum,
:uhelcic,

p. 140;

1933f, p. 319; U.. (U..) scoticus,

u.. CQ...) s~oticus,

Dartos,

P..artos, 193?a,

1939b, p. 96, 99, 100;

a. (~.) scoi;ic\1s, Rodewald, 1939, p. 2351 u. (:Q...) scoticus,
Bartos, 1911-lb, p. 469; u.. {:Q..) scoticus, Be;i.•tolan1, 1941,
p. 64; u. CU.-)scot1c,,is, 2arros, 1943, p. 7; u.. CQ...)
scoticu,3, Ratazzotti,
Roda, 1946a,

156;

~

p.

1911-5, p. 151; ~

80; U. scoticua,

Qcoticus, Rodriguez-

Rodrigiloz-Roda,

1911-7,p.

~ot1~us r. ommatoi?hor2,
Peterse:..1, 1951, p. 82;

ll. ~coticus, Rodriguez-Roda, 1951, p. ?9; a. (12..) scoticus,
Mihelcic,
1952b, p. 669; u.. m,.) scoti~~, Mihelcic,
1953b,
p. 248; a. {u..) scoticus, Mihelcic,
1955b, p. 242; u...(tt.)
scoticus, Ram'3.zzott1, 1956a, p. 288.
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Dia~nosis:
lets

small,

short

Snall,

curved;

greatly

and slightly

body elongated,

curvedJ

wide as long, w1th three
septula;

mouth tube narrow,
pharynx elongated,

Descriptions The cuticle
ing.

have a hyaline

The stylets,

attached

by a mouth ring.
slightly

before

and narrow,
in width.
length

is smooth and

Eye pigment is lackfurcae,
region

sub-terminal

are

and are

straight.

The

and is not surrounded

The mouth tube, which is curved very
entering

the pharynx,

is relatively

measuring 39.6 microns in length

short

and 2.1 microns

The pharynx, which measures 28.8 microns in

and 14.4 microns in width,

the anterior.

is elongated
region

slightly

Small apophyses are present.

are thin,

and the posterior
either

species

which are nearly

long as wide with the posterior
plaeoids

of this

appearance.

supports

mouth opening is slightly

as

basal regions.

curved in the posterior

to stylet

relatively
one-half

which have well-developed

small and sharply

smoothJ sty-

macroplac oids , a microplac oid and

claws with well-developed

the animals

cuticle

the first

with the anterior
macroplacoid

ly posterior

macroplacoid

An elongated-oval

longer

macro-

than
three

end and immediate-

is situated
septula

than

shortest

lhcroplacoid

of the posterior

hind the microplacoid.

The three

distinctively

has a bulbous enlargement
cal microplacoid.

broader

macroplacoids

or second macroplacoid.

to the third

and twice as

a spheri-

is present

be-
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The legs are short and possess claws which have a
strongly

developed basal region.

the inner claw, which tapers
long and is quite

The secondary branch of

to become thin,

broad at its

proximal end.

branch of the inner claw is stout along its
and bears small accessory
claw is quite

stoutly

spines.

curve.

s.nd tapers

The primary
entire

length

The base of the outer
The primary branch of

constructed.

the outer claw, which possesses
broad proximally

is relatively

small. accessory

distally

spines,

while forming a wide

The outer claw measures 12.2 microns 1n length.

body of this

species

tween the third
elongated.
1n length,

pairs

individual,

was collected

of legs is particularly
which meaeures 243 microns

and studied.

Known
distribution: Scandinavia,
Germany, France,
Australia,

The

is long and narrow and the region be-

and fourth

A single

is

Czeckoslovakia,

Vancouver, British

Scotland,

Italy,

Ireland,

China, Hawaii,

Columbia, Canada, South

America, North America.

Uewrecord:
Mountain Lake, Giles County, Virginia,

Discus~ioll.: The collection

of the individual

Mountain Lake, Virginia

is the first

from the United States.

Previously,

Murray {1910) found this

species

British

7-9-58.

report

of

~

from

scQticus

in North America,

on Vancouver Island,

Columbia and in the Canadian Rocky Mountains.

Thulin (1911) described~

scoticus forma omm9,tophgra
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from Scandinavia.

This "form" possesses

to that of {t. scoticus but differs

ture similar

1n having slightly

latter

body and in possessing
slightly

in all

from the

eye pigment.

Claw length

varies

and eye pigment is often absent

One need hardly comment on the "more slen-

Cuenot (1932) and U.1rcus (1936) stated

der body".

struc-

longer outer claws, a more slender

tardigrades

1n individuals.

gradations

a pharyngeal

between U.. ~tieus

and 12.-scoticus

that

r.

ommatopbora
are common. 1,arcus (1929, 1936), however, per1n rendering

sisted

necessary,

a description

of the latter.

as Cuenot (1932) noted,

omP@tgphora
which is apparently
speci.f'ic variation
Petersen

the forma

nothing more than an intra-

of U.. scpticus.

(1951) collected

which possess a microplacoid,

two specimens from Greenland
lack a septula,

spots and are of relatively

large

crons and 340 microns 1n length.
~

to retain

It is un-

size,

have eye

measuring 300 mi-

He identified

these as

scoticus r. ommatophora.
Cuenot (1932) found specimens which lacked a micropla-

coid and septula.
structure

is identical

other respects,
descriptions

With these

exceptions,

with that

the individuals

the pharyngeal

of U.. scoticus and, in
are identical

with the

or U.. scoticu~ and U.. prors1ro~tre Thulin,

1928, which does not possess a microplacoid
Thus, Cuenot believed

that

there

or septula.

is no delimitation

between
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:Q..

and :Q.. prors.1fostre and proposed

scoticus

1n synonomy with :Q..

be placed
sidered

the two distinct

ing a microplacoid
Thulin's
to those

illustration

is elongated,

scoticus.

and fourth

pairs

scoticus.

The absence

the individuals

lack-

name l2.. prorsu:ostre.

of this

species

1n the region

of legs,

is similar

is quite

poor

the species

and, until

between the third

in structure

of microplacoids

179) are of significance
sidered

Harcus (1936) con-

prorsiros tre are similar
The body of Q.. prorsirostre, which

particularly

discovered,

the latter

the claws of Q..

that

of :Q..

and retained

under Thulin's

original

but ha states

scoticus.

that

to Q..

and a septula

further

evidence

under consideration

(p.

is

should be. con-

as distinct.

Barros

(1943)

collected

specimens

id~~tified

as Q..

scoticus from Sao Paulo, Brazil which measure 217-370 microns

1n length

and are without

very minute microplacoid
structure

is similar

U...scgticus.
overlooked

is present

to that

For the present,

the presence

eye pigment or septula.
and the ma.croplacoid

of the Virginia

Plate XIX, Fig.
(:Q...)

of

Barros

in her specimens.

:Qiphas<con:r;,in~uis J,arcus,

H..

specimens

it is assumed that

of a septula

A

1936

64, 65

pini:uis, Mircus, 1936, p. 308.

Dia~no~i§: Small, relatively

broad;

cuticle

smoothJ
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stylets

small,

long-oval;

curved, with well-developed

furcae;

with three broad macroplacoids,

and septula;

claws with well-developed

claw with very stout

a microplacoid

basal regions,

of this

species

the specimens have a hyaline appearance.
The stylets,

posterior

extremity,

nearly

straight

in shape.

is smooth and

Eye pigment is

Which are widely separated
are stout,

furcae.

well-developed

inner

primary branch.

Descri~tion: The cuticle
absent.

pharynx

strongly

The stylet

curved and have

supports

are long and

sheaths are large and conical

and the stylet

The mouth opening is sub-terminal

surrounded by a mouth ring.

at their

and is not

The mouth tube, which measures

36.0-;o.4 microns 1n length by 1.4 microns in width, is
narrc:M and long, usually
of the pharynx.

reaching

This structure

a length almost twice that
commonly exhibits

shallow curves1 one, a short distance
let

supports

posterior

to the stythe pharynx.

and a second just before entering

The pharynx 1s in the shape of an elongated

two

oval, which

measures 21.6-25.2 microns in length and 15.8-21.6 microns
1n

width.

Within the pharynx are present

are very small and are situated
three macroplacoids,

laterally

one microplacoid

mac~o~lacoids are broad and increase
with the second and third
than the placoid

apophyses,

to the mouth tube,

and a septula.

The

1n length posteriorly,

ma.croplacoids slightly

immediately anterior

which

to 1t.

longer

Haeroplacoid
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one is situated
very small,
terior

directly

spherical

to the third

septula,

to the mouth tube.

microplacoid
macroplacoid

Which has its

the microplacoid,

posterior

A

which is immediately posand a somewhat elongated

anterior

region at the level

of

are present.

The legs are short and possess claws which are very
different

1n length

and have well-formed

basal regions.

The

inner claw has a base which is expanded 1n the proximal portion and then constricts
branch.

at the origin

of the secondary

The primary branch, which has very robust

ory spines,
branch,

longer than the secondary

is only slightly

but is characterized

which is broader

by having a distal

than the proximal.

claw is not constricted

claw.

region

The base of the outer

claw is expanded in the proximal region,
this

access-

but the base of

as is the base of the inner

The secondary branch of the outer claw describes

large

curve and is nearly

length.

constant

in size throughout

The primary branch, which has a distal

is relatively

thick,

has an elongated,

gion and then narrows slightly
Twenty-three

region

region.

that
The

microns in length.

specimens, which are small and stocky in body

shape and which measure 134-232 microns in length,
collected

its

bulbous proximal re-

in the distal

outer claw measures from 7.2-12.2

a

were

and studied.

Knownd1stribut1onz

H.arz Hountains,

Germany, United
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States,

Italy.

:Uevrecords :
Mountain Lake,

Giles County,

Virginia,

7-7-58, 7-18-58,

7-25-58, 8-10-58, 8-13-58, 8-16-58.
Valley

between Brush and Gap Mountains,

7-14-58.

Virginia,

County,

Montgomery

Gap Mountain,

Montgomery-Giles

County,

Virginia,

?-14-58.
Mt. Carmel,

Highlands,

9-3~58, Coll. D. R. Uorby.
?forth Carolina,
7-15-58, Coll. R. L.
Connecticut,

Hoffman.
Indian

Gap (5'300 rt. ), __
Sevier

Tennessee-north

8-1-58, Coll.

Carolina,

Mt. Rogers

County-SWain County,

{5'1+00rt.),

R. L. Hoffman.

Grayson County,

Virginia,

11-1-58.

Disposition of material: Two specimens are deposited
in the United States
the author's

National

first

from seven locations

record

only other
cription
collection

are in

collection.

Discussion: This report
pingµis

Museum; the remainder

of this
reports

1n the United

species
of this

of the species
of individuals

Mountains of Northeast

or U..

of the collection
States

is the

from the United States.
species

by lhrcus
at three

are the original

(1936) following
locations

The
desthe

in the Harz

Germany and the collection

of' U..
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pin~uis by Rama.zzotti (1956a) 1n the Italian Alps.
Individuals
of~
pinguis ma.ybe distinguished
dily

by the structure

of the pharynx and claws.

macroplac oids are s 1tua ted in a linear
part,

serves

to distinguish

and other apparently

The stout

ma.nner, which, 1n

p1ngu1s from :Q....chilensis

~

closely

rea-

related

species.

The enlarge-

ment of the basal region of both claws is characteristic
of this

species

as is the stout

mary branch of each claw.
tifying

characteristic

distal

Especially

is the enlarged

primary branch of the inner claws.
teristic

was observable

in all

region

of the pri-

useful

as an iden-

distal

end of the

This particular

specimens collected.

Marcus• (1936) specimens have the following
ments:

characmeasure-

mouth tube, 47 microns long, 1.8 microns wide5

pharynx, 27 microns by 22 microns; hind claw, 13 microns;
body length 240 microns.
course of this
difference

study are identical,

in claw structure,

M1rcus (1936 ).

than that

collected

except for a slight

is observable

xx, Fig.

li.. (l2_.) nodulpfill.S,Ramazzotti,

somewhat

from Germany.

~iphasconnodulosus (Ramazzotti,
66, 6?, 68

195?, p. 188.

by

in the prima.ry

a basal region apparently

of the individuals

Plate

during the

with those described

This difference

claw, Which possesses

thicker

Individuals

1957)
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Diagnosis: or
lar wart-like

medium size;

thickenings,

diminishing

apophyses well-developedJ
placoid

present;

cuticle

outer claw with basal enlargement.

is the structure

formation

of small,

cuticular

thickenings

roughened surface
thickenings

thickened wart-like
are irregular

the lateral

surfaces

is only lightly

which are slightly

are slightly

ly only slightly.
rather

of the first

In the
pair of

three pairs

granulated.

by a mouth ring.

built

Eye pig-

:1n~

sub-

Small sty-

posterior

are present.

regions
The

and are curved posterior-

The mouth tube, which describes

sharp curves in the posterior

long and narrow

thickenings

of the fourth

curved in their

of

to the

The mouth open1ng is only slightly

and is not surrounded

supports

Anterior

has a rough appearance.

and which have weakly developed furcae,
stylet

The

region

the cuticular

surfaces

cuticular

the cuticle

ment is lacking.
lets,

and have a

appearance.

1n size anteriorly.

and the cuticle

legs and entire

terminal

in outline

the

These

pair of legs and in the posterior

region,

of legs,

which exhibits

magnitude on the medial surfaces

of the second pair of legs,

rostral

of this

regions.

which has a granular

the body and decreas~
are lacking

characteristic

of the cuticle,

are of greater

of the fourth
level

in size anteriorly;

two macroplaco1ds and a micro-

Descri~tion: The most striking
species

with small irregu-

region,

two

is relatively

inaasures 46.8 microns in length and 1.4

186
microns 1n width.

A short,

oval pharynx, Which measures

21.6 microns 1n length and 18.o microns in width,
Within the pharynx, large,

sent.

two macroplacoids
the posterior
placoid,

macroplacoid.

second macroplacoid,

large m1cro-

immediately posterior
a median surface

line and a lateral

parallel

possesses

an expanded basal region and a stout

of the outer claw, which is slightly
more broadly curved distally,

curved proximally

and

bears two minute accessory

a secondary

branch only slightly

primary branch, which has well-developed
single

The primary branch

The inner claw lacks an expanded basal region and

possesses
A

to the

surface which is distinct-

secondary branch which is broadly curved.

spines.

to the

The outer claw, Which measures 14.4 microns

ly concave.
in length,

has

The an-

longer and broader than
The relatively

Which is situated

mid-pharyngeal

apophyses,

and a m1croplaco1d are present.

.macroplacoid is slightly

terior

triangular

is pre-

shorter
accessory

than the

spines.

specimen, which measures 269 microns 1n length,

was collected

and studied.

Knowndistribution:

:near Tenderfoot

Lake, Wisconsin,

Virginia.

Newrecotd:
Mountain Lake, Giles County, Virginia,

6-13-58.

Dis~osition or materials The single specimen collected
is retained

1n the author's

collection.
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Discussion: The only previous collection of D..
nodulosuswas made in the vicinity of Tenderfoot Lake,
Wisconsin.

(1957), who published

to Rama.zzotti
following

his observations

Several
original

from moss were delivered

Specimens collected

are observable
Cuticular

sent only on the medial surfaces
the entire
there

thickenings

of the fourth

pair of legs

of the fourth

formations.

claw and, unfortunately,

In the original

Ramazzotti

of the claw structure.

show

pair of legs to possess
description,

is no mention of an expanded basal region

figure

are pre-

specimens While Rama.zzotti 1 s figures

surfaces

the plate-like

between the

of JJ..nodulosusand the specimens found

at Mountain Lake, Virginia.
of the Virginia

description

on these specimens.

minor differences

description

the original

did not give a good

Ramazzotti

sence of eyes, which are lacking

of the outer

mentions the pre-

in the specimens from

Virginia.
The general
Lake individuals

body cut1cular
is similar

the buccal apparatus
states

that

either

a septula

hibits

to Ramazzotti
pharyngeal

or a microplacoid.

1s

specimens and

cuticular

Ramazzotti
structure

is

However, his figure

between two paired

it as a microplacoid.
the triangular

of the Hountain

of the two are identical.

the posterior

shows a separation
establish

structure

structures

The microplacoid

shape evident

which would
also ex-

in ~he specimens from
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Virginia.

Particularly

localities

are the large

situated

laterally

The single

striking

apophyses,

which are

is slightly

specimen from Virginia

from Wisconsin.

comparison

of the Virginia

of the buccal
specimen leaves

it is :Q...nodulosusand that

this

specimen constitutes

this

species.

and
little

the collection

the second locality

report

of
for

Ito~uascon Barros, 1939

Genus

Itaguasccm, Barros,

larger

of 260 microns for the specimens

A careful

structure

doubt that

triangular

from the mouth tube.

than the maximum length
cuticular

in specimens from both

1939, p. 106; Itaguascon, Barros,

1943,

p. 7.

D1a~nos1s: claws of the Hypsibius (Uypsibius) and
DiphasQon type; pharynx without
stylets

short,

placoids,

doubly curved medially,

elonga tad;
cuticle

the

smoothJ

monotypic.

Discussion:
four specimens

The original

collected

a new genus to include
Barros,

description

in Sao Paulo,
these forms,

is based on

Brazil.

Barros

In erecting

(1939J see also

1943) pointed out that the genus Itaguqs~onpossess-

es characteristics

consistent

with both the Arctiscidae

(=M11nesi1dae) and Mlcrobiotidae.
and the presence

of an elongated

The lack of placoids
pharynx is characteristic
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of the former family,
stylet

and stylet

cephalic

as is the general

supports.

Conversely,

sensory structures,

probably represents

forms of the racrobiotidae
belgicae,
placoid

Which exhibit
development,

placoids.

A

tributional
the basis

pharyngeal

condition

between such

elongation

of the position
until

and morphological

genus Itaguascon

This genus
and :Q...

and slight

and Milnesium,which does not possess

be deferred

of present

and D1~hascon-type

as Diphascon an~status

true evaluation

must necessarily

Diphascon-type

of the 1-:acrobiotidae.

an intermediate

of the

the lack of

the elongated

mouth tube, and Hyps1b1us (Hypsibius)
claws are characteristic

structure

greater

reports

of the genus
numbers of dis-

are obtained.

knowledge, the disposition

On

of the

appears to be correct.

Itaguascon umbellinae Barros, 1939
Plate XXI, Fig.

69, 70, 71, 72

I;taQuascon,
umbellin,ae,Barros, 1939, p. 1071 Itaguascon,
u.MQellinae,Barros, 1943, p. 7.
Dia~nosis: Identical to generic diagnosis.
Descrip~ion: The head region and legs are short.
cuticle

is smooth and eye pigment is absent.

are doubly curved medially and short,

extending

about half the length of the mouth tube.
supports

are short,

curving sharply

The

The stylets
posteriorly

The stylet

caudad from the mouth
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tube for three-quarters
ally at the distal

of their

length and curving later-

end to attach

to the stylet.

The mouth

tube is 36.0-51+.omicrons in length and 2.8-5.7 microns
1n width.

Characteristic

of the species

pharynx which is approximately

is an elongated

twice as long as wide, meas-

uring 23.7-32.4 microns by 12.9-18.0 microns.
thickenings

are present

in the pharynx.

the Hyps1b1us (Hypsibius)-type
an expanded base and stout
bulb-like

enlargement

No cuticular

The claws are of

with the hind claw exhibiting

secondary branch.

is present

A conspicuous

at the proximal portion

the primary branch, which possesses

accessory

Length of the hind claw is 10.8-24.4 microns.

of

spines.
The body

measures 262-448 microns in length and 82-138 microns 1n
width at the level

of the third

25 specimens were collected
Knowndistributions

pair of legs.

A total

of

and measured.
Itaquaquetuba,

Sao Paulo, Brazil,

United States.
Ney regm:ds:

Flat
6-22-58,

Top, Peaks of Otter,
Coll.

Bedford County, Virginia,

P. C. Holt.

6-26-58,
6-28-58, 7-3-58, 7-9-58, 7-18-58, 7-20-58, 7-22-58, 8-13-58.
Eggleston, Giles County, Virginia, 7-22-58.
Pembroke, Giles County, Virginia, 7-31-58._
Mountain Lake, Giles County, Virginia,

Ht. Rogers,

Grayson County, Virginia,

11-1-58.
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7-14-58.

Gap Mountain, Montgomery-Giles County, Virginia,

Dispos1t1onot material: Two specimens are deposited
National

in the United States
the author's

collection.

Dispussion: The report
localities

Virginia

Museum; the remainder are in
of this

constitutes

species

description

of the Virginia

material

reveals

difference

than that

from six

the only records

to the original
somewhat greater

species
by Barros.

in addition
A comparison

that the range in size

of the Brazilian

material.

is
This

may be due to the small number of individuals

examined by Barros.

She gave the following

mouth tube, 41.6 microns 1n length,
(inner diameter,

measurements:

2.4 microns in width

1 micron)J pharynx, 21.6 x 13.6 microns;

hind claw 14.8 microns;

length,

266-311.6 microns.

It will

be noted 1n the case of the mouth tube length and width,
pharyngeal

measurements and body length

ments approximate
Virginia

specimens.

may be easily
careful

the lower limits
As pointed

the measure-

of the range of the

out by Barros,

this

confused with Hypsi'biusangustatus.

observation

of the pharynx will

mation in the case of the latter
also exhibits

that

striation

in some specimens,

reveal

placoid

for-

mouth tube which,

however, may be difficult

if the markings are not well-developed.

However,

H.. antms:tatus

species.

of the posterior

species

to demonstrate
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Family Hilnesiidae
Arct1sc1dae,

Thulin,

1928, p. 228; Arctiscidae,

1929, p. 546; Arctiscidae,

Marcus, 1936, p. 320; Arctiscidae,

Dia~nosis: Very large,
surrounded
present

cuticle

papillae,

by six

placoids;

!-hrcus,

1945, p. 153.

Ramazzotti,

also

Riggin

in cephalic

smooth; mouth opening

two additional
region,

claws with branches

lateral

papillae

pharynx elongated,

completely

without

separated,

claws

very large.

Type ~enus: Hilnesium Doyere , 1840
Discussion: The family Arctiscidae was erected by
Thulin (1928) to include the single genus, Milnesium;however,

an obvious error

was made in the selection

name which should,

family

according

to nomenclatural

be formed from the type genus name.
name, Hilnesiidae,
lUlnesiidae
possession
cuticular
branches

of eight

cephalic

structures,

six oral

papillae,

and two additional

to the family.

papillae,

separation

claws,

from that

of the

the morphology of

of the !1lcrob1ot1dae.

the mouth opening of the Hilnes11dae
which apparently

are sensory

sensory

which are situated

papillae

by the

lack of pharyngeal

and a complete

which is very dissimilar

rules,

family

from the J.ncrobiotidae

of the inner and outer

Surrounding

The correct

is here assigned

is differentiated

of the

are

in function,
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laterally

1n the cephalic

minute ganglia

structures

that

of the Heterotardigrada

the complete

ection

considered

of the inner
in this

and especially

dir-

within

In addition

to diff-

is also a complete absence

A reduction

in placoid

struc-

such as IL

species,

of the derivation

of the 111lnesi1dae

however, at least

one difficulty

Throughout the genus Hypsibius, there

encountered.

to be a reduction

in body size

is

appears

as compared with such other

as Hacrob1otushufelang1 and M. richte.,ru,

Macrobiotidae

which are of relatively

large

size.

have been collected

in length

differential

ganglion.

which have very small placoids.

from a Hypsibius stock,

Tardigrada

there

1n some Uypsibius

In a consideration

Milnesiidae

is generally

of a tendency

the Microbiotidae

1n the pharynX.

is evident

and

(M:1rcus 1928,

of the branches

1n claw morphology,

an~ustatus,

crons

it

Hypsibiusand Itaauascon.

of placoids

ganglion

by the cephalic

claw is a culmination

the genera

ture

separation

throughout

erences

directly

to the claw structure,

and outer

cephalic

from

not to be homologous with the cephalic

1936) which are ~nervated
In regard

These are enervated

removed from the large

thus are considered
sensory

region.

and are,

yet collected.

1n fact,

Specimens of

which measure up to 1200 mithe largest

The significance

specimens
of this

is somewhat obscure at the present

1n any phylogenetic

scheme, it appears

that

this

of

size

time although
factor
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should merit consideration.
Genus Milnesium Doyere, 1840

}U,ln,esium,
Marcus, 1928,
p. 224;

1936, p.

p. 216;

Arc;tiscon, Thulin,

1928,

54; Milnesium,Marcus,
321; 111,lnesium,
Ramazzott1, 1945, p. 153; M1J.nes1um,

Wlnesium, Cuenot, 1932,

p.

Cuenot, 1949, p. 57.

Dia~mosis: Identical

vith

family

diagnosis.

Mono-

typic.

Milnesium tard1iradwn Doyere, 1840
Plate XXII, XXIII, Fig. 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78
H. tqrdi~radum, Cuenot, 1932, p.

54; M. :t,ard.1iradum,Harcus,

1936, p. 322; !!. :tardiaadum, R&hm, 1936a, p. 28; l:!.

tardigradum, Rahm, 1936b, p. 72; 1:1.tardigradum, Rahm,
1937c, p. 110; li. tard1itadum,Mathews, 1937b, p. 35; 1.1.
tardie;radum, ¥athews, 1938, p. 626; H. ta;cdigradum,Mihelcic,
1938e, p. 3161 ti. tardigradum, Bartos, 1939a, p. 140; ll.
tardia-adum,Bartos, 1939b, p. 96, 98; M. tardi~adum,
Bartos, 1941b, p. 467; H. :0,rdigradum,Bertolan1, 1941,
p. 64; l1. tardigradym,da Cunha, 1941, p. 15; li. tardigradum,
Barros, 1943, p. 8; li- tardigradum,da Cunha, 1944, p. 2;
li.. tardia,adum, Ramazzotti, 1945, p. 153; If. ~ditiradum,
Rodriguez-Roda, 1946b, p. 113; li. tardigradum, Curtin, 1948,
p. 2,2; M. tardigradum, Petersen, 1951, p. 78; H. tardigradum,
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1951, p. 78; M- tatiJ,igradum,
Mihelcic,

Rodriguez-Roda,
p. 669;

~

tardi~radum,

t~rdigradum,

Mihelcic,

1953b, p. 248; IL

1954, p. 105; H.. tardi~radum,

Nihelc1c,

1952b,
Curtin,

1957, p. 14-3.

~ia~nosisz Very large,
very wide; stylets
ted,

small,

cuticle

smooth; mouth tube

convex laterally;

pharynx elonga-

twice as long as wide, bulbous 1n posterior

without

region,

claws with branches completely

placoids;

primary branches long and slender,

separated,

basal claws stout,

with

three branches.

Description: The cuticle
forms are generally

hyaline,

may be brownish 1n color.
veloped or lacking.

is smooth and the smaller
although

some larger

specimens

Eye pigment may be strongly

The stylets

are convex laterally

and

are somewhat arr(1(1-shaped, with a bulbous enlargement
middle region.
lets

Anteriorly

from the bulbous region,

de1n the

the sty-

narrow and then again Widen before forming the apex.

The furcae
stylet
placing

are elongated

supports

but not strongly

are sharply

the stylets

developed.

curved posteriorly

close to the mouth tube.

The

and short,
The mouth tube

short and very broad, measuring 11.5-30.0 mi-

is relatively

crons in width and 32.0-80.0 microns 1n length.

The termin-

al mouth opening is surrounded by a broad mouth ring which
has conspicuous
six lamellae

longitudinal

that alternate

striations

and is divided

with the oral papillae.

into
Imme-
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dirtely
.;)

posterior

urrounding

to this

The other

two cephalic

of the posterior

pharynx is approximately
what broader

in its

termination
ticular

sheaths •

are situated

of the stylets.

at

The

twice as long as wide and is some-

posterior

and 25.2-72.0

region.

At the posterior

there are present

flat

microns

microns 1n width and lacks

and have two conical

cu-

placoids.

toes at the distal

end of the toes are situated

the primary

which are expanded into a conical

base proxi-

At the distal

claw branches,

papillae

six oral

The pharynx measures 54.0-12.0

The legs are short
end.

region

of the mouth tube,

apophyses.

in length

stylet

the mouth ring are the characteristic

papillae.
the level

are well-formed

mally and are very thin and curved distally.

Proximal to

the primary branches are the basal claws (Steighaken),
are stout

and have expanded basal regions.

have three
teral

branches;

one terminal

branch is situated

basal region;

this

ected medially.
ly proximal

branch is small,

A second lateral

to the terminal

branch is small and sharply
measures 12.2-30.0
the first
dically

distal

to the expanded

sharply

curved and dir-

is directed
curved.

curved.

laterally

The terminal

The prine.ry branch

microns in length.

The basal claw of

pair of legs of the males of this
different.

One la-

branch, which is immediate-

branch,

and is broader and not so sharply

The basal claws

and two lateral.

immediately

which

At the basal region

species

of the basal

is raclaw is
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a narrow cuticular

band which extends

laterally

claw, and the claw itself

is very stout

broad curve in the distal

region.

secondary

branch is present

The body of this
ted.

Thirty

length,

species

specimens,

were collected,

and describes

A single,

on the basal

is elongated

from the
a

small median

claw of the male.

and slightly

annula-

which measure 3o4-980 microns in
including

a single

male, measuring

414 microns in length.

Knowndistribution:
via,

Scotl~nd,

Portugal,

Ireland,

Greenland,

Germany, Franco,

Czeckoslovakia,

J:=wa, H~wa11, Australia,
Colombia, Chile,

Spitzbergen,

Italy,

Scandina-

Yugoslavia,

West Afri~a,

Spain,

Sumatra,

Canada, United States,

Brazil,

Paraguay.

New recora,s:
Mill Creek,

Roanoke Valley,

Roanoke COi.mty, Virginia,

1-25-58.
Mountain Lake, Gile3 County, Virginia,

6-13-58, 7-3-58,

7-20-58, 8-13-58.
Sinking Creek,
Butt },fountain

Gile3 County, Virginia,
(>+195ft.),

6-18-58.

Giles County, Virginia,

6-29-58.
Eggle3ton,

Giles County, Virginia,

Pembroke, Giles County, Virginia,
Johns Creek Valley,

7-22-58, 7-31-58.
7-31-58.

Craig County, Virginia,

Elk Garden Ridge (4448 ft.),

8-4-58.

Grayson County, Virginia,
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11-1-58.
Ht. Rogers,

Grayson County, Virginia,

Disposition of material:
in the United States
the author's

Two specimens are deposited

National

Museum; the remainder

collection.

a.

Discussion: Previously,
1n the United

ected

States

11-1-58.

are 1n

tard1~radumhas been coll-

by Hathews (1938) from Friday

Harbor and San Juan Island,

Washington,

Techny, Illinois

East Troy, Wisconsin.

Curtin

mens from the District

of Columbia and (1957) collected

from lichens

(1948) obtained

fifteen

and
specitwo

1n }i:lryland.

Cuenot (1932) and Marcus (1936) mention the presence
thickenings
ring of oral
tures.

of the mouth ring which are found within
papillae

and alternate

These thickenings

with the latter

of

the
struc-

were observed 1n the Virginia

specimens1 however, a striation

of the mouth ring

quite

are not mentioned by either

apparent.

The striations

of the above authors.

The same authors

of palps which apparently
its

posterior

Virginia

end.

serve to close

mention the presence
the mouth tube at

These palps are not present

in the

specimens and are not mentioned 1n the descriptions

of M. tardigradum by Barros
some individuals,

(1943) and Ramazzotti

the cuticular

gion of the mouth tube is rather
folds

is also

of this

thickened

cuticle

lining
thicks

(1945).

of the posterior

re-

it is possible

that

have been identified

by

In
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Cuenot and Marcus as the palps.

cur tin
carnivorous,

it lack~ stylets.

were inadequately

this

observation.

Virginia
studied

that since M. tsirdi~radumis

(19 57) stated

pre~red

Ap~rently,

his specimens

since no other author has made

All of the individuals

possess well-develop9d
1n detail

st!"lets,

collected

which have been

(Fig. 78).

The basal claw of M. t2rdiaadum frequently
1n the number of branches

variation
1n France,

Cuenot (1932),

present.

two branches.

recovered

which have, on each leg, an anterior

claw with three branches and a posterior
which possess

two or

of the basal claw and, in addition,

a few individuals

Ramazzotti

exhibits

found specimens which possess either

three branches

in

In Brazil,

basal claw with

(1943) collected

Barros

basal

specimens

two, three or four branches on the basal claws.

(1945) also recovered

or four branches

specimens with two, three

of the basal claws and a few individuals

with an unequal number of basal claw branches on each leg.
In his drawings,

Curtin

(195'7) shows the basal

specimens from ~hryland with two branches,
cuss this
exhibit

in the text.
three branches

but does not dis-

The specimens collected
on the basal claws.

claws of the
in Virginia

Cuenot (1932), _

M:lrcus (1936) and Rama.zzott1 (1945) also mentioned the presence of two cuticular

bands which are medial to the toes of

each leg and, presumably,

represent

the remnants of connec-
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tion betW'een outer and inner claw branches.
present

in the Virginia

These are not

specimens.

Cuenot (1932) stated

that the ratio

~f nale aninals

females is 1:25 but, other than this reference,
apparently

no other recent

ject in the literature.
in Virginia,

statements

there are

concerning

Of the thirty

to

this

sub-

specimens collected

only one is a m9.le animal, w11!eh shaws the

characteristic

claw structure

on the first

pair of legs.

The males, which may reach 500 microns in length,

are Sm'ill-

er than the females.
ti.

tardi~radumis more commonly found in moss and

lichens,
aquatic

although
habitat

it is not infrequently
(lvarcus, 1936).

recovered

One collection

from an

of this

species was made from moss in a creek bed (Sinking Creek)
in which the water level was quite low.
the moss sample had previously

that

been submerged and the ani-

mals obtained from it had been essentially
vironment.

It is likely

1n an aquatic

en-
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VI I.

PHYLOGEHY

The Affinities Qf the Phylum, Generally,
are accorded

a systematic

the Phylum Arthropoda.
(1927) aligned
his later

within

(larcus,

followed

and Eutracheata.

r,.arcus'

treatment

considered

the tardigrades

Arthropoda

but later

are an independent
an onychophoran
arthropod

1929, 1936) placed

as belonging
closely

the Class

stating

that

the

between the

in this

from which,

one respect,

within
that

group Which probably

also

the Phylum

the tard1grades
have an origin

in turn,

from

the entire

group arose.
the evolutionary

which have been used in an attempt
grades with practically
evolutionary

and in

Cuenot (1932), who spparently
as a class

I,:tarcus (1929) reviewed

suggested

within

with the Arachnoidea

(1949) asserted

stock,

status

monograph, M~rcus

the Phylum Arthropoda,

group should be considered
Protracheata

of class

In his earlier

the Tardigrada

treatments

Tardigrada

position

the Tardigrada

that

sense,

of the Tardigrada

the tardi-

invertebrate

relationships,

are those which assert

between the tardigrades
or the tardigrades

to associate

every other

the only plausible

considerations
group but
in an

an association

and the onychophoran-arthropod

and the aschelm1nthes.
with both of these

group

The correlation

groups merits

substan-
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tial

reflection

and a discussion

of the possible

origin

the tardigrades

from the onychophoran-arthropod

be given first,

followed by a review of the possibilities

aschelminth

complex will
of

affinity.

}arcus

(1929)

tardigrades

listed

similarities

(1) indeterminate

of the coelom, (3) the predomin-

(2) the character

(4) the type of musculature,

ance of the entomesoderm,
(5) metamerism,

between the

as followss

and arthropods

cleavage,

of

(6) the derivation

of the hindgut from ectoderm,

of the excretory

(7) possession

organ

of body cuticle,

(8) growth through molting and (9) the lack of ciliated
epithelium.
The holoblastic,

(1)

tardigrades,

considered

has parallels
arthropods.

unequal cleavage exhibited
by 1-hrcus (1929)

among other invertebrate

is not spiral

but appears

during the formation

of the blastula.

to understand

(2)

absent.

It is

Cleavage of the

is determinate,

not in-

and the evidence which l·llrcus adduces here

would seem to argue against,
affinity

pattern

The mesoderm lineage

is apparently

lineages

the

random process

Mlrcus' argument.

annelid-mollusk-arthropod
determinate,

groups besides

to be a rather

1n the form of a 4d-type cell

difficult

to be indeterminate,

by Marcus, the cleavage

As interpreted

by the

rathor

than for,

an arthropod

of the tardigrades.
The entoderm of the tardigrades

is originally
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formed by the delamination
blastod.ermal

surface,

which consists

1n a radial

oriented

manner.

group of entodermal

cells,

in the stereoblastula.

forms an internal
the gut.

of one or two cells

from the

of ectodermal

These cells

give rise

which become centrally

The mass of entodermal

cavity,

Following

there is

cells

(1929) apparently

which }arcus

schizocoel,
It appears
assigning

forms the definitive

separation

a

that

there

is some difficulty

a schizocoelic

No mesoderm formation

formation.
the formation

of the body cavity

he1fla schizocoelic

interpretation

The interpretation
not be resolved
are carried

studies

development is that

out.

until

true,

to be a

involved in
type of body cavity
concerned with

so it is difficult

to see

could apply.

further

of the coelomic
difficult

pouches

derived

nnn..'1.er (l,arcus,

removes the tardigrades

and prob-

embryological

However, the accepted

the coelomic

This

of the animal.

is directly

is particularly

gut are formed 1n an enterocoelic

Which, if

to this

of the formation

sacs of the tardigrades
ably will

nature

believes

body cavity

then

lumen of

of the outer ectod.erma.l layer from the entoderm.
cavity,

to a
situated

which is the definitive

this formation,

cells

far

viow of this
from tha

1929)

f1•on: the arthro-

pods.
(3)

mal cells,

The mesodermal cells,
of these

if indeed thoy are mesoder-

pouches ul tinn tely

form the cells

of the

2o4
body cavity

annelidan

and the musculature.
type of development,

1n soma lower invertebrates,

the rotifars

of the arthropods

by the tardigrades

1n

but is also evident

(Hyman, 195'1).

1Ietamer1sm, as exhibited

not be correlated

be considered

marine tardigrades,

and ventral

by the tardigrades,

can-

with the type of mesodernal formation

should probably
adult

are also found

to the arthropods.
muscles possessed

(\.+.) The band-like

is characteristic

but parallels

of an

and the predominance of ento-

masodarm is not restricted

(5)

This is reminiscent

ganglia,

superficial.

othar

In fact,

than the paired

give no indication

and

the

appendages

of any type of

sogmen ta tion.
(6)

In a consideration

of the homology of the excre-

tory glands of the tardigrades
of the arthropods,
Heterotardigrada,
are considered

one obstacle

to be primitive,

be derived
are,

at best,
(7)

tardigrades

do not possess

from the hind gut.

and the Eutardigrada,
the true nature
uncertainly

A body cuticle

glands

the mlrine species

from the marine forms,

In addition,

excretory

seems to be present.

and particularly

glands which are derived
Mesotardigrada

with hindgut

which

the excretory
Only the

which are thought to
possess

excretory

and function

of these

glands.
glands

known.
is evident

but is also characteristic

1n the arthropods

of other

and

invertebrate
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groups.

to Cuenot (1949), the cuticle

According

tardigrades

is not chitin.

the arthropodan

affinities

In considering
pod group derived
is first

there

This fact

the question

apparent

lieved

to be primitive,

of development

of the arthropodan

which is not
which are be-

a parallel

and tardigrade

not present.

objections

of body cuticle.

heavy cuticle,

and, presumably,

is apparently

serious

lobopod annelids,

in the marine tardigrades,

the composition
appear

(1938) idea of a protarthro-

from the hypothetical

This would demand a relatively

which also

alone might discount

of the tardigrades.

Snodgrass•

at all

of

in
cuticle,

Thus, there would

to a placement

of the tardigrades

between the Onychophora and the Myriapoda-I-Iexapoda group
as has been suggested
for a r3duction

ation
appears

to be against

tracheate

line,

sence of trachea
great

reduction

cessity

the tendency

to an explan-

structure,

which

of the onychophoran-

must also be made of the ab-

and an extreme reduction
(1929) suggested

that,

in size and body surface,

for a development

tardigrade

In addition

1n the cuticular

some account

}arcus

tardigrada.

by Marcus.

of a respiratory

in size

in the

because of the
there was nonesystem in the

group.

(8, 9)

A growth through

ciliated

epithelium,

grades

and arthropods,

although

molting and the lack of
characteristic

of the tardi-

is also found in the nematodes.
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Perhaps of greatest
arthropod

affj,.nity

importance

theory is the ladder

system or the tardigrades,
the nervous system consists
ganglia,

a subesophageal

this

line.

ganglion

no morphological

type of nervous system,

ganglion

and four ventral

a pair of ventral

by

explanation
other

of

In the Tardigrada,

of a lobed cerebral

Which are connected

At present,

type or nervous

which is very characteristic

the annelid-onychophoran-arthropod
or brain,

1n the tardigrade-

truck
nerves.

can be given for

than the hypothesis

of

an. anr.i.elid-a.rtr..ropod rela t1onsh.1p.

~S3.rcus (1929) also suggested
sory structures,

particularly

heterotardigradas
tracheat.q
this

sensorJ
that

At this

time,

there

is little

and are n:>t endc:Med with

edly from all

of the
of the
to support
the cephalic

are generally

31) they differ

(seep.

known sensory appendages

of annelids

and
mark-

and

antennae.

Protor.i.ychophora that

u microfaunal

environment

have escaped

the tardigrades

that

extinction

and, by doing this,

or gEtniza. tion of the 1r phylogenetic
tard1grades

sen-

muscle attachments

Tiegs and Manton (1958) suggested
are

cirri,

of the heterotardigrades

L~ number and arrangement

arthropod

the lateral

However, it should be noted that

structures

filamentou~

the cephalic

are homologous to the antennae

line.

theory.

that

have escaped extinction

line.

by assuming

have lost

the

'.l.1ha
t the

is certainly

an under-
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statement;
attest

their

cosmopolitan

to this.

nature

and large numbers

The protonychophoran

for the ladder-type

link would account

nervous system of the tardigrades

would seem to require
of the mesoderm.

some vestige

of a teloblastic

is not 1n evidence,

The latter

but
origin

unless

the eoelomic pouches 1n the embryology of the tardigrades
nay be assumed to be a modification

of the teloblastic

of mesoderm origin.

time, there

evidence

to support

At the present

is little

this.

One other outstanding

characteristic

of tardigrade

anatomy would seem to prevent an association
with an onychophoran-arthropod
Tardigrada,

mode

although

line.

in some respects

of this

group

The claws of the
similar

in morphology

to those of the Onychophora, do not have muscle insertions
that are evident

in the onychophoran and arthropod

and even 1n the parapodia
A muscularly
istic

controlled

of great adaptive

it appears

extremely

of modern polychaete

groups

annelids.

claw would appear to be a charactervalue among free-living

doubtful

forms and

that such an anatomical

fea-

ture would be lost.
Evidences which }arcus
of a tardigrade
follcMs:

affinity

nature

are as

of the foregut,

(3) the non-chitinous

(4) a lack of ciliated

and (5) eutely.

as suggestive

with the Aschelminthes

(1) the tr1-partite

(2) the coelomocytes,
cuticle,

(1929) considered

epidermis

nature

of the

as 1n nematodes
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(1)

Particularly

aschelminth

the pharyngeal

In addition

region

to the tri-partite

the stylet
places

for

let and are not unlike

Coelomocytes are present

and nay

the posterior

the protractor

the furcae

primi-

or outside

cnlargemonts

of

or spears,

capsule

cavity

nematodes,

knob-like

possesses

of attachment

(2)

of the buccal

the lumen of the buccal

In some tylenchoid

lumen.

nature

possess stylets,

nematodes

which develop 1n the region

lie within

in the structure

of nematodes, some apparently

or marine

groups

to a tardigrade-

are the similarities

affinity

of the foregut.
tive

attractive

the
end of

which servo

as

muscles of the sty-

of the tardigrade

stylet.

in nematocles (Ej¥man.,

1951) but are also found in the annelids,

onychophorans

ancl arthropods.
(3)

nature

t1.

it

cuticle

(4)

suggests
tard1grades
this

lbrcus

pointed

out that

the non-chitinous

is found 1n both tardigra.des

of the cuticle

nematodes,
, ..~.,.~

Although

may also

be pointed

out that

and

the rotifers

which is not composed of chitin.

The lack

of cilia

among tardigrades

but it w;r also

affinities

and the arthropods

also

be pointed

and nematodes
out that

are 1n agreement

the

on

ciiarac ter is tic.
(5)

tardigrades

l·il.rcus stated
!snot

the nematodes.

that

homologous

the constant

cell

to the constant

Ho1r1ever, his only reason

for

number ir .. the
call
this

number of
statement,
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apparently,

is a lack of identical

cell

organs of tardigrades

correspcnding

M1rcus' interpretation

and nematodes.

of the coelomic cavity

tardigrades,

which has previously

opposition

to a nematode-aschelminth

difference

in mesoderm formation.

113.rcus (1929), the differences
possession
synctial

of an excretory
structure

close alignment

numbers in the

been discussed,
affinity

Also, as pointed

of tardigrades

prevents

and nematodes.

of the body cuticle

to be considered

superficial,

of the tardigrades

or plate

formation

other characteristics

are situated

Secondly,
posteriorly,

of legs of the tardigrades.
may be telescoped

with

1i·1rst , the musculature

of tardigrades.

the form of thin bands which are attached
Rotifera

among rotifers,

in both groups.

also exhibit

as in the Tardigrada.

is

as an evolutionary

mentioned by lnrcus Which my be associated
structure

If

then the tendency for annula-

perhaps may merit some consideration
The rotifers

which are

of some marine nem9.todes.

the segmentation

prevalent

the

system by nematodes and the

in the body cuticle

characteristic

out by

in muscle structure,

of the nematode sub-cuticle

tion 1n the nematodes,

is in

as is the

Not mentioned by Marcus are the annulations
present

of the

the body
is in

to the body wall,

the foot and toes of the
as are the fourth

The extremities

by an annular

not

structure

pair

of the rotifers
not unlike

that
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found in the arthrotardigrades,
asserted

that there

al though 1-hrcus (1929)

is only a superficial

similarity

be-

tween the two.
Finally,
be pointed

al though not mentioned by Marcus, there may
out parallels

in nematode and tardigrade

ology Which might suggest a relationship
groups.

The cleavage

a typical
there
dial

spiral

plan.

mesoderm cell,
like

of namatodes does not follow
1n the development,

entodermal

cell

and a primor-

which become incorporated

by the gastrulation

process.

the primary entoderm cell

forms the mid-gut epithelium
rise

between the two

However, early

is formed a primordial

coeloblastula
cell,

pattern

embry-

into the
The entoderm

of the tardigrades,

and the mesoderm cell

gives

to a pair of mesodermal bands which lie on either

of the entoder.tral

mass and Which eventually

the pseudocoelocytes
the gastrulation
of the anterior

and the musculature.

process

and which closes

regions
stages

bending

and the blastopore

groove which is directed

1n the later

to

In both groups,

brings about a ventral

and posterior

becomes an elongated

give rise

side

dorsally

of development

(Hyman,

1951, p. 254).

Unfortunately,

the embryology of the rotifers

unlmown (Hyman, 1951),
group and the tardigrades
bryological

is almost

so that a comparison between this

cannot be made.

study on tardigrades

}~st of the em-

has been carried

out by
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lil.rcus and thus the lmowledge of the develop.mental stages
of this

group are almost entirely

tation.

It is rather

study,

especially

subject

to his interpre-

obvious that further

involving

embryological

.marine forms,

is necessary

fore a true relationship

nny be established

Tardigrada

invertebrate

and any other

Three conclusions,

discussion.

First,

arthropods
reality,
latter

however, may be draw11 from the above

and tardigrades

group.

a hypothesis

is extremely

Second, strong

evidences

relationship

between the

doubtfulJ

are presented

Third,

be established

between
the diver-

seems to be of sufficient

the establishment

for

affinity.

group and the tardigrades,

gence of the tardigrades

if not 1n

knowledge of the

of a tardigrade-aschelminth

invertebrate

to warrant

linkage

in view of the present

should a phylogenetic
another

between the

group.

an indisputable

at least

be-

of a separate

.magnitude

and independent

Phylum Tardigrada.

Relationships Within the Phylum. 11Woschemes of phylogeny
have been presented
tardigrade

group.

hypothesized
tral

The first,

a protardigrade

cephalic

immediately

to account for the evolution

papillae,
posterior

more posteriorly
pond to the lateral

by

Thulin

stock,

four pairs

cirri

or sensory
papillae,

sensory structures,
and clavae,

the

(1928, Diag. 1),

which possessed

to the rostral

situated

within

six ros-

structures
two pairs

of

which corres-

and a median cirrus
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of the present

day heterotardigrades.

then, exhibited
addition,

nineteen

cephalic

the protardigrade

gonopore and hook-like
on short

sensory structures.

stock possessed

In

a pre-anal

claws, which were situated

terminally

toes.

According to Thulin,

two stocks,

grades and the proeutardigrades,
protardigrade

stock.

which possessed

the proheterotardi-

arose from the generalized

From the proheterotardigrade

the sensory structures

stock,

of the modern

Halechiniscus stock and a proFrom the Halechiniscus stock, which ex-

heterotardigrades,

arose a

Echiniscus stock.
hibited

This morphology,

an elongation

of the terminal

toes,

developed the

Halecoiniscus, which lacks the median cirrus, and
Eathyechiniscus, which retained the median cirrus and demodern

veloped a secondary branch on each of the four claws.
the

Bathyechiniscus level occurred a bifurcationJ

of which gave rise
es the median cirrus
branches

to the genus

one branch

Tetrakentron,which

possess-

and four leg claws with two secondary

in each claw, and a second branch, Which gava rise

to the genus Batillipes with six disc-like
tures

At

terminal

struc-

on each leg and a median cirrus.
From the pro-Echiniscus

stock,

cirrus

and elo~gated

oped.

One branch led to the unarmoured genus

which possesses

toe structure,

which lacked the median

three branches devel-

!our leg claws without

Or~slla,

secondary branches;
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the second branch gave rise

to the unarmoured genus

Echiniscoides, which possesses from five to nine leg claws
without

secondary branches1 the third

branch gave rise

the genus Parechiniscus, which exhibits

to

the characteristic

four leg claws with secondary branches on the inner claws,
as in the modern genera of the Echiniscidae,
tion of cuticular

plate formation.

From the basic

Patechiniscus, there then developed,
increase

in cuticle

formation,

through a progressive

the genera (by Thulin)

Bryodelphax, with five or six 1ntersegmental
segmental plates

plus transverse

and an initia-

plates

1ntersegmental

(dorsal

plates)

and

~chiniscus,
with five 1ntersegmental plates.
From
Hy~eca1niscusthen arose the genus Echiniscus, which possesses three segmental plates, and the genus Ps§udichini~cus,
which possesses
Returning
six ros tral

four segmental plates.
to the proeutardigrade

papillae,

stock,

which possessed

a cloaca and two claws w1th secondary

branches,

we find that Thulin suggests

gave rise

through one branch to Milnesium,which retained

the six rostral
aration

and two lateral

of claw branches.

from the proeutardigrades,

by another.

but exhibit

a sep-

The second branch,developed
led to the basic Hicrobiotidae

l;acrobio;t.us
by
lineage
branch and the lli£,ns1b1us-D1~hascon

type which, 1n turn,
one evolutionary

papillae

a bifurca t1on Which

gave rise

to the genus
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lbrcus

(1929, Diag. 2) suggested

the original

stock was a marine B'alechiniscms-like

tardigrade
possessed

that

a median cirrus.

From this

arose the modern Tetrakentronidae

form which

basic stock then

(Halech1n1scus,

line

Ba.thyechiniscusand l'.e,1rakentron
>,which culminated in
Eat1111~es.
According to Marcus, the Echiniscoidea
the original

marine

formed 1n this

uaiechiniscus stock.

lineage

also arose from
The first

was the genus Oreella,

developed a generalized

stock that gave rise

group

from which
to the

Parecb,!niseus-Bryo~elphax-Hypechiniscus
series which culminates in the subgenus Echiniscus (Echi,niscus)and the genus
fseudechiniscus. The third branch of the generalized stock
gave rise

to the basic two-clawed eutardigrade

through a gradual

separation

of claw branches,

a tad 1n ?f11nes1um,which possesses

of Thulin

ing the basic

claws with completely

one objection

and aircus

branch leading

and then reacquired
rather

above.

In establish-

to the Arthrotardigrada

the median cirrus

Whether such an occurrence
on the surface,

outlined

to the phylogenetic

as Halecl1 1nisc.u~-11ke, the fact

tardigrade

that the phylogenetic
lost

to

branches.

There is at least
schemes

gave rise

Hypsibius and :Qiphasconand culmin-

the genera Iticrobiotus,
separated

stock which,

must be accepted.

could take place would appear,

unlikely.
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of the der 1va tion of Milnesium

Thulin' s hypothesis
from a generalized

eutardigrade

If Marcus is correct

stock seems to be untenable.

in stating

that

the cephalic

sensory

of M1J.nes1um
are not homologous with those of

structures

the heterotardigrades,

then a phylogeny as proposed by

Thulin would be unacceptable.
which possesses

a separation

placo1d formation,

of claw branches

is the end product

the M3.crobiotidae.

Supporting

found in the discovery

Milnesium,

More probably,

of the evolution

evidence

of the single

and lacks

for this

nay be

Th~mozodium

species,

esak11 Rahm, 1937, Which in the original

description,

placed

This species,

in the new order }~sotardigrada.

Which was discovered
four rostral
coids,

in a hot spring

papillae,

lateral

lateral

excretory

in Japan,

cirri,

organs,

slight

of

possesses

well-developed
dorsal

was

pla-

plate

for-

mation and six to ten claws with sm~ll ttgc('J'l.dary branches.
If this

species

Heterotardigrada
that

placoid

and the Eutardigrada,

formation

the Diplotardigrada
of a reduction
apparent

a true intermediary

represents

is a primitive

and that

1n placoid

between the

then it is obvious
characteristic

among

Milnesiumis the end product

development,

which is quite

in a Uy12sibius (Hyps1bius)-Itawia,scon-Milnesium

lineage.
Since the proposal
Thulin and }brcus,

of the phylogenetic

several

additional

genera,

schemes of
all

of which
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are monotypic,
genera

have been described.

These include

Actinarctus, Orzeliscus, Stjracony:x, Sty~ar~tus,

and Ho;pechiniscus of the Heterotardigrada

Haplomacrobiotusand Itacuascon
are all apparently
and their

general

been studied.

and the genera

of the Macrobiotidae.

knoWn only from the original
impact upon tardigrade

In the future,

many of the disparities
genetic

the

descriptions

phylogeny has not

such studies

currently

These

prevalent

schemes proposed for the tardigrades.

may eliminate
in the phylo-
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VIII.

SUMMARY

Six hundred ninety-four

specimens of tardigrades

from 434 moss and lichen

collected
tained

primarily

Giles,

Craig,

phological

from the Southwestern

studies

carried

eight

Tardigrada

Anatomical

of

and mor-

of two classes,

three

orders,

four

of the Phylum

were present.

was presented

description

together

and the recent

the Tardigrada

collection

A brief

records

for the assignment

and necessary

to carry

of each of the 26 species

with a discussion

Evidence was presented
tablished

counties

out on these specimens revealed

genera and 26 species

An anatomical
position

which were ob-

Virginia

Montgomery and Grayson.

that representatives
families,

samples,

were

out this

was presented

literature

concerning

for each species.
of phylum rank to

taxonomic revisions

were es-

elevation.

review of the theories

Tardigrada

of the systematic

of phylogeny of the

and a bibliography

the tardigrades

of the recent

was compiled.
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5. Buccal structure

Fig.

().

Cross section

Fig. 7.

of Uacrobiotus.

of pharynx of Mac;c,obiotus.
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Buccal structure

Bat1111x,es.
Fig. 9. Cephalic appendages of !c:ll1n1sc:us.
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Cephalic appendages of
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a; - median cirrus
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EX:!- external
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IC - intarnal
IC - lateral

cirrus
cirrus

LH - lumen

ss - stylet

HA - macroplac oid

ST - stylet

SU - stylet

su:r,port

sheath
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PLATE II

L
MR

ST
MA

-

p
Ml

LM

6

7

p

CP

I

IC

I

~~EC

8
9
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PLATEIII

Fig. 10.

Cuticular

structure

Fig. 11.

Cuticular

structure

Echiniscus.
of Pseudechiniscus.
of

plate

I-I

- head

I

- first

II

-

second segmental plate

III

-

third

P

-

pseudosegmental

1

- first

2

-

3

- third

E

- end plate

segmental plate
segmental plate
plate

intersegmental

second intersegmental

DS - dorsal

intersegmental
leg spines

plate
plate
plate
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PLATE III

11

244
PLATE IV

Fig.

12.

Batillipes

friaufi

sp. n.,

ventral.
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PLATE IV

12

PLATEV

13. Ecbin1scus(H..) iladiator, dorsal.
Fig. 14. E.. (IL.) elad1Ator, cephalic and buccal structure.
Fig. 15. :[. (H..) gladiator, claws of fourth leg.

Fig.
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PLATE V

25µ

13

14
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PLATEVI

Echiniscus (E..) vir~inicus

Fig.

1(,.

Fig.

17. E..

(E..) v1r ~inicus

Fig.

18.

(E,.)

~

sp.

Y1r i;:1n1cu2sp.

sp.

n.'

n.' dorsal.
n., median

holotype,

lateral.

claw of fourth

leg.

PLATE VI

.IMM.

16

18

17
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PLATEVII

Pseudechiniscussu111us,dorsal.
Fig. 20 • .f.. suillµs, claws or fourth leg.
Fig. 21. f. suillus, median claw of fourth leg.

Fig.

19.
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PLATE VII

20

21
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PLATEVIII

itcrobiot.us macronyx, buccal structure.

Fig.

22.

Fig.
Fig.

claws
u. macron:yx,
24. u. macronyx, lateral

Fig.

25.

li.

Fig.

26.

claws.
u. 1ut~;cmes11:u.~,

23.

of fourth

leg.

view of claw.

iutermedius, buccal structure.
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PLATEVIII

:1

22

N

24

25
25u

26

PLATEIX

Fig.

27.

I·bcrobiotus richtorsi,

Fig.

28.

M. richtersi,

Fig.

29.

Fig.

30.

buccal

claws of fourth

u. ru~rms\forthi'claws

u. b.n:cm~rt:£!:21:
:tb1 ,

buccal

structure.

leg.

of fourt!1 lee.
structure.
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PLATE IX

28

50U

27

~]
29
25µ

30

PLATE X

Fig. 31.

l·lsacrobiotus }Jufelandi, buccal structure

Fig. 32.

li- hyf§land1, claws of fourth leg.

Fig. 33.

M. ecnino~enltus, claws of fourth

Fig. 34.

U. E:chinor,enitus, buccal structure.

leg.
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PLATEX

32

31

33
34
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PLATEXI

Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

35. Hyps1b1us CI..) tub~rculatus, lateral.
36. a. CL) tuberculatus, buccal structure.
claws of fourth leg.
3?. u.. CL) :tu:b=rcui~:tu~,
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PLATE XI

."-

.J ··y

---

35

37
36

260

PLATEXII

Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

38. Hy~sibius(I.-) nodosus, lateral.
39. a. CL) nodosus, buccal structure.
4o. IL (I..) nodosus, claws of fourth

leg.
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PLATE' XII

.I MM.

39
50µ

38

40
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PLATE XIII

Fig. 41.

Hypsib1Jis CL> prosostomus,buccal structure.

Fig. 42.

IL (I..)

Fig. 43.
Fig.

44.

a.
a.

prosostomus,

claws of fourth

CL) tetradactyloides,
CL) t~tr~d2ctyloidms,

leg.

claws of fourth
buccal structure.

leg.
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PLATE XIII

42

41

43

5()J.J

44
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PLATE XIV

Fig.

45.

Hypsibius

Fig.

46.

ll. (I..)

Fig.

47.

u.. (I..)

(Isohyps1121us)

canadensis, buccal
canad~nsis, claws

canadensis, lateral.
structure.
of fourth

leg.
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PLATE XIV

46

47

2ti6
PLATE XV

Fig. 48.
Fig. 49.

Uypsibius (Hy;ps1b1us > conver~ens,buccal structure.

a.

50. IL
Fig. 51. a.

Fig.

CH.) conyer1:ens
, claws of fourth

ca.>conjun~ens,claws of fourth
err.>cQlltunc~n~,buccal structure.

leg.
leg.
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PLATE XV

49

48

50

51
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PLATEXVI

Fig.

,2.

ms~1us

Fig.

53.

IL (IL)

Fig.

54.

(!L)

a.

(Hypsihiu§) oberhaeuser1, lateral.

oberhaeuser1, buccal structure.
aberllQ;~u~H~r
1, claws of fourth

leg.

PLATE XVI

.I M\1.

53

52
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PLATE XVII

Fig.

55. Di~hasconbullatus, lateral.
56. ll. bullatus, buccal structure.

Fig.

57.

Fig.

~

bullatus,

claws of fourth

leg.
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PLATE XVII

55

50µ

56
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PLATE XVIII
f

Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

58. Diphasconangustatus, buccal structure.
59. u..an~ustatus, claws of fourth leg.
60. u..belg;icae, claws of rour th leg.
61. u..1211,1cae,buccal structure.
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PLATE XVIII

:l

lO
{\J

50µ

59

58

60
50JJ

61
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PLATE XIX

Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

Diphasconscoticus, buccal structure.
63. 12. scoticus, claws of fourth leg.
64. 12- pin~u1s, claws of fourth leg.
buccal structure.
65. 12- 121ru~u1~,
62.
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PLATE XIX

63

62

64
50µ

65

276

Fig. 66. ~1»hasconnodulosus, dorsal.

nody.J,osus,buccal structure.
FiG• 68. U.. nodulosus, claws of fourth leg.
Fie. 67.

Il..
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PLATEXX

50µ

66

67
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PLATE XXI

Fig.

69.

Ita~uasconum~llinae,

Fig.

70.

L umbe111nae,buccal structure.

Fig.

71.

L umbellinae, stylet,

Fig.

claws of fourth
72. L uaw~11;1n~~,

ventral.
dorsal.
leg.
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PLATE XXI

50µ

70
69

12µ

71

72

280

PLATEXXII

Fig.

73.

ltllnesium tat,d1.;radum,male, ventral.
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PLATE XXII

73

282
PLA'l'E XXIII

:t~,......

F'i"o•

74

Fig.

7J.

Fig.

7G. u. tardi;rJ.du.m,male claws of fL--st leg.
'
77. l:I. tardi~rqdum, oral papillae.
lateral.
stylet,
78. il. tar~ 1~i:~11Wll,

Fig.
Fig.

I

•

illlno;:;1u:11

.&.

~
-g··"~l
+(.+
""'"
w,1... '

a. -~ardi.;rq.dug,

buccal

claws of fourth

~tructuro

•

leg.
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PLATE XXIII

75
74

.IMM.

sou

76

77

~78
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Pseudechiniscus

~/

Bat1111pes

Eehiniscus

Diphascon

I

---------1

Hypechiniscus

Hypsibius

Bryodelphax

Calohyps1b1us

Tetrak,ntron~

\

Isohypsibius

\

Bathyechiniscus
Ilalech1n1scus

Parechin1scus
Oree~

~

\

Pro-Heterotardigrade

1-acrobiotus

\Eciiscoides

Pro-Ech1n1scus

Pro-Halechiniscus

Milnesium

/

stock

stock
stock

Pro-Tard1grade

Diagram 1.

Pro-Tardigrade

stock

Phylogeny (Thulin,

1923)

stock
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Echiniscus
\ Pseudechiniscus

Milnesium

Hypechiniscus

I

Bryodelphax
parvulus
Bat1111pes

I
Bryodelphax

1ntermed1us

Isohypsibius

11:lcrobiotus \ Jypsibius
\

Parechinis cus
Ech1n1sco1des

""

/alohypsibius

Eutardigrade
stock

Oreella

Halechiniscu~

Halech1n1scus-11ke

Diphascon

marine form

Diagram 2 - Phylogeny (1-arcus, 1929)
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OF A NE'i.vSPECIES FRO~{FLORIDA
by

George Thomas Riggin,
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submitted
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of the

This investigation
the semi-aquatic

was carried

tardigrade

Specimens were obtained

out primarily

to study

fauna of Southwestern

Virginia.

from mosses and lichens

mounted by use of a procedure

and were

employing a modification

of

Hoyer' s medium.
During the course
obtained

of this

and the following

study,

species

694 specimens were

were identified:

Bat1111pe~friauf1 sp. n., Echiniscus (Hypechiniscus>
iladiator, Ech1n1scus(Echiniscus)virginicus sp. n.,
Pseudech1n1scus§uillus, M1srobiotusmacronyx,Hacrobiotus
intermedius, i'acrob1otus righteru, M:1crobiotusb.ilmswor;.thi,
Iti,crobiotus nufelandi, 1-t!crobi~ ~chinogen1tus, Hyps1b1us
(Isohyps1b1us > tu12_erculatus,Hypsibius (Isohypsibius >
nodosus, Hvpsibius (Isohyps1b1us>prosostom~ Hypsibiys
(Isohypsibiys) tetradac;:tyloides, Hyps1b1us(Isohypsibius}
canadensis., !Jyps1b1u~(T-IyJJ~1t!1wt)<:®xergens, Hyps1:n1us
(;Iyps1b1ur~
> ccn3uni.r,ens,l!y~s1h111s (Hypsibiys)

oberhaeuseri,

Dtghascon bullB.tlJ§, :Q.1.~oascQ.U
aneustatus, :Q.auascon~cot1cus,
~i~uascon ~1~1cae, Divha[cQUn1D~, DinhasconnQdulo~u§,
ItaQ.Yil~

bellinae

Collection
and previous

data,

and

Milnes ;tum targ 1eradmp..

discussion

morphological

of the taxonomic status

observations

were presented

for

each species.
Recommendations were made concerning
egg morphology as a valid

basis

for species

the discarding

of

description

and

identification.

The practice

in tardigrade

entities
deplorable

systematics

for

the consideration

phylum were presented
this

disposition.

To complete

was included

to ordinal

was erected

taxonomic scheme,

were accorded

and Echinisc1da

rank and a new order,

new family

of nomenclature,

(= Discopodidae),

Eehin1sco1d1dae

class

(= Echinisco1dea)

Diplotardigrada,

names, made nandatory

were presenteda

Tetrakentron1dae

The previously

were reviewed

of the Tardigrada
A bibliography

Batillipidae
Ech1n1scidae

and Milnes11dae
suggested

(= Arctiseidae).

phylogenetic

and the evidences

schemes for the
for affinities

were presented.
of the recent

was compiled.

by the

(= Onychopodidae),

(= Nudeeh1n1scidae),

(= Scutechinisc1dae)

tardigrades

as a

with the Eutardigrada.

The following

tardigrades

this

and Eutardigrada

the Arthrotardigrada

were raised

rules

to be

of the Tardigrada

and a taxonomic hierarchy

the Heterotardigrada
status,

was observed

and the abandonment of such usages was urged.

Evidences
for

of using numbers for taxonomic

literature

on the

